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PREFACE 
Experimental measurements of the heat transfer coefficient for 
laminar flow inside a helical coil were made. Three fluids, ethylene 
glycol, distilled water and normal butyl alcohol, were studied using 
a helical coil with a D /d. ratio of 20.2. The tube was heated by 
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passing DC current through the tube wall. All the experimental runs 
were conducted under approximately constant wall heat flux. Local 
outer surface temperatures were measured circumferentially and axially 
along the length of the coil. Th~ study covered the fluid flow range 
extending from a Reynolds number of 30 to 5500 and a Prandtl number of 
2.24 to 113.1. 
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- heat transfer surface area 
- average absolute percent deviation 
- specific heat of the fluid · 
- helical coil diameter 
- Dean number, Re/di/Dc , defined by Equation (2.1) 
- inside diameter of the tube 
- helical coil curvature ratio 
- straight tube outside diameter 
- fluid element 
- electromotive force 
- Fanning friction factor, 16/Re 
- gravitational acceleration 
- mass velocity of the fluid 
. 3 2 2 
- Grashof number; di p gB~t/µ 
- Graetz number, :WC /k.L 
p 
- local heat. transfer coefficient based on the 
tube inside diameter 
- peripheral average heat transfer coefficient, 
defined by Equation (6.2) 
- peripheral average heat transfer coefficient, 
defined by Equation (6.4) 
























- thermal conductivity 
- length of the heated portion of the test section 
- total length of heat transfer loop 
- Nusselt number, hdi/k 
- Prandtl number, C µ/k 
p 
- heat flow rate 
- heat flow rate 
- heat flux 
- Rayleigh number, Gr•Pr 
- Reynolds number, diG/µ 
- fluid temperature 
- dimensionless inside wall temperature 
- tube wall thickness 
- bulk fluid temperature 
- inside wall temperature 
- circumferential average wall temperature 
- fluid velocity 
- mass flow rate of fluid 
- dimensionless axial distance, defined by Equation 
(5.6) 
- coefficient of volume expansion of the fluid 
- fluid viscosity 
- fluid density 
- electrical resistivity 















- bulk fluid 
- helical coil 
- critical 
- evaluated at fluid film temperature, 
(tw + tb) /2 
- inside of tube 
- coil inlet 
- outside of tube 
- coil exit 





Heat transfer in a curved tube is of fundamental importance in 
various heat exchangers having heating or cooling coils. Curved tubes 
are also used for heat transfer in heat engines and industrial equip-
ment. Some of the specific applications are: 
1. Helical coils are used for transferring heat in mixing opera-
tions, chemical reactors and agitated vessels as well as in process 
heat exchangers. 
2. Helical coils have been used in rocket engines and in jacketed 
vessels. 
3. Helical coils have been studied for possible applications in 
the design of a "daily dialyzer", to be used as an artificial kidney. 
Weissman and Mockros (42) recently studied the use of helical coils to 
improve mass transfer rates in membrane blood oxygenators. 
4. Due to the fact that helical coils have a compact configura-
tion, more heat transfer can be provided per unit of space than by the 
use of straight tubes. Helically-coiled tubes are used extensively in 
the cryogenic industry for the liquefaction of gases. Coiled tube 
heat exchangers can economically satisfy the severe size and operating 
conditions required by the Single Pressure Mixed Refrigerant Process 
which is used for the liquefaction of natural gas. 
Heat transfer in laminar flow can be considerably higher in coiled 
1 
2 
tubes than it is in straight tubes. The reason for this is the exis-
tence of a so-called secondary flow resulting from the tube curvature. 
When a fluid moves through a straight tube, the fluid velocity near the 
center line is higher than that near the wall. However, in the case of 
a coiled tube, each fluid element experiences a centrifugal force acting 
away from the center of curvature of the coil tube and in the plane of 
cross-section of the tube. Therefore, this force causes the motion of 
the fluid element from the inside of the curvature to the outside. The 
fluid at the outer wall returns to the inside along the tube wall to 
replace the fluid forced outwards. This results in the formation of 
two vortices symmetrical about a horizontal plane through the tube 
center. A highly idealized diagram of the secondary flow pattern is 
shown in Figure 1. 
It is possible, under some conditions, that natural convection 
becomes an important factor in the heat transfer process. At low 
Reynolds numbers, the natural convection effect will often predominate, 
depending upon the temperature difference. The gravity force due to 
the difference in density causes the motion of fluid element in the 
vertical direction. If the fluid near the wall is heated, the heavier 
fluid at the center of the pipe moves towards the bottom and the fluid 
at the bottom will return to the top along the tube wall to replace 
the fluid flowing downwards. Figure 2 gives an idealized flow pattern 
for the natural convection fluid motion at low Reynolds numbers when 
the fluid is being heated. 
The objectives of the research program were to study the various 











Figure 1. Idealized Diagram of the Secondary 










Figure 2. Idealized Diagram for Fluid Flow 
in a Helically Coiled Tube for 
Natural Convection Heat Trans-
fer at tow Reynolds Number 
(Heated Wall) 
4 
coiled tube. However, the principal objective of this work was to 
investigate heat transfer mechanisms in the entrance region of the 
helical coil, where oscillatory behavior is expected. 
5 
Exper~mental data were gathered for the helical coil using ethyl-
ene glycol, distilled water and n-butyl alcohol. A total of 60 runs 
was made; 26 runs with ethylene glycol, 14 runs with distilled water 
and 20 runs with n-butyl alcohol as the working fluid. The study 
covered the fluid flow range extending from a Reynolds number of 30 to 
5500 and a Prandtl number of 2.24 to 113.1. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The literature describing fluid flow in curved tubes dates back 
almost 100 years. A chronological bibliography of important papers on 
fluid flow in helical coils was compiled by Koutsky and Adler (20). 
Srinivasan et al. (38) critically examined the various published corre-
lations for determining the pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient 
in helical and spiral coils. Singh (37) gives a complete literature 
survey of the work done on fluid mechanics of flow in helical coils up 
to 1970. This survey will be limited to the work done on heat trans-
fer in the helically coiled tubes with laminar flow. 
The first theoretical study in curved pipes was made by Dean 
(8,9). Dean first showed that the parameter 
De Re ./d. /D 
1 c 
(2.1) 
now known as the Dean number, is the unique dynamic similarity para-
meter governing fluid motion in curved tubes. Using a perturbation 
technique, he analyzed the secondary flow field as a deviation from 
Poiseuille flow. 
Berg and Bonilla (5) were the first to make a reasonably compre-
hensive experimental study in the laminar flow regime. They studied 
three coils with Dc/di ratios of 5.3, 6.08 and 17.21. Air, water and 
Essoluble 30 lubricating oil were heated in the coil by condensing 
6 
steam on the outside of the coil. They could not fit all their data 
to a single generalized correlation. They tried to incorporate the 
natural convection effect in their correlation but did not obtain a 
worthwhile correlation. The length-average heat transfer coefficient 
in a coil was correlated within an average deviation of some 20 per-
cent with each of the following empirical equations: 
Re1•26 [0.0000355 + 0.0009(:i)] (2.2) 
c 
where all properties are evaluated at the mean bulk temperature, and 
d 
Re1 · 29[0.0000229 + 0.000636(0i)] 
c 
where all properties are evaluated at the mean film temperature. 
(2.3) 
Berg and Bonilla proposed the following equation for the heating 
of air in laminar flow with an average deviation of less than 10 per-
cent. 
( 
w c )1.33 0.000468 p 
k/diDc 
(2.4) 
The heat capacity, C , is evaluated at the fluid average temperature 
p 
and k is evaluated at the average tube wall temperature. 
7 
Berg and Bonilla (5) found higher inside film heat transfer coeffi-
cients for oil and lower inside film heat transfer coefficients for 
air for flow in coils when compared with those in straight tubes under 
similar flow conditions. This casts some doubt on the consistency of 
their work. 
Seban and McLaughlin (34) measured local heat transfer coefficients 
in electrically heated coils. They tested two coils having Dc/di ratios 
8 
of 17 and 104 for Reynolds numbers ranging from 12 to 65,000. They 
used a medium heavy Freezene oil to study the laminar flow regime and 
water for the turbulent flow regime. They experimentally measured the 
circumferential variation of heat transfer coefficients in the fully 
developed temperature field and also measured the axial variation of 
the heat transfer coefficients on the inside and outside of curvature 
in the thermal entrance region. 
Seban and McLaughlin (34) reported that in some of the runs, the 
coefficients varied abnormally with increasing down-stream distance. 
The abnormality consisted of either a cyclic rise and fall in the 
coefficients with increasing downstream distance, or an increase in 
the coefficient at the last thermocouple station. They observed that 
the thermal entrance length was much shorter for helical coils than 
that for straight tubes at comparable Reynolds numbers. 
They proposed the following empirical equation for the peripheral 
average heat transfer coefficient for laminar flow in helical coils: 
Nu 
f 1/3 
(0.13) [ ~ (Re) 2] 
where f is calculated from White's equation (43); namely: 
c 









The applicable range for Equation (2.5) is 12 Re<5600<and 100<Pr<657. 
Fluid properties were evaluated at a film temperature which was the 
average of the mixed mean fluid and the tube inner wall temperatures. 
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Kubair and Kuloor (21) studied heat transfer to aqueous solutions 
of glycerol flowing through helical coils heated with steam. They 
studied Reynolds numbers between 80 and 6000. They tested six helical 
coils having d./D ratios of 0.037, 0.056, 0.074, 0.097, 0.022 and 0.031. ]_ c 
The peripheral and axial average Nusselt number was correlated within 
a maximum deviation of ± 10 percent and average deviation less than 
5 percent. They proposed the following correlation: 
Nu 
d. o. 7 
[1.98 + l.8(Di)]Gz 
c 
for 80<Re<6,000; 20<Pr<l00; and lO<Gz<l,000. 
(2.6) 
Mori and Nakayama (25) numerically solved the continuity and Navier-
Stokes equations for helical coils by integral methods, subdividing the 
flow pattern into a core and a boundary-layer region. They proposed 
the following equation to predict the Nusselt number in the fully 
developed region in the laminar flow regime: 
where 
Nu 0.864(2.35 + 11);) 
i:; 




The range for Equation (2.7) is stated to be applicable for De>30 
as Pr ~ 00 , and for De>60 as Pr ~ 1. 
To support their theoretically obtained equation, Mori and Nakayama 
(24) measured the velocity and temperature distributions for air flowing 
through a curved pipe having one· complete turn with a D /d. ratio of 40. 
c ]_ 
The pipe was electrically heated by nichrom wire wound arount it. From 
the observed distributions, the peripheral average Nussult nubmers were 
10 
calculated. They reported that the Nussclt numbers calculated from ex-
perimental data were Ln good agreement with the r.cirnlts of their thco-
n.•tl.u1l ;111al.yHLH. 
It was shown by Dravid et al. (13), however, that Mori and 
Nakayama's Prandtl number dependence is incorrect. For Pr>l, Mori and 
Nakayama (24,25) integrated the energy integrals of the thermal boun-
dary layer over the hydrodynamic boundary layer rather than over the 
thermal boundary layer. Dravid et al. (13) and Akiyama and Cheng (2) 
have shown that the theoretical results from the integral methods are 
valid near Pr = 1.0 only, and the result for Pr + oo is invalid. In 
Equation (2.8), ~ is the ratio of the thermal to hydrodynamic boundary 
layer thic~ness. It can be argued that ~ should have an asymptotic 
value of zero at infinite Prandtl number instead of 4/11, because 
while the hydrodynamic boundary layer thickness is independent of the 
Prandtl number, the thermal boundary layer thickness decreases mono-
tonically with.increasing Prandtl number to zero at infinite Prandtl 
number. 
Schmidt (33) experimentally evaluated the heat transfer and the 
pressure drop for fluid flow in helical coils. He tested five coils 
having d1 /Dc ratios of 0;2035, 0.0983, 0.0493, 0.0244, and 0.0123. The 
test fluids were air, water, and Shell Voluta oil 919. 
Schmidt reported the following correlation for determining the 
peripheral and axial average Nusselt number for heat transfer in 
helically coiled tubes: 
d 0.9 1/3 




a= 0.5 + (0.2903)(0i) 
c 
Equation (2.9) is applicable for lOO<Re<Re 
er 
11 
It has ?een demonstrated by Kalb and Seader (18) and Tarbell and 
Samuels (39) that the D /d. ratio, in the range of 10-100, has a 
c l. 
negligible effect on the average Nusselt number and should not appear 
explicitly in the mean values of heat transfer results. However, the 
D /d. ratio has a definite effect on the peripheral variation of the 
c l. 
fully developed local Nusselt number. 
Ozisik and Topakoglu (28) evaluated the heat transfer for fully 
developed flow by solving the governing differential equation using the 
perturbation method. They reported that the Nusselt number in curved 
pipes depends on the Reynolds number, Prandtl number and the curvature 
of pipe. Later it was found by Akiyama and Cheng (2) that the method 
used by Ozisik and Topakoglu is applicable only for the very low Dean 
number flow regime. 
Shchukin (35) studied heat transfer to water flowing through heli-
cal coils. The results of the experimental study were correlated by 
the following formula: 
Nu = 0.0575(Re)0.33(De)0.42(Pr)0.43 ~~w)0.25 (2 .10) 
with 26<De<7000 and 6.2<Dc/di<62.5. 
Dravid et al. (13) have obtained numerical solutions of the re le-
vant equations for entrance region heat transfer in curved tubes using 
the fully developed velocity profiles obtained by Mori and Nakayama 
(24). Dravid et al. showed that the Nusselt number behaves in an 
12 
oscillatory manner. These oscillations, caused by the interaction 
of the secondary flow with the developing thermal boundary layer, damp 
out as the region of the fully developed temperature field is approached. 
Dravid et al. also made measurements of the axially local peripheral-
average Nusselt number using an electrically heated coil of d./D ratio 
1 c 
of 0.0537. The boundary condition of axially uniform wall heat flux 
with peripherally uniform wall temperature was used. They tested five 
fluids covering a Prandtl number range from 5 to 175. Although the 
oscillations had not decayed at the end of the tube, Dravid et al. 
confirmed the early convergence of the fully developed region first 
reported by Seban and McLaughlin (34). Experimental work by Dravid 
et al. gave the following equation for the fully developed Nusselt 
number; 





Akiyama and Cheng (2) predicted the fully developed flow and heat 
transfer characteristics by solving the governing differential equation 
using a combination of line iterative method and boundary vorticity 
method. They found that the perturbation method (8,28) is applicable 
only for the very low Dean number flow regime. They also pointed out 
that the approximate method (1,24) based on the boundary layer concept 
near the pipe wall is valid only for high Dean number flow regime. The 
2 following equation was developed using the new parameter, De Pr, to 
13 




= 0.181 (De2Pr) 114 ~-
J~J 
0.839 + 35.4 
(De2Pr) 114 (De2Pr) 112 
(2.12) 
The applicable range for Equation (2.12) is stated to be for Dean 
2 1/4 number >200, Prandtl number ~l and (De Pr) ~.5. Another equation 
was also developed by Akiyama and Cheng (3) for Dean numbers ranging 





(De2Pr) 114 (Nu) 0 
164 










The restrictions concerning (De2Pr) and Pr for Equation (2.13) are the 
same as Equation (2.12). 
It was shown by Kalb and Seader (19) that, for large Nusselt num-
hers, the extrapolation of Akiyama and Cheng's (2) numerical computa-
2 tions through the use of their similarity parameter De Pr diverges from 
the numerical results of Kalb and Seader. A dimensional analysis per-
formed by ~lb and Seader led them to the conclusion that this similarity 
parameter has a limited range of usefulness. 
Kalb and Seader (18) have published their result which is based 
on a numerical solution of the constant property continuity, Navier-
14 
Stokes, and thermal-energy equations. They proposed the following 
correlation to calculate the Nusselt number for laminar flow heat trans-
fer in curved pipes. 
Nu= 0.913 (De) 0 • 476 ~Pr) 0 · 200 (2.14) 
The above equation is stated to be valid for 80<De<l200 and 0.7<Pr<5. 
Singh (37) measured the heat transfer to laminar flow inside heli-
cally-coiled tubes using water and Dowtherm G. Two coils having coil 
diameter to inside tube diameter ratios of 20.2 and 41.7 were tested 
over a Reynolds number range from 6 to the transition region. Singh 
proposed the following equation which includes corrections for curva-
ture and natural convection effects. 
Nu • 0.224+1. 369 (::}f Re[0. 50l+O.Jl8 (::)~ 
, ~+4. 8 rl-e-0.00946(Gr/Re2)(D0/dij~ 
f 1'3 (::t1J (2.15) 
The physical properties of the fluid used in Equation (2.15) were 
evaluated at the bulk temperature except µ which was evaluated at the 
w 
wall temperature. 
Equation (2.15) is reported to be valid for: 
6<Re<Re 
er 
1 <De<l. 7 x 103 
2.3<Pr<250 
5 24l<Gr<9.22 x 10 • 
15 
Oliver ·and Asghar (26) investigated experimentally the heat trans-
fer to laminar flowing liquids in coils. Their results were correlated 
in terms of the Dean number to give a straightforward equation with the 
property of reducing to the Graetz-Leveque equation when the curvature 
ratio approaches zero. They proposed the following equations for 
Nusselt number: 
µ 0.14 








The applicable range for Equation (2.16) is 60<De<2000 and for Equation 
(2.17) is 4<De<60. 
Janssen and Hoogendoorn (17) recently published their results of 
an experimental and numerical study of the convective heat transfer in 
coiled tubes with horizontal axes. They tested four coils having 
D /d. ratios ranging from 10 to 100 over a Prandtl number range of 
c 1 
10 to 500 and Reynolds numbers from 20 to 4000. For the fully developed 
thermal region, the peripherally-averaged Nusselt number was given by 
the following correlations: 
for 20<De<l00 
Nu = 0.9(Re2Pr) 116 
for 100<De<830 
and for 
Nu= 0.7 Re0.43Prl/6 di 0.07 <o> 
2 1/2 c 
De<20 and (De Pr) >100 






Liquid phase heat transfer was studied in a helical coil using 
ethylene glycol, distilled water and normal butyl alcohol. A sketch of 
the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 3. Since the experimental 
set-up and equipment used were essentially the same as that used by 
Farukhi (14) and Singh (37), some parts of this chapter and the follow-
ing chapters are taken from their Ph.D. theses. 
Description of Individual Units 
Helical Coil 
The helical coil used was 254 mm in diameter (tube-center to tube-
center). The coil was fabricated from initially-straight Type 304 seam-
less stainless steel tubing 15.88 tnm o.d. x 1.65 nun wall thickness. 
The axial (and heated) length of the helically coiled tube was 7.581 m. 
Straight tube sections were provided at the inlet and the exit of the 
coil. Dimensions of the helical coil are sunnnarized in Table I. 
The test section was thermally insulated by wrapping it with 
several layers of fiberglass tape and four layers of fiberglass wool 
insulation. The outside surface of insulation was then wrapped with 
vapor seal wrap so that the radiation losses would be minimized. 




































PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS OF THE HELICAL COIL 
Item 
Coil diameter, tube-center-to-tube-center, 
D , nnn 
c 
Straight tube outside diameter, d , nun 
0 
Straight tube inside diameter, d., nnn 
l. 
Number of turns in helical coil 
Ratio of coil diameter to straight tube 
inside diameter, Dc/di 
Curvature ratio, d./D 
l. c 
Axial and heated length of helical coil, m 
Coil pitch, tube-center-to-tube-center, mm 
Length of the straight tube preceding the 
inlet electrode, nnn 
Length of the straight tube following the 
exit electrode, mm 















helical coil. Hence, the longitudinal and the lateral outer tube diame-
ters were measured at several different axial locations. These measure-
ments are presented in Table V in Appendix A. The measurement intervals 
were selected to correspond to the intended thermocouple station loca-
tions on the helical coil. 
A copper bar electrode was silver-soldered to the coil at each end 
of the heated length. 
Experiments were performed with the axis of the coil in the verti-
cal direction. The fluid entered the coil at the bottom and exited at 
the top. 
Fluid Bath 
The constant temperature bath used was a "Lo-Temprol" Model 154 
circulating system manufactured by the Precision Scientific Company. 
The bath has a capacity of 2.75 gallons and is equipped with an ultra-
sensitive Micro-Set thermo-regulator, a 250-500-1000 watt immersion type 
electric heater, a centrifugal pump and an impeller mounted on a common 
shaft and driven by an electric motor. The bath set-point temperature 
could be varied continuously from -10°c to l00°C by adjusting the set-
point on the thermo-regulator. The bath temperature was measured by 
means of a Brooklyn P-M mercury-in-glass thermometer having a range 
from 0 to 220°F and graduated in 2°F intervals. The circulating sys-
tem has a guaranteed accuracy for maintaining the bath temperature to 
within 0.06°C of the set-point temperature (31). 
A sliding vane pump was used to pump the fluid through the 
20 
experimental loop. The pump was manufactured by Eastern Industries, 
Inc. The pump model number is VW-5-A. The pump is a positive displace-
ment pump having a rated maximum capacity of 1.2 gpm (75.7 cm3/sec) of 
water and capable of developing a head of 138 feet (42 m). 
DC Power Source 
A Lincolnweld SA-750 AC motor driven DC generator was used to gen-
erate the DC current, which was fed to the helically-coiled tube through 
two copper bars silver-soldered to the tube. Resistance heating, due to 
the passage of the DC current through the tube wall, provided the heat 
to the fluid. All the experimental runs were conducted under approxi-
mately constant wall heat flux conditions. The DC power generator has 
a maximum rated output power of 30 kilowatts. 
DC resistance heating was chosen over AC resistance heating because: 
1. Complex AC induction and skin effects are avoided. 
2. AC heating may cause cyclic temperature variations in the 
test section whereas DC heating provides a constant heat source. 
3. Possible thermal stresses in the test section caused by the 
cyclic nature of the AC current are avoided. 
4. The cyclic nature of the electrical forces in AC may induce 
vibrations in the test section. These vibrations do not exist when 
DC is used. 
5. AC, because of its cyclic nature, may induce spurious emfs in 
the thermocouple wires resulting in erroneous readings. 
A motor-generator was used as opposed to a rectifier because: 
1. It was available 
2. Its power output is relatively smooth and free from large 
magnitude superimposed sine waves. 
3. It is more resistant to overload than rectifiers. 
4. It is not as susceptible to transient voltage peaks that 
occur in switching the unit on and off as are rectifiers. 
Heat Exchanger 
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A 1 shell-4 tube pass heat exchanger was used to cool the test 
fluid from the helical coil. The heat exchanges is a size 502, "BCF" 
type exchanger manufactured by the Kewanee-Ross Corporation (32). 
Measuring Devices 
Insulated Wire Thermocouples 
Insulated wire thermocouples were used to measure the bulk fluid 
temperature and the outside wall temperature of the helically-coiled 
tube. The thermocouples were made from nylon insulated, 30 B&S gauge 
copper-constantan thermocouple wire. The thermocouples were fabricated 
in the laboratory by using the thermocouple welder. 
The thermocouples were placed at eighteen stations on the helically-
coiled tube. The thermocouple stations were located at different 
intervals. The intervals along the axial length of the tube were 
smaller near the inlet electrode in order to observe the effect of the 
developing thermal profile. Four thermocouples were placed 90 degrees 
apart on the tube cross-section at thermocouple stations 1 through 18. 
Figure 4 is a sketch of the thermocouple layout. 
The thermocouple beads were fixed on the tube surface with Sauerei-
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Figure 4. Layout of the Thermocouples on the Tube 




from the heating current, a thin layer of Sauereisen cement was first 
placed at the intended thermocouple location and allowed to set before 
cementing the thermocouple to its intended location. The thermocouple 
wires from the thermocouple beads were held in place along the tube 
about 12 mm from the thermocouple beads by means of duct tape and a 
flexible hose clamp. The duct tape was placed between the clamp and 
the thermocouple wires to prevent any accidental short-circuiting of the 
thermocouple wire due to the sharp edges of the metal hose clamp. The 
thermocouple wires were then placed along the helical coil for about 
50 mm and clamped again to the tube before being led off to the thermo-
couple selector switchboard. 
Each thermocouple was tagged with two numbers: the first, running 
from 1 to 18, ~ndicated the thermocouple station number; the second, 
running from 1 through 4, indicated the thermocouple location on the 
tube periphery. Location 1 was at the top of the tube and the others 
followed clockwise, facing the tube cross-section; that is, thermo-
couple 2 was closest to the coil axis. Thus, for example, a thermo-
couple tagged '5-3' indicates the thermocouple at station 5 and located 
180 degrees from the top of the tube periphery, i.e., at the bottom of 
the tube at station 5. 
All the surface thermocouples were connected to an array of 
barrier strips which in turn were connected to 18 rotary switches. 
The rotary switches were mounted on a panel and the connections were 
enclosed in a constant temperature box. The outputs from the rotary 
switches were brought to a master rotary switch which was connected 
to a Digital Thermocouple Indicator. 
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The thermocouples were calibrated in-situ by bleeding low pressure 
saturated steam through the coil. Details of the calibration procedure 
are given in Chapter IV. 
Manometer 
For each experimental run, the fluid pressure at the inlet and 
the exit of the helical coil was measured. The two pressure taps were 
connected to a manifold by a series of Whitey valves. The switching 
sysiem was connected in such a manner that either of the two taps could 
be activated and read on a Meriam U-type manometer against atmospheric 
pressure. 
Rotameter 
A Brooks "Full-View" rotameter was used to indicate and ·meter the 
fluid flow rate. The rotameter specifications are given in Table VI 
in Appendix A. 
DC Ammeter and Voltmeter 
The current flowing through the coil was measured by a Weston model 
931 DC arruneter in conjunction with a 50 millivolt shunt. The ammeter 
has a 0-750 amperes range. The 50 millivolt shunt was connected in the 
line carrying the current to the coil. The arruneter was connected 
across the shunt. 
The voltage drop across the coil was measured by a Weston model 
931 DC voltmeter. The voltmeter has a 0-50 volts range. The voltmeter 
was connected across the two copper electrodes. 
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The ammeter and the voltmeter were calibrated by the manufacturer 
and were guaranteed to be accurate to within one percent of their full 
range, that is+ 7.5 amperes and+ 0.5 volts, respectively. 
Mercury-in-glass Thermometers 
Mercury-in-glass thermometers were used to measure the bath fluid 
temperature and the room temperature. A Brooklyn "P-Mtt 0 to 220°F 
thermometer was used to measure the bath fluid temperature. The ther-
mometer was graduated in 2°F intervals. A 23-inch long, 65 to 90°F 
ASTM Calorimeter Thermometer was used to measure the room temperature. 
Digital Thermocouple Indicator 
The thermocouple outputs were measured on a digital thermocouple 
indicator. The indicator is equipped with the circuitry that converts 
a thermocouple emf fed to the instrument into its corresponding tempera-
ture reading. The reading is di~played directly in degrees Fahrenheit 
on the digital readout panel in the thermocouple indicator. 
The digital thermocouple indicator has the following stated accu-
racies: + 0.4°F below o°F, ± 0.3°F above 0°F and the maximum lineari-
zation error is less than+ 0.1°F. Further details regarding the 
digital thermocouple indicator may be obtained from the Doric Owner's 
Manual (10). 
Auxiliary Equipment 
Auxiliary equipment was used for the calibration of the measuring 
devices. All measuring devices were calibrated except the DC ammeter 
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and voltmeter which had been previously calibrated by the School of 
Electrical Engineering Laboratories at Oklahoma State University. The 
results of the calibration were found to be within 1% accuracy of the 
full scale range. The description of the auxiliary equipment consists 
of two sections: 
1. Rotameter calibration and fluid flow rate measurement equipment. 
2. Digital thermocouple indicator calibration equipment. 
Rotameter Calibration and Fluid Flow Rate 
Measurement Equipment 
The rotameter calibration and fluid flow rate measurement equipment 
consisted of the following: 
1. Stop Watch: A 60 minute stop watch with a main dial range of 
60 seconds was used to time the fluid flow rate. The stop watch has a 
precision of 0.2 seconds. 
2. Weighing Equipment: A 5 kilogram capacity Ohaus Pan Balance 
was used to weigh the amount of fluid collected for fluid flow rates 
below 1.0 gpm. The balance has a sensitivity of 0.5 grams. A set of 
calibrated weights was used in conjunction with the balance. 
For fluid flow rates greater than 1.0 gpm, a single-beam platform 
weighing scale was used to weigh the amount of fluid collected. The 
scale has a capacity of 300 lbs and an accuracy of 0.125 lb. The 
beam is graduated in pounds and ounces. 
3. Fluid Collecting Vessels: The fluid collecting vessels con-
sisted of various capacity beakers and cylindrical jars. The vessels 
were used to collect the fluid for a given time interval, so that the 
mass flow rate could be determined. 
Digital Thermocouple Indicator Calibration 
Equipment 
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A Leeds and Northrup model 8687 volt potentiometer was used for 
the calibration of the digital thermocouple indicator. The potentio-




This chapter is subdivided into three sections: (1) Calibration 
prodedure; (2) Start-up procedure; (3) Data gathering procedure. 
Calibration Procedure 
Thermocouple Calibration 
The insulated wire thermocouples were calibrated in-situ by bleed-
ing low pressure saturated steam through the coil. 
After the helical coil was installed in the fluid flow circuit 
and prepared for obtaining experimental data (see Start-up Procedure 
below), the fluid flow circuit downstream of the helical coil was 
altered slightly to facilitate the collection of the steam condensate 
from the coil during the calibration process. The alteration involved 
is indicated in Figure 5. 
Low pressure saturated steam was bled through the fluid flow cir-
cuit. The system was allowed to .achieve steady state. Thermocouple 
readings, inlet and exit steam pressure, room temperature and the atmos-
pheric pressure were recorded after 8, 21, and 27 hours of operation. 
In addition, the steam condensate flow rate was also measured. 
Knowing the absolute pressure of the saturated steam at the inlet 













































tables and hence the deviation indicated by the thermocouples was 
determined. The steam temperature was assumed to drop linearly along. 
the length of the helical coil. After 27 hours of operation, the 
0 temptrature drop was 1 C. Knowing the condensate flow rate, the steam 
temperature in the coil, the room temperature and the total outer sur-
face area of the coil, the average heat loss flux and the total heat 
loss at calibration conditons were determined. Thermocouple calibra-
tion data are presented in Appendix B. 
Heat losses for each run were calculated by assuming that the 
losses were proportional to the difference between the test section 
temperature and the room temperature for each run as compared to the 
calibration run. 
The thermocouple calibrations and the heat loss information 
obtained were incorporated into the computer programs for calculating 
the heat balance and the inside wall temperature. 
Manometer Calibration 
The differential reading of the U-type manometer was verified to 
be zero for the condition of no flow through the test section. Mercury 
was used as the indicator fluid in the manometer. 
Rotameter Calibration 
The rotameter used for measuring liquid flow rate in the heat 
transfer loop was calibrated for distilled water. The rotameter was 
calibrated from 10 percent to 100 percent of maximum flow in 10 percent 
increments. The rotameter was calibrated with the flow rate increasing 
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up to the maximum and then decreasing to the minimum flow rate. 
The calibration procedure consisted of the following steps: 
1. The fluid flow rate was adjusted to the desired float setting 
on the rotameter. 
2. After operating for some time at the desired float setting, 
the fluid flowing in the system was collected in a previously weighed 
empty container for a measured time interval. The time interval ranged 
from 30 seconds up to three minutes, depending upon the flow rate being 
calibrated. 
3. The bath fluid temperature was recorded and taken to be the 
temperature of the fluid in the rotameter. 
4. The vessel containing the fluid collected was weighed to deter-
mine the weight of the fluid collected. 
The above procedure was repeated three times for each float 
setting on the rotameter. 
For ethylene glycol and n-butyl alcohol as test fluids, the rota-
meter was used as a guide to set the flow rate and the mass flow rate 
was measured (by the procedure outlined above) at the time of execution 
of the data run. 
Calibration data for the rotameter are presented in Table VII in 
Appendix B. 
Digital Thermocouple Indicator Calibration 
The Digital Thermocouple Indicator was calibrated periodically. 




Experimental data were obtained for one helical coil with a dia-
meter of 254 mm using three different fluids. 
After the test section was installed in the fluid flow loop and 
the thermocouple wires were connected to the switches on the thermocouple 
selector swichcboard, the fluid flow loop was tested for possible leaks 
by flowing fluid at the anticipated maximum flow rate through the loop. 
Any leaks detected were eliminated. The fluid flow loop was then insu-
lated with fiberglass tape and fiberglass wool insulation and prepared 
for obtaining experimental data. 
The following step-by-step procedure was followed to gather experi-
mental data for each run: 
1. The impeller and the heater in the fluid bath were activated 
and the fluid in the bath was brought to the desired operating temper-
0 ature (90 F). 
2. The DC generator was started, with the polarity switch in the 
"Off" position, and allowed to warm up for 30 minutes. 
3. Cooling water was started to the heat exchanger located down-
stream of the test section. 
4. The Digital Thermocouple Indicator was activated. 
5. The pump was started and the fluid was allowed to circulate in 
the by-pass line. 
6. The flaw control valve located upstream of the rotameter was 
opened and the fluid was allowed to flow through the test section. 
7. After about five minutes, the polarity switch was thrown to 
the "Electrode Negative" position thereby causing the DC current to 
flow through the test section. 
Data Gathering Procedure 
The data gathering procedure consisted of the following steps: 
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1. The fluid flow rate was adjusted to the desired value by means 
of the flow control valve. 
2. The DC current was adjusted to the desired value by varying 
the output control switch on the control box of the generator. Fine 
control of the current was accomplished by adjusting the external 
rheostat connected to the generator. 
3. The cooling water flow rate to the heat exchanger was adjusted 
so that the bath fluid temperature remained constant. 
4. The experimental set-up was then operated for at least one and 
one-half hours to allow the system to achieve steady state. Minor 
adjustments were made to the current, the fluid flow rate and the cool-
ing water flow rate, as was deemed necessary. 
5. After about three hours of operation, the following experi-
mental data were taken: 
a. The test section surface temperatures (indicated by the 
insulated wire thermocouples cemented on the test section). 
b. The inlet and exit bulk fluid temperature. 
c. The fluid flow rate indicated by the rotameter. 
d. The DC current flowing through the test section and the 
voltage drop across the test section. 
\ 
e. The room and bath fluid temperature. 
f. The coil inlet and exit fluid pressure, as indicated by 
the U-type manometer. 
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All of the thermocouple otuputs were measured on the Digital Thermocouple 
Indicator. 
6. The entire set of data, as indicated in Step 5 above was mea-
ured again to ascertain if steady state had been achieved. The time 
span between the two sets of measurements was approximately half an hour. 
7. Steady state was deemed to have been achieved if the two sets 
of temperature measurements agreed within+ 0.3°F. 
If steady state had not been achieved, Steps 5 and 6 were repeated 
after about one hour of continued operation. 
Except for a few data cases, steady state was achieved when data 
were measured after about three hours of operation for a given set of 
fluid flow rate and current settings. 
The fluid flow rate and/or the current was changed to a new set of 
conditions and the entire Data Gathering Procedure was repeated for 
the new set of input conditions. 
For each of the ethylene glycol and n-butyl alcohol runs, the mass 
flow rate of the fluid was measured, after 'obtaining the temperature and 
pressure data as indicated in Steps 5 and 6 of the Data Gathering Pro-
cedure section. 
The distilled water used in the experiments was changed frequently 
to minimize the buildup of solids content in the water. 
Each time the fluid was changed, the fluid flow loop was cleaned 




flow loop until no more acetone can be detected in the effluent. 
Some runs were repeated after several weeks to see if the results 
changed due to surface aging; no change was noted. 
CHAPTER V 
DATA REDUCTION 
Experimental data were gathered for the helical coil using ethylene 
glycol, distilled water and n-butyl alcohol. A total of 60 runs was 
made; 26 runs with ethylene glycol, 14 runs with distilled water and 
20 runs with n-butyl alcohol as the working fluid. The raw experimental 
data are presented in Appendix C. Computer programs which were ori-
ginally written by Singh (37) were modified to reduce the experimental 
data using the IBM 370/158 computer. Computer program listings are 
given in Appendix G. 
The physical quantities measured for each experimental run are 
listed under Item 5 in the Data Gathering Procedure in Chapter IV. The 
outer surface temperatures were measured at 72 locations along the 
length of the test section. The locations of the thermocouples are 
given in Table V in Appendix A. 
The physical properties of the fluid were evaluated at the bulk 
fluid temperature at each thermocouple station. The bulk fluid tem-
perature was assumed to increase linearly along the axial length of 
the coil, starting from the inlet electrode. 
Average bulk fluid temperatures for the entire coil, for each 
data run, were taken to be the arithmetic average of the inlet and exit 
bulk fluid temperatures. To correct for wall (non-isothermal transport) 
effects, the fluid viscosity was also evaluated at the average inside 
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wall temperature so that a viscosity gradient correction factor could 
be incorporated into the correlations. 
Data reduction consisted of the following steps: 
1. Calculation of the error percentage in heat balance. 
2. Calculation of the local inside wall temperatures and the 
inside wall radial heat fluxes. 
3. Calculation of the local heat transfer coefficients. 
4. Calculation of the dimensionless axial distances and the di-
mensionless inside wall temperatures. 
5. Calculation of the relevant dimensionless numbers. 
Details regarding each of the above steps follow. 
Calculation of the Error Percentage 
in Heat Balance 
The error percentage in the heat balance for each data run was 
calculated as follows: 
Heat input rate, Joules/sec 
Qinput = (I) (V) - Qloss (5.1) 
where 
I = current in coil, amperes; 
V = voltage drop across coil, volts; 
Q = heat loss, Joules/sec (calculated from calibration loss 
where 
data). 
Heat output rate, Joules/sec = Q 
output 
Qoutput = (W) (Cp) [(tb)out - (tb)in] 
W mass flow rate of fluid flowing through the coil, gm/sec; 
c 
p 
specific heat of the fluid at the 
temperature in the coil, ca.l/gm -
= bulk fluid temperature at the coil 
= bulk fluid temperature at the coil 
t.Q = Qinput - Qloss - Qoutput 
Percentage error 
in heat balance = 
t.Q 
{100} 
average bulk fluid 
K· 
' 





The inlet and the exit fluid temperatures were corrected based on 
the thermocouple calibrations given in Table VIII in Appendix B. 
Calculation of the Local Inside Wall 
Temperature and the inside Wall 
Radial Heat Flux 
Computer programs originally written by Owhadi (27) and Crain (6) 
and later used by Singh (37) were modified to determine the inside 
wall temperatures from the measured outside wall temperatures. The 
computer program was modified to correct the measured outside wall 
temperatures, based on the surface thermocouple calibrations. The 
calibration data for the surface thermocouples on the helical coil are 
given in Table tx in Appendix B. 
Briefly, the modified computer program corrects the outside wall 
temperatures and then, using the corrected outside wall temperatures, 
computes the inside wall temperatures by a trial-and-error solution. 
The program also computes the inside wall radial heat flux at each 
thermocouple location on the helical coil. Details regarding the com-
puter program are given in Reference (6). A listing of the modified 
computer program, called MAH#02, is given in Appendix G of this thesis. 
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Calculation of the Local Heat 
Transfer Coefficient 
Knowing the inside wall temperature, the inside wall radial heat 
flux and the bulk fluid temperature, the local heat transfer coefficient 
was calculated as follows: 
where 
h. = local inside heat transfer coefficient, 
1 
2 J/sec-m -K; 
(Q/A)i = local inside wall heat flux, J/sec-m2 ; 
(t ). local inside wall temperature, K; 
w 1 
(5.5) 
th = bulk fluid temperature at the thermocouple station, K. 
The average bulk fluid temperature at the thermocouple station was 
obtained by measuring the "mixing-cup" bulk fluid temperatures at the 
coil inlet and exit and by assuming that the fluid temperature rise was 
linear along the length of the helical coil. 
Calculation of the Dimensionless Axial 
Distance and the Dimensionless 
Inside Wall Temperature 
The dimensionless axial distance and the dimensionless inside wall 
temperatures were calculated for each thermocouple for each data run: 
1. To get the temperature profiles across the coil for each 
thermocouple location on a common basis for ease of comparison. 
4U 
2. To facilitate a comparison of the experimental data with the 
results presented by Dravid et al. (13). 
The dimensionless axial distance and the dimensionless wall tern-
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The dimensionless numbers calculated at the average bulk fluid tern-
perature at each station were the Reynolds, Prandtl, Dean and Graetz 
number. The Nusselt number was also calculated for each thermocouple 
position at each station. In addition, the Grashof and Rayleigh num-
bers were calculated for each station using the circumferentially-
averaged inside wall temperature and the average bulk fluid temperature 
at the station to define the ~t term. The definition of the dimension-
less numbers evaluated are given in Table II. 
All the experimental data gathered were reduced using the above 
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The inside wall heat transfer coefficients were calculated for 
each thermocouple location on the coil and the Nusselt number profile 
for each thermocouple station was digitally plotted for the four 
thermocouple locations on the tube periphery for each data run. The 
thermocouple locations are shown in Figure 4 in Chapter III. 
CHAPTER VI 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Experimental data were gathered for Reynolds numbers ranging from 
30 to 5500 and Prandtl numbers ranging from 2.24 to 113.1, using a 
helical coil with a curvature ratio of 0.0495. The test fluids were 
ethylene glycol, distilled water and normal butyl alcohol. All the 
experimental runs were conducted under approximately constant wall heat 
flux conditions. The difference in wall thickness of the tube, caused 
during the formation of the helical coil, caused the circumferential 
variation in the wall heat flux. The latter was also partially due 
to the inherent circumferential temperature gradient resulting from 
the helix flow behavior. However, the heat input per unit length of 
tube was constant giving rise to a linear increase in the bulk tempera-
ture. The results of this study together with a discussion of the 
results are presented in this chapter. 
H. Ito's (16) equation for the critical Reynolds number for fluid 
flow at the start of turbulence was used to determine the upper limit 
of the Reynolds number for these tests. The equation is: 
Re = 2xl04 (d /D ) 0 • 32 (6.1) 
er i c 
For a curvature ratio of 0.0495, the critical Reynolds number is 7644. 
General Discussion 
Values of the Reynolds, Dean and Prandtl numbers and the average 
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values of the heat flux, the heat transfer coefficient and the Nusselt 
number for the inside wall were computed for each thermocouple station 
for each data run. These values are sunnnarized in Appendix F for all 
the experimental data runs. 
The average heat transfer coefficient and the average heat flux 









where i indicates the peripheral location on the tube cross section at 
a given thermocouple station. The average heat transfer coefficient 
obtained from Equation (6.2) was then used to determine the average 
Nusselt number for the thermocouple station. The physical properties 
of the fluid used in the determination of the Reynolds, Prandtl and 
Nusselt numbers were evaluated at the bulk temperature at the thermo-
couple station, tb. 
In addition to Equation (6.2), the average heat transfer coeffi-













where i in Equations (6.5) and (6.6) has the same definition as in 
Equation (6.2). In Appendix F, Hl and H2 represent the average heat 
transfer coefficient using Equations (6.2) and (6.4) respectively. 
h and h' become equal if the peripheral distribution of inside wall tern-
peratures is uniform; however, for a nonuniform distribution of inside 
wall temperatures h becomes larger than h'. 
Comparison with ~ Straight Tube Under 
Similar Flow Conditions 
The peripheral average heat transfer coefficient at each thermo-
couple station along the·helical coil was calculated using Equations 
(6.2) and (6.4) and was compared to the correlation (Equation (6.7)) 
developed by Morcos and Bergles (23). The Morcos and Bergles correla-
tion is chosen because it takes into account the effect of the natural 
convection in straight tubes. 
for 
where 









h d 2 
i 
k t w 
t = tube wall thickness; and 
k = thermal conductivity of tube wall. 
w 
(6.8) 
The average heat transfer coefficient used in Equation (6.8) is 
defined as in Equation (6.4). 
As anticipated, higher heat transfer coefficients were obtained 
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for fluid flow in a helically-coiled tube than in an equivalent straight 
tube under similar flow conditions. This fact has been known histori-
cally and has been indicated by earlier investigators in the field 
(Dravid et al. (13), Kalb and Seader (18) and Singh (37), to mention a 
few). The heat transfer coefficients were about two to four times the 
value for the straight 'tube under similar operating conditions. The 
higher heat transfer coefficients have been attributed to the presence 
of a superimposed secondary flow due to centrifugal action. However, 
as mentioned earlier, the contribution of natural convection cannot be 
ignored depending on the flow conditions and the physical properties. 
Figure 6 shows some typical heat transfer coefficient profiles at 
thermocouple station 15 plotted as a' function of the peripheral location. 
The following observations may be made from Figure 6. 
1. At the higher Reynolds numb~rs, the heat transfer coefficient 
is highest at position 4 and lowest at position 2, while the heat trans-
fer coefficients at positions 1 and 3 are comparble. This indicates 
that at higher Reynolds numbers, secondary flow due to centrifugal 
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2. At the lower Reynolds numbers, the heat transfer coefficient 
is highest at position 3 and lowest at position 1 while the heat trans-
fer coefficients at positions 2 and 4 are comparabie. This strongly 
indicates that natural convection is the dominating factor in the flow 
pattern. 
Axial Temperature Profiles 
In the following discussion, unless otherwise mentioned, the 
physical properties in the Prandtl and Dean numbers are based on the 
mean of the inlet and outlet temperatures. The dimensionless tempera-
ture is defined by Equation (5.7) and has been calculated as described 
in Appendix E. The variation of the dimensionless wall temperature 
was plotted against the dimensionless axial distance. 
Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the comparison for the three fluids used 
in the present work with Dravid's (12). The present experimental work 
corresponds to the same system and almost the same Dean number. In 
Figure 7, the present experimental result yielded lower dimensionless 
temperatures than that obtained by Dravid's, which is expected due to 
the difference in Prandtl numbers. It should be noted that Dravid 
used the boundary condition of an isothermal periphery with axially 
constant wall heat flux, while in the present work, the "constant heat 
flux" condition was used. The difference between these two boundary 
conditions does not seem to have great influence on the value of the 
dimensionless temperature as can be seen from Figures 8 and 9. Figures 
7 through 9 are direct comparisons between Dravid's experimentally 
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Figures 10 through 12 show the axial variation of the wall tem-
perature at four values of ¢ for the three fluids used with Reynolds 
numbers of 2363, 73 and 491, respectively. In Figure 10, where Reynolds 
number is high, it can be seen that the top line is for the inside posi-
tion, ¢=90 degrees, and the bottom line is for the outside position, 
¢=270 degrees. However, in Figure 11 where Reynolds number is low, the 
top line is for the top position, ¢=0 degree, and the bottom line is 
for the bottom position, ¢=180 degrees. The top lines in Figures 10 
and 11 correspond to the lowest heat transfer positions in the coil, 
while the bottom lines in Figures 10 and 11 correspond to the highest 
heat transfer positions in the coil. In the case where the secondary 
flow is dominating, the centrifugal action causes the fluid to sweep 
position 4, ¢=270 degrees, thereby increasing the heat transfer coeffi-
cient at that thermocouple location. The recirculating fluid tends to 
accumulate at position 2, ¢=90 degrees, thereby decreasing the heat 
transfer coefficient at position 2. In the case of low Reynolds num-
bers, the natural convection effect predominates in the heat transfer 
process. The gravity force due to the difference in density causes the 
motion of the fluid element in the vertical direction and causes the 
highest heat transfer coefficient to move from position 4 to position 
3, and the lowest heat transfer coefficient to move to position 1 from 
position 2. The fluid flow patterns postulated to be responsible for 
the above behaviors are sketched in Figures 1 and 2. 
In Figure 12, it can be seen that at about z equal to 1050 the 
lines labeled $=0 degree (top position) and $=270 degrees (outside 
position) start to cross the ¢=90 degrees and the $=180 degrees lines, 
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factor has changed, and natural convection is becoming important, due 
to the changes in the physical properties. This phenomenon can be 
explained by examining the Grashof number quantitatively. For example, 
at an axial distance of 800, the Grashof number is 45,000, while the 
value of Grashof number at an axial distance of 1180 is 84,000. The 
increase in the Grashof number apparently caused the change in the 
controlling mechanism. 
Figure 13 shows the effect of Dean number on the dimensionless 
temperature for ethylene glycol at ~ equal to rr/2 ((90°) position 2), 
which is the inside peripheral location. Figures 14 and 15 show simi-
lar plots for distilled water and n-butyl alcohol. 
In Figures 7 through 15 the axial temperature profiles show large 
amplitude oscillations, as reported by Dravid (12), which decay and 
damp out in the fully-developed region. The achievement of the fully-
developed temperature field is indicated by the wall temperatures rising 
steadily, parallel to the linearly-increasing bulk temperature. 
Cyclic variations are apparent in the early portion of each curve 
and the intensity of the oscillations increases with increasing Dean 
number. It is to be noted that throughout this thesis, an increase in 
the Dean number is caused by an increase in the Reynolds number, 
because the curvature ratio di/Dc is constant. 
These oscillations are a consequence of the secondary flow as 
analyzed by Dravid (12) and Patankar et al. (29). This phenomenon can 
be explained by following an element of fluid in the entrance region of 
the tube. The development of the hydrohynamic and the thermal boundary 
layers will take place as the fluid enters the curved portion of the 
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Figure 16. Schematic Diagram of the Interaction Between Secondary Flow 
and Thermal Boundary Layer 
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the core region which is colder than element e. All the elements of 
fluid preceding element e on the streamline A'B' are, therefore, colder 
than element e. Hence, wall temperature at B' will not change until 
element e reaches B'. Element e will generate a step change in the 
temperature and remain at a new value of wall temperature until all 
the elements on the streamline preceding element e passed point B'. 
Element e then follows a circumferential path as shown in Figure 16, 
and absorbs heat from the tube wall. This cyclic nature of the flow 
causes the oscillatory behavior of the wall temperature. ·However, 
when element e passes through the core region, heat is transmitted by 
conduction in the direction normal to the streamline A'B', hence, 
subsequent oscillations are damped. Finally, when temperature pro-
files are fully developed, oscillations are not observed. 
Testing of Literature Correlations 
Available literature correlations in the laminar flow for helical 
coils were tested against the experimental results to determine how 
well the two agreed. The average absolute percent deviation (AAPD) 
was used as a measure to determine the degree of fit of the literature 
correlations to the experimental data. Table III summarizes the results 
of the tests when the literature correlations are applied to all the 
experimental data, while Table IV summarizes the results of the tests 
when the literature correlations are applied to the experimental data 
within the applicable range of each correlation. 
The comparison between the experimental results and the literature 
correclations were calculated for stations 15, 16, 17 and 18, where the 
flow is fully developed. The AAPD is defined as follows: 
TABLE III 
COMPARISON OP LITERATURE CORRELATIONS TO THE PRESENT EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
AA.PD 
Applicable Station Nwnber 
Investigator(s) Reference& (s) Basis Range 15 16 17 18 
Akiyama and Cheng 2,3 Theor. 100>De>200 43.1 40.3 48.5 46.9 
Pr>l 
(De2Pr)~>3.5' 
Berg and Bonilla 5 Exp. Re<Recr 50.8 52.4 52.5 52.0 
Dr avid, et al. 13 Theor. 50<De<2000 15.2 18.9 16.3 16.2 
& Exp. 5<Pr<l75 
Janssen and 17 Theor. De<830 14.6 18.1 15.5 15.7 
Hoogendoorn & Exp. 
Kalb and Seader 18 Theor. 80<De<l200 22.4 20.3 23.9 25.3 
0.7<Pr<5 
Kubair and Kuloor 21 Exp. 80<Re<6000 99.8 83.1 79.2 68.4 
~O<Pr<lOO 
lO<Gz<lOOO 
Mori and 25 Theor. De>30, Pr~ 92.5 85.7 100.0 99.4 
Nakayama De>60, Pr>l 
Oliver and Asghar 26 Exp. 4<De<2000 21.4 24.5 23.8 24.2 
Schmidt 33 Exp. lOO<Re<Recr 42.3 37.6 46.0 46.2 
Seban and McLaughlin 34 Exp. 12<Re<5600 26.9 30.5 28.5 28.5 Q\ 
100<Pr<657 !>.) 
TABLE LL! (Conttnued) 
Applica.ble 
Investigator(s) References (s) Basis Range· 
Shchukin 35 Exp. 26<De<7000 
7<Pr<369 









15 16 17 
35.5 33.4 37.2 
68.7 64.3 75.0 







COMPARISON OF LITERATURE CORRELATIONS TO THE PRESENT EXPERIMENTAL DATA WITHIN 
THE APPLICABLE RANGE OF THE CORRELATIONS 
AAPD 
Applicable Station Number 
Investigator(s) Reference(s) Basis Range 15 16 17 
Akiyama and Cheng 2,3 Theor. 100>De>200 38.5 35.0 42.5 
Pr!>l 
(De2Pr)~>3.5 
Berg and Bonilla 5 Exp. Re<Recr 50.8 52.4 52.5 
Dr avid, et al. 13 Theor. 50<De<2000- 13.3 18.2 16.3 
& Exp. 5<Pr<l75 
Janssen and 17 Theor. De<830 13.6 17.0 14.5 
Hoogendoorn & Exp. 
Kalb and Seader 18 Theor. 80<De<l200 11.4 11.8 13.3 
0.7<Pr<5 
Kubair and Kuloor 21 Exp. 80<Re<6000 116.2 90.6 91.0 
20<Pr<l00 
lO<Gz<lOQO 
Mori and 25 Theor. De>30, Pr-+co. 94.1 87.0 101.5 
Nakayama De.>60, Pr>l 
Oliver and Asghar 26 Exp. 4<De<2000 21.4 24.5 23.8 
Schmidt 33 Exp. lOO<Re<Recr 43.3 37.6 46.0 














TABLE IV (Continued) 
Applicable 
Investigator(s) Reference(s) Basis Range 
Shchukin 35 Exp. 26<De<7000 
7<Pr<369 









15 16 17 
40.6 36.6 43.9 
68.7 64.3 75.0 







E Value Value 
n [- . f Calculated) _ (Experimental~ 
i~l Experimental Value 
AAPD • (6. 9) 
n 
where n is the total number of data points evaluated. It may be noted 
from Table IV that Kalb and Seader's (18) correlation comes closest to 
fitting the experimental data within the stated range of validity of 
the correlation, followed by Janssen and Hoogendoorn (17). All of the 
literature correlations tested break down when extended to the straight 
tube case, i.e., when D tends to infinity. With the exception of 
c 
Singh {37), all investigators either neglected or did not incorporate 
the natural convection effect in their correlations. 
In order to improve the prediction of the heat transfer coefficient 
over the existing correlations, an attempt was made to find a correla-
tion which would reduce to the straight tube case when D tends to zero, 
c 
and also would account for the natural convection effect. 
Development of Correlation 
Experimental data in the laminar flow regime were gathered using 
ethylene glycol, distilled water and normal butyl alcohol. 
As indicated earlier in this chapter, higher heat transfer coeffi-
cients were obtained for fluid flow in helical coils. The heat trans-
fer coefficients were about two to four times the value for the straight 
tube under otherwise similar operating conditions. The higher heat 
transfer coefficients have been attributed to the presence of a super-
imposed secondary flow due to centrifugal action. Little attention 
67 
had been given to the possible effects of natural convection. 
In general, the experimental results indicated that the heat trans-
fer coefficient was the highest at position 4 and lowest at position 2 
on the tube periphery. Referring to Figure 6, for an average Reynolds 
number of 2761, the heat transfer coefficient at position 4 was 2.5 
times the value at position 2, while the heat transfer coefficients at 
positions 1 an~ 3 were comparable and intermediate between the values at 
2 and 4. This was attributed to the presence of the secondary flow 
caused by centrifugal action. The fluid flow pattern postulated to be 
responsible for the above behavior is sketched in Figure 1. Referring 
to Figure 1, the secondary flow causes the fluid to sweep position 4, 
thereby increasing the heat transfer coefficient at 4, but the recircu-
lating fluid tends to accumulate at position 2 thereby decreasing the 
heat transfer coefficient at 2. Also, the fact that the heat trans-
fer coefficients at positions 1 and 3 were comparable suggests that 
the secondary flow pattern was symmetrical about a horizontal plane 
through the tube center. 
It was also observed that as the fluid velocity through the 
helical coil was decreased below approximately 3 cm/sec, the highest 
heat transfer coefficient moved from position 4 to position 3, and 
the lowest heat transfer coefficient moved to position 1 from position 
2, while the heat transfer coefficients at positions 2 and 4 were com-
parable and intermediate between the values at 1 and 3. In this case, 
it is believed that natural convection has become the dominant factor 
(next to primary forced convection) in the heat transfer process. The 
fluid flow pat.tern postulated to exist in the helically-coiled tube 
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for heat transfer to the fluid at low Reynolds number is shown in 
Figure 2. 
To aid in the development of the correlation, the average Nusselt 
number is presented in Figures 17 through 19 for the fluids used in 
this study. These figures show the variation of the average Nusselt 
number with Graetz number. The parameter Dean number :is evaluated at 
the average inlet and exit bulk temperatures. The Hausen (15) corre-
lation for laminar flow in a straight tube is also shown in the above 
plots. The oscillations in each curve are a result of the oscillations 
in the wall temperatures. These oscillations were also reported by 
Seban and McLaughlin (34) and Dravid (12). 
The local heat transfer coefficient does not decrease continuously 
with axial distance, but undergoes cyclic oscillations with increasing 
axial distance. These oscillations damp out as the region of fully 
developed temperature field is approached. Dravid (12) had pointed out 
that these oscillations arise becuase of the fact that even at high 
Dean numbers the fluid core is not well-mixed. 
It should be noted that there are three phenomena that contribute 
towards the heat transfer process, namely, forced flow, secondary flow 
due to the curvature and natural convection effects. Evaluating the 
effects of these three factors experimentally could be tedious and 
difficult. However, one could assume that the three phenomena do not 
interact and the contribution of each one could be expressed as a 
product form given by the following equation: 
Nu ~ (forced convection) (coil tube secondary) 
for straight tube flow contribution 
( coiled tube natural ) convection contribution 
(6.10) 
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Figure 17. Variation of the Peripheral Average Nusselt Number with Graetz 
Number for Ethylene Glycol 
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Figure 18. Variation of the. Peripheral Average Nusselt Number with Graetz 



































SYSTEM: N-BUTYL ALCOHOL 
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GRAETZ NUMBER :: WCp/kL :: ~ (Re·Pr)(di/L) 
Figure 19. Variation of the Peripheral Average Nusselt Number with Graetz 




The forced convection term is rewritten as an equation for a 
straight tube so that one could include an experimental correlation 
that includes a natural convection factor affecting flow in a straight 
tube. Then, the other two terms give the effects of curvature and 
natural convection in a helical coil. Hence, Equation (6.10) is 
rewritten as: 
Nu = ( straight tube) correlation 
( 








The data were divided into four groups based on the ratio of the 
local heat transfer coefficients for the top (position 1) and the 
bottom (position 3) thermocouple positions on the tube periphery. The 
four groups are defined as follows: 
hl 
- > 0.9 natural convection is negligible. 
h3 -
hl 
0.7 0.9 > h > 
3 -
natural convection exists but not significant. 
0.7 
hl 
0.5 > - > 
h -3 





natural convection is significant if not predominant. 
Figure 6 shows some typical heat transfer coefficient profiles 
at thermocouple station 15 plotted as a function of the peripheral loca-
tion. 
Attempts were made to correlate the data using the curved tube 
factor, [l + f(Reldi/Dc)], with the goal that the correlation developed 
would reduce to the straight tube correlation when D tended to infinity. 
c 
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Another factor was considered in developing the correlation was the 
natural convection contribution. The factor should be made up of some 
combination of the dimensionless groups (Grashof and Reynolds numbers). 
that reflect the relative magnitude of the natural convection effect, 
with the goal that this factor would reduce to 1 as the Grashof number 
tended to zero. 
The secondary flow contribution was evaluated by considering the 
data points of thermocouple stations 15, 16, 17 and 18 having h1/h3 
ratios greater than or equal to 0.9. As mentioned earlier, points having 
hi/h3 ~ 0.9 were considered to show a negligible natural convection 
contribution. Hence, the secondary flow contribution factor was found 
to be: 
(6.12) 
The ratio of the local heat transfer coefficients for the top 
(position 1) and the bottom (position 3) thermocouple positions, for 
thermocouple stations 15, 16, 17 and 18 was plotted against the ratio 
of Gr/(De2) in Figure 20. As it was expected, at higher values of 
2 
Gr/(De ), the ratio of the local heat transfer coefficients, h1/h3 , 
decreases. 
The natural convection contribution was then evaluated. A detailed 
examination of the experimental data indicated that the natural convec-
tion contribution should satisfy the following criteria: 
1. The contribution should be larger than 1 for data points 
having h1/h3 < 0.5 but should tend to unity for data points where 
hl/h3 ~ 0.9. 
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Figure 20. 2 Lpcal Heat Transfer Coefficient.Ratio Versus Gr/(De ) 
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2. The factor should be made up of some combination of the 
dimensionless groups (Grashof and Reynolds) that reflect the magnitude 
of the natural convection effect. 
The factor was found to be: 
(
G 2.78 
1 + 0.9348 0:2) 
2 -1. 33Gr I (De ) 
e (6 .13) 
The Sieder-Tate (36) viscosity correction factor was also incor-
porated into the proposed correlation as a measure of the interaction 
of the viscosity gradient of the temperature field on the velocity 
distribution. 
Hence, the final correlation to predict the peripherally-averaged 
Nusselt number for the fully developed fluid flow in a helically coiled 
tube in the laminar flow regime may be written as: 
Nu = i (Gr )3.94} l.36 + 2.84 Re2 
(6.14) 
The physical properties of the fluid used in Equation (6.14) were 
evaluated at the bulk temperature except µ which was evaluated at the 
w 
average inside wall temperature at the thermocouple station. Equation 
(6.14) is valid for: 
92 < Re < 5500 
2.2 < Pr < 101 
6 760 < Gr < 10 • 
Test results of the fit of Equation (6.14) to the experlml•ntaJ 
data are given in Tables III and IV. Figure 21 is a plot of error 
ratio versus Dean number for thermocouple station 15. 
The limiting cases of Equation (6.14) are as follows: 
1. For the limiting case of di/Dc tending to zero, Dean number 
tends to zero, and Equation (6.14) reduces to: 
76 
Nu = t (Gr 3.95} (µb)0.14 4.36 + 2.84 -2) µ (6.15) 
. Re w 
2. For Grashof number tends to zero, Equation (6.14) reduces to: 
( µµwbl0.14 Nu = 4.36 (1 + 0.0276 ne0 •75Pr0 •197 ) (6.16) 
From Tables III and IV, it may be noted that the correlation devel-
oped best fits the present experimental data. Also when the correlation 
is extended to the straight tube case, it results in Equation (6.15), 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Experimental measurements of the heat transfer coefficient for 
laminar flow inside a helical coil were made. Three fluids, ethylene 
glycol, distilled water and normal butyl alcohol, were studied using 
a helical coil with a Dc/di ratio of 20.2. 
The following conclusions were arrived at as a result of the total 
study: 
1. Higher heat transfer coefficients were obtained for fluid flow 
in a helically coiled tube than that in an equivalent straight tube 
under similar fluid flow conditions. The reason for this is the exis-
tence of a so-called secondary flow resulting from the tube curvature. 
2. At low Reynolds numbers or high Grashof numbers, the natural 
convection effect became an important factor in the heat transfer 
process. The relative intensity of natural convection was diminished 
as theReynoldsnumber increased. It was determined that the higher 
heat transfer coefficients obtained for flow in a helical coil were 
.due not only to the presence of the superimposed secondary flow due 
to centrifugal action, but also due to the existence of natural convec-
tion. A measure of the extent to which the natural convection effects 
contributed to the increase of the average heat transfer coefficient 
has been incorporated into the empirical correlation developed to 
predict the average Nusselt number (Equation (6.14)). 
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3. The axial temperatures show large oscillations with axial 
distance, which damp out in the fully-developed region~ Consequently, 
the oscillatory behavior was also present in the Nusselt number. The 
Nusselt number approaches an asymptotic value as the fully developed 
temperature field is approached. 
4. A correlation for the peripherally-averaged Nusselt number, 
for the fully-developed region was developed. The correlation developed 
allows for the contribution of the natural convection effect to the 
heat transfer process. The correlation is a function of Dean, Grashof, 
Prandtl and Reynolds numbers, Equation (6.14). The correlation fits 
the experimental results better than any of the literature correlations 
tested. 
5. The developed correlation is of a form that, when the.coil 
diameter tends to infinity, results in a valid equation (Equation 
(6.15)) for predicting Nusselt numbers for the straight tube in the 
fully developed region. 
Several gaps still exist in the complete understanding of the 
mechanism of heat transfer in a helical coil. The following recommen-
dations are made, based on the results of this study, for future 
research in the area: 
1. Equation (6.14) was developed for the case when a fluid is 
heated in a helical coil. It is felt that the same correlation should 
apply when a fluid is cooled in a helically-coiled tube. However, it 
is recommended that an experimental study be performed when a fluid 
is cooled in a helical coil to establish the validity of this premise. 
2. Further research needs to be performed using helical coils 
with widely varying curvature ratios. 
3. Experimental studies should also be performed with the axis 
in the horizontal direction. 
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MEASURED OUTSIDE TUBE DIAMETER AFTER 
FORMATION OF HELICAL COIL 
86 
Axial Distance from Coiled Tube Outside Diameter 2 cm 
Inlet Electrode, cm Longitudinal Lateral 
5.08 1.6129 1. 5824 
12. 70 1.6180 1.5748 
20.32 1.6180 1.5748 
35.56 1. 6129 1.5748 
50.80 1.6104 1.5723 
66.04 1. 6129 1.5697 
81.28 1.6154 1.5697 
101.60 1.6129 1.5697 
127.00 1. 6104 1. 5723 
152.40 1.6104 1.5697 
181.61 1.6129 1.5646 
261.62 1.6104 1. 5723 
340.36 1.6104 1.5723 
421.64 1. 6129 1.5723 
502. 92 1.6104 1.5748 
584.20 1. 6129 1.5697 
660.40 1. 6129 1. 5723 
741. 68 1. 6129 1. 5748 
Average Values 1.6128 1.572•4 
TABLE VI 
ROTAMETER SPECIFICATIONS 
Rotameter model number 
Rotamete tube number 
Float number 











CALIBRATION DATA FOR THE ROTAMETER FOR DISTILLED WATER 
Rotameter Setting 











0 Bath fluid temperature • 32.4 c. 












Por ethylene glycol and n-butyl alcohol. the (lew· rate was 
measured for each individual data run; the rotameter was used merely 
as an indication of flow rate. 
TABLE VIII 
CALIBRATION DATA FOR INLET AND OUTLET THERMOCOUPLES 
DURING IN-SITU CALIBRATION OF SURFACE THERMO-
COUPLES ON THE HELICAL COIL 
90 
Thermocouple Saturated Steam Thermocouple Average Room 
. 0 
Location Temperature, OF Correction, °F Temperature, F 
Inlet 211.80 0.10 
81.2 




The inlet thermocouple was located 1499 nnn upstream from the 
inlet electrode and the outlet thermocouple was located 902 mm 
downstream from the exit electrode. 
The saturated steam temperature was determined from Steam Tables 
(4) at the absolute pressure of steam at the indicated location. 
The absolute pressure was determined by reading the atmospheric 
pressure. 
3. The correction correlation for inlet and outlet bulk fluid 
temperatures are: 
[ J [<tb) in - troom] (tb)in = (tb)in + O.lO (211.8-81.2) 
corrected 
and 
f<t l 1 = L b ous corrected 
r- J (t ) - t Lb out roo 
(211. 02-81. 2) 

























CALIBRATION DATA FOR SURFACE THERMOCOUPLES 
~ -Temperature Correction, 
Peripheral Location 
1 2 3 
1.58 0.68 1.08 
0.57 0.47 0.57 
0.97 0.67 0.97 
0.46 0.26 0.66 
0.94 0.54 1.04 
1.23 0.83 o. 73 
1.02 0.52 1.32 
0.70 0.60 0.60 
0.98 0.78 0.78 
1.56 0.56 0.76 
1. 74 0.74 0.84 
1.28 0.88 1.18 
1.22 1.12 1.12 
1.15 0.75 0.95 
1. 79 1.89 2.09 
1.23 1.13 1.23 
1.17 1.57 1.67 






















1. For correction of the surface thermocouples the effect of pressure 
drop along the coil is included. 
2. The·temperature corrections indicated above were the corrections 
required to be added to the temperature indicated by the thermo-
couples when low pressure saturated steam was bled through the 
coil. 
3. The correction for surface temperatures is: 
(t - t ) 
( ) + ~ read room 
t corrected • tread (t -81.2) 
s-s. 
where t is the temperature of the saturated steam. s-s. 




CALIBRATION DATA FOR HEAT LOSS FROM TEST SECTION 
Average temperature of steam in test section 
Room temp~rature during calibration 
Amount of mass of steam condensed 
Heat of vaporization of water at 211.4°F (A) 
};eat loss from ~ 
~eat transfer loo~ • 
- 0.6 x 970.67 
= 582.4 Btu/hr 
So, heat loss during experimental run, q1 ; Btu/hr oss 
582.4 (t -t ) 
avg room 
or, heat loss from the 
qloss ,. (211.4-81.2) 
test section, Q1 ; Btu/hr oss 
where 
and 
Qloss '"'{i t _\ qloss 
\ 1 totaJ 
t = length of test section (heated section) 
L = total length of heat transfer loop 
tavg ,. (l/2) . ~tb\n + (tb) out] ' °F 
• 0.60 lb/hr 





Run Number Test Fluid· 
101-126 Ethylene Glycol .. 
201-214 Distilled Water 
301-320 Normal Butyl Alcohol 
Only those experimental data which were referred to are presented 
here. The rest of the experimental data are available at: 
School of Chemical Engineering 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 U.S.A. 
Attn: Dr. Kenneth J. Bell 
FLJlu : =r~~L2NE GLYCOL 
PU~ '"JM t>r: ~ 102 104 108 110 112 120 
THck"\J.:oJ)_c: " T CM p. t F T!_= r.,o .• , F TEMP., F TEMP., F TJ:"'1P., F TE MP•, F 
1- l. 94.3 Cl4.2 95.0 96.9 11'0.9 97.3 
l-l 96.2 96.0 96.4 98.1 101.3 101.2 
1-3 93.l 93.4 94.0 96.0 99.8 95.6 
1-~ 91.9 92.2 92.7 94.7 99.6 93.7 
2-l 94.7 95.1 95.9 98.4 1~6.8 98.4 
2.-2. 97.3 97.4 98.5 lf'I0.9 106.7 103.1 
l-3 94.0 94.0 95. l 97.3 103.8 97.3 
2-'t 93.0 93.') 93.9 95.9 11)3.7 95.5 
:i-1 93.8 94.2 9 5. 3 97.7 108.4 97.0 
j-2 97.3 97.6 98.7 101.3 1!)7 .9 102.8 
3-3 94.l 94.6 9 5. 5 . 97 .9 105.1 97.4 
.i-4 92.5 93.l 93. 7 95.7 l'J5.l 94.6 
't-1 94.5 95.0 96.5 99.5 112.3 97.9 
4-2 91.b 97.9 99.2 102.2 110.6 103.3 
't-J 94.7 94.9 96.4 99.2 107.0 98.0 
4-4 93.l 93.3 94.7 97.3 108.6 95.4 
5-1 96.5 97.1 9 8. 5 101. 6 114.6 99.5 
:>-2 99.1 99.6 101. 2 l:l4.4 112 .3 104.0 
5-~ 96.2 96.5 97.9 100.9 l'l8.l 98.9 
5-4 95.l 95.3 96.4 99.2 111') .o 97.0 
b-l 96.6 96.8 98.4 102.1 116.3 100.6 
b-2 99.7 99.8 101.3 105.2 113.8 105.9 
b-J 96.8 96.9 98. 3 101.9 109.6 101.3 
6-4 95.6 95. 7 96.9 100.1 111.7 99.2 
7-1 98. ') 98.4 l'J0.7 11)4.6 118.6 102.7 
7-2 100.4 1"10.7 103.0 106.9 115.7 107.1 
7-3 97.0 97.3 99.7 103.1) 111.5 101.2 
7-4 CJ6.2 96.7 qa.a 11)2.1 115.1 99.9 
ti- l 98.5 98.7 101.1 105.2 121.1 102.9 
o-2 101.5 11'1. 6 103 .9 107.8 118.2 107.9 . :·~ 
H-3 9·8. \) 98.2 100.2 1~3.B 113.7 102.4 
t>-"t 97.1 97.2 99.f\ 102.5 115.7 101.0 
:,- l 98. () 99.6 102.1 11)6.3 124.2 104.2 
"'- l. 1'11.6 102.2 10 4. 8 l )8 .9 120.0 108.4 
~-3 98.2 99.0 101. 3 105.2 117 .5 102.1 
-i- '+ 97.6 98.4 100.4 l '.)4.2 120.7 102.0 
l.l- l 99.4 100.0 10 2. 7 107.4 127.2 104.0 
1.)-2 102.6 103.l 10 5. 8 11('.7 125.1 110.0 
l.J-3 99·. 6 u:io.1 102. 7 107.2 120.B 105.4 
~ l.J-4 98.5 99.l 101.3 105.5 123 .1 103.C' 
FLJiu : =r~YL=~c GLYC~L 
THC:RMJCuui>i...c .. TEt.1P., F T~MP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F 
ll- l lOIJ.') 10':'. 4 103.2 l'l8.3 129.8 1')4.0 
ll-2 112. 2 l".'2.4 10 5. 2 11f').2 128. '.) 108.4 
.d-.l l()f'.1.1 101).4 102. 6 107.4 124.8 105.1 
11-4 98.5 98.7 100.9 115.f: 126.7 lCl. 0 
Ll-1 l'l0.5 101.5 105. 5 111.7 141.4 106.5 
12-2 103.4 104.l 108.0 114.5 140.6 111.C' 
12-3 H>l. 5 102.') 1) 5. 7 111.8 134.9 1')6.5 
12-4 99.8 lD0.5 104. l 109.8 136.5 104.5 
l.J-1 1')3. 1 104.0 108.6 115.5 151.q 109.6 
13-2 1')6. 1 1')6.8 111. 3 11~.4 149.7 114.5 
lJ-3 l'l3. 7 104.5 108. 5 115.4 145.5 110.3 
13-4 102.3 103.0 107.2 113.6 147.7 108.3 
l 4-1 105.4 106.2 111. l 119.l 162.5 112.1) 
14-2 107.7 108. 5 113. 4 121.6 161.8 116.0 
14-3 105.2 106.l 110.6 . 118.4 156.2 111.7 
l't-'t 104.3 105.2 109. 7 117.0 158.2 110.2 
15-1 1()7. l 108.1 113.4 122.1 172.3 114.2 
lj-2 109. 2 11!>.2 115.4 124.2 170.2 118.4 
L5-3 106.~ 107.0 112. 0 120.6 165.7 113.2 
15-4 105.4 1')6. 6 111. 5 119.6 168.l 112.3 
lo-1 1')7. 5 108. 7 114.4 123.5 182.3 115. 2 
ib-2 110.8 111.9 111.1 127.2 181.0 120.0 
lo-3 1')7.8 108.9 114. 5 123.7 17687 115.8 
lb-4 107. 2 108.2 113. 7 122.3 178.6 114.7 
17-l 109.6 111. 0 117.4 125. 3 192.B 118.4 
17-£ 111.8 113.l 119.4 127.7 190.4 122.1 
17-3 109. 2 110.5 116.6 124.5 186.4 117.4 
17-4 1·)8.3 109.5 115. 6 122.6 188.1 l lfl. 2 
18-1 1( 9. 8 111.2 118.5 123.5 201.5 117.6 
18-2 113.2 114.4 121. 3 126.9 199.l 123.8 
ld-3 111).7 111.9 118.4 123.4 195.5 119.7 
18-4 109.l 110.4 111.1 121.4 196.7 116.7 
INLET FLUl) T:~P~K~TU~E, F 88.5 88.7 88.4 88.6 87.2 88.9 
EXIT FLJIJ TE~i>A~ATUR~~ F 98.4 99.1) 105.0 114.3 182.9 100.7 
BATH FLJI~ TElllP:r(AJUQ~' F 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 
~~~~TfR RcAJl~~.l. ti MPS 91.00 90.00 88.00 89.00 8 6. ·J ') 123.0') 
V~LTMrT~K KEAJl~~.v. VQLTS 7.30 7.30 1.20 7 .25 1.20 10. 30 
~LUT D FL J~ R ATt:. Ld /HR 420.40 350.70 22 6. 10 135.00 31.80 638 .40 
TNLET FLUI~ P~~SSU~E, PSIG 11.16 9. (.\0 7.40 3.20 0.95 18.70 
~XIT FLJlD PR~SSJK:, PSIG 7.44 5.70 4.90 1.60 0.20 12.1)0 
~CGM T~MPERATU~E, ~ 90.2 84.0 82.2 84.4 83.7 84.0 
PUN NU~oi;R 10 2 11')4 108 110 112 l 2'l \P °' 
FluiJ : Dl)TlLl~D WAT~R 
QU-4 '4J"ttiE~ 202 204 206 208 210 214 
T He: kMOC. uuP - E II TC::~P., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TEMP.," F H:MP., F TEMP., I= 
1-l 95.8 93.2 98.2 93.') 92.7 92.3 
i.-2 99.1 96.2 100.1 96.l 95.2 94.2 
L-j 94.') 92.6 95.1 92.1 92.1 91.8 
1-~ 92.6 91.5 93.5 91.,, 91.4 91.4 
2-1 97.4 94.2 100. 3 94.4 en .l 92.5 
2-2 100.7 97.5 101. 8 97.9 96.3 94.9 
l-3 95.5 en. 3 97.0 93.2 92.6 92.2 
2-<+ 94.0 92.3 95.8 qz.o 91.9 91.6 
3-1 96. i') 93.4 99.5 93.2 92.~ 92.1 
~-l. 100.6 97.9 102.0 97.9 96.B 95.2 
j-3 95.6 93.6 97.1 93.3 92.7 91.9 
J-'t 93.6 91.7 95.4 91 .4 91.4 91.2 
't- l 97.5 94.2 102.6 94.l 93.3 92.5 
l'.t-2 l'l2.0 98.7 104. 2 98.7 97.7 96.5 
't-j 96.6 94.l 98.6 94.0 93.4 92.8 
't-4 94.4 92.6 97.4 92.2 92.') 91.8 
5-1 98.9 94.7 10 5. 2 94.6 93.8 93., 
::>-i 1n3.') 99.1 106.5 99. l 98.l 97.0 
5-3 97.8 94.2 10 l. 3 94.l 93.5 92.8 
5-4 9l:.2 92.6 100.0 92.4 92 .1 91.7 
6-l 1')1.1 95.4 106.6 95.8 94.2 93.1 
b-2 105.3 99.7 108.3 100.2 98.5 97.2 
b-3 10". 2 95.0 102.4 95.7 en.a 93 •. ') 
b-4 99.2 93.9 100. 5 94.7 92.6 92.0 
7-1 103.7 97.8 109.5 98.7 95.8 94.1 
7-2 106.5 101.2 109. 5 102.1 99.6 98.') 
1-3 I')l. l 96. 5 . 103.9 97.2 94.9 93.7 
7-4 100 •. 3 96.l 104. l 9t:.9 94., 92.8 
o-1 103.9 97. 9 111. 2 qs.6 96.6 94.6 
~-l 107.8 102.0 111.7 102.5 100.5 98.5 
8-3 102. 3 9tc.7 105.9 97.5 95.6 93.6 
Cj-4 101.l 96.5 105. 5 96.9 95.2 92.8 
~-1 105.8 98.4 114.4 99.7 97.r> 94.7 
9-2 1·18. 4 102.1 113.6 103.0 1(10.6 98.5 
~-3 113.9 97. 5 109. 5 98.6 96.l 93.9 
~-4 102.8 97.3 109. 2 98.3 95.8 93.3 
lJ-l 106.5 99.4 116.3 100.1 97.7 95.l 
10-2 111.1 103.9 117.q 104. 7 UH .9 99.4 
ll-3 105. l 98.9 111.5 99.7 97.l 94.8 
lJ-4 1'>4.6 98.7 111. 3 99.2 96.9 94.0 
"° " 
FL~lO : ~ISTILLED wiTFR 
THc. "~.jc JuiJ _ E • Tf"1P., F TE~P., F TF.MP., F Tf~P., F TEMP•, F TEMP., i: 
J. ... -1 1')6. 7 99.8 117.6 101.3 97.8 94.8 
l .L- 2 11~. 2 1~2.t 119.3 103.9 lf'.\1).6 97.5 
11-3 107.4 100.3 116.4 101.2 98.5 95.4 
l l-4 105.2 98.7 115 .1 100.0 96.8 93.6 
.L2- l 113. 7 l!'.'3.2 129 .1 115.4 99.9 97.0 
l~-2 ll 8. 5 106.7 131.0 108.8 103.5 100.4 
12-3 113.b 102.7 124.4 104.5 10(1.') 97.1 
1~- '+ 111. 6 11)1.7 12 3.9 11)3.6 98.5 95.8 
13-l 119·. 9 106.5 138.5 ll"8.4 103.l 98.8 
13-2 123.9 11".5 138.8 112.3 llH. 1 102.7 
lJ-3 119.2 106.2 13 3. 5 108.0 1')3.2 98.9 
i;,-4 117.3 105.7 133.4 107.3 102.4 97.6 
l 4- l 12.6. 6 109.5 148. 5 112.3 105.8 100.4 
lt+-2 131'). 1 113.0 149.7 115.7 11)9 .1 103.6 
l ... - 3 123.9 109.0 142.6 111.l 105.5 um.3 
l~-4 122.3 107.9 141.4 1~9.9 104.6 98.9 
l !:>-l 131.4 112.0 156.9 115.2 107.5 101.4 
15-l 135.4 116.4 15 7. 8 119.7 112.2 105.7 
15-3 130.1 112.1 152.7 115.0 108.l 101.7 
15-4 128.5 110.9 151.4 113.6 106.9 100.0 
lb-l 136.6 114.4 166. 2 118.5 109.8 102.7 
lb-2 138.7 116.9 16 5. 2 120.4 112 .1 105.0 
lb-3 134.l 113.9 161. 6 117.8 11')9 .6 102.5 
lb-4 134.6 114.3 162. l 117.8 109.7 102.0 
... 7-1 141.8 117.3 183. 6 121.2 111.1 103.9 
17-2 146. 2 121. 7 177. 5 12 5.9 116.0 108.0 
17-3 141.6 118.3 171. l 122.3 112.8 105.0 
17-4 139. 6 117.0 172.2 120.7 111.6 103.2 
18-l 147.6 120.0 204.3 124.9 113.7 105.5 
lli-2 152.5 124.5 196. 6 129.5 118.1 109.3 
lts-3 146.3 120.4 180.2 124.8 114·. 5 105.6 
lb-4 145.5 119.5 194.4 124.0 113.6 104.8 
T~L~T FLUl) T~~PE~~TU~~. F 88.5 88.5 88.2 88.l 88.5 89.l 
~XTT FLJl) TEM~~KATU~~, F 142.1 115. 9 176. l 12'>.5 110 .1 102.C? 
B~TH FLUlJ Tc.~P:KATUP=, F 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 
A~M~TrR ~=ADl~~.l, .\MPS 118.00 116.on 118. 00 115.00 116.00 118.01 
V~LT~~Tc~ ~EAJi~~tVt vQLTS ln.oo q .8·:'.l 10.00 9.7') 9.70 9.80 
FLUIO FLO~ KAT=, Lo/HQ 74.55 143.85 43.94 120.39 179.69 285.22 
INLET FLulu PRtSS~RE, PSIG 1.30 2.25 4.50 3.00 2.25 2. 3".\ 
EX!T FlulD PKESSURE, µsf G 1.20 2.05 4.42 2.80 2.00 1.8() 
QOQM T~MPEKATJ~E, F 82.2 82.4 84. 6 79.5 81.1 79.0 




FLUl~ : NJkMAL BUTYL ALCOH~l 
PU-.. r~JMBc<. 302 304 308 312 314 320 
THcklllJCJJi>L: # TE~P., F TFMP., F TEMP., F TfMP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F 
.l-1 99.6 101.2 10 5. 8 100.3 96. 3 94.2 
l-2 103.7 ln5.7 110. l 102.0 98.5 95.5 
1-.) 97.6 99.2 102.8 98.6 95.1 93.3 
1- ... 95.8 96.9 100.0 97.(' 93.6 Q2.3 
l-1 102.2 104.0 1~9.3 102.8 98.l 95.4 
l-2 106.7 108.8 113.8 104.4 l'l0.6 96.9 
2-3 l'.>".3 102. '.) lf)6.7 10'.'. 7 97.0 94.6 
2-4 97.9 99.3 . 104.0 99.7 95.7 93.8 
j-1 1)0.2 102.0 107.4 1')2 .4 97.2 94.8 
3-~ l1'l7.) 1')8 •. 9 113 .9 1:')4.8 11)0 • 7 97.1 
j-3 ll0.7 102.5 107 .0 101.3 97.3 94.9 
j-4 97.2 90.7 103.2 99.7 95.3 93.7 
4-1 101.a 103.7 109. 6 lt14.8 98.3 95.4 
4-2 107.6 11~.o 115. 2 106.3 111.3 97.3 
4-3 l'H.6 103.4 11')8.l 102.5 en .8 95.1 
4-4 98.3 99.7 104. 5 l'H.2 95.8 93.9 
5-1 102. •) 104.0 113.0 107.5 99.9 97.4 
5-l 11)7.9 11'.).2 117. 7 1')8.7 11)2.5 98.9 
'.>-3 1)1.3 103.2 11o.9 104.9 99.l 96.8 
5-4 98.1 99.8 108 .3 103.8 97.7 96.1) 
o-l 103. () 106.2 116 .1 108.9 101.5 97.9 
b-2 108.8 112.0 121.6 110.2 104.5 99.8 
o-3 1:>2.7 106.B 114.8 106.3 101.1 97.6 
:>-4 99.B 103.4 112.0 105.2 99.7 96.7 
7-l 108.') 111.2 118.8 111.2 102.7 99.l 
7-2 112.2 115.9 122. 3 111.5 105 .o 100.4 
1-~ 105.5 108. 7 114.6 11)7.4 101.3 98.l 
7-4 104. 5' 107.4 113.0 107.2 100.3 en .5 
8-1 107.6 110.7 118. 7 111.6 103.2 99.9 
b-2 113.0 115.9 124. 5 112.5 105.9 101.4 
d-1 115.9 108.3 117.1 108.1 102.3 99 .1 
H-4 104. 6 106.B 113. 5 1'>7.2 HH.2 98.3 
9-l 106.9 111.3 117.9 110.9 104.9 100.4 
9-l 113.2 116.9 121. 5 111.6 106.9 102.') 
9-~ 1')7.1 110.1 115. 4 107.8 103.2 99.9 
~-4 104.8 108.7 114.4 107.6 102.7 99.2 
.L)-1 107. 5 112.8 118.3 110.1 103.9 101.8 
l0-2 114. 9 118.8 124. 2 113.0 108.2 103.5 
10- 3 1')8.3 111.7 117.2 108.B 104.8 10!).9 
lu-4 105.5 109.6 113.4 1)8.1 102.7 100.4 "° \0 
FLJ!O : ~)~MAL BUTYL ALCOHOL 
.THcil.MuCJJPU: I TC:~ P •, F T!=MP., F TE!'MP., F TEMP., F TEMP., F TE::MP., F 
LL-.&. 106.4 111.2 119. 7 112." 103.4 100.9 
ll-l 111.0 114. 7 12 2 .9 113.6 l '15 .Q 102.5 
ll-3 107.9 11~.3 119.<' 112." 104.5 101.6 
.&.l-4 11)5.l 107.R 116. 6 110.5 1"2.7 1"0.3 
!C:::-1 11".'.9 115.8 127.8 119.l 11)7 .1 102.4 
lt.-2 115. 1 120.6 132. 6 120.9 110.l 104.4 
12-3 110.2 114.2 126. 2 116.8 107.4 102.7 
l,-4 117.6 112., 124.0 115.7 105.7 101.4 
l~-1 115.6 120.l 131. 5 123.8 110.1) 11)5.4 
lj-2 120.8 125.2 136. l 125.f' 113.2 107.2 
lj-j 115. 1 118.5 129.3 122.1 110.b 105.4 
13-4 113. 3 116.7 12 6. 8 121.0 108.5 104.6 
l't-1 117.1' 121.5 138 .1 129.2 111.7 117. 4 
14-2 122.3 127.0 142 .4 131.0 114.3 109.0 
14-j 118. 2 12~.9 134. 8 127.1 11 1 • 1 107.2 
14-4 115. l 117.6 13 2. 5 126.l 108.7 105.8 
l::l-1 117.4 122.9 141.l 132.8 113.9 108.9 
i.5-l 12 5. I) 130. 8 146.5 134.7 116.7 110. 8 
15-3 120. 1 125.7 140.1 131.8 113.5 108.9 
i~-4 11 i;. a 120.7 13 6. 5 13').6 111.8 107.8 
lb-l 115.f 123.7 146.0 136.8 116.5 109.4 
la-2 125. 7 131.5 149.9 137.6 117.7 111.3 
16-3 118.5 125.0 144.4 134.9 115.8 109.5 
lb-'t 114. 1 122.J 143.0 134.2 114.9 108.4 
17-1 124.1 126.l 151.l 146.3 118.2 110.9 
17-l 129.7 134.l 156.4 145.0 121.2 112.9 
17-3 124.2 129.5 150.9 140.4 118.6 111.2 
17-4 121. 5 124.l 14 7. 8 140.2 116.6 109.7 
ltj-1 125.9 131.7 15 5. 8 155.8 120.8 113.7 
18-2 131.8 137.8 lb 1. 1 153.7 123.9 115.7 
18-3 124.5 130.5 154.4 144.l 120.6 113.5 
16-4 123.3 129.l 15 2. 7 15".2 119.5 112.8 
I~LC~ F~uID TE~?ck~TU~F, F 88.B ea.a aa.6 88.5 88.3 88.5 
~xrT FLJI) Tc~?~~ATUR~, F 108.6 114.l 134.3 132.8 109.5 106.l 
RATH Fluiu Tc~?:RATUR=, F 9). ~ 9('1.1) 90.0 90.0 90.Q 90.:'.> 
A~M2TER K~AOl~;,1, ~~PS 111.10 113.00 113.00 78.00 78.DO 60.0') 
VOLT~FT=k ~cA~l~~.~' VOLTS 9. 61) 9.8') 9. 80 6.70 6.70 5.2!) 
FLUID FLU~ KAT=• L3/H~ 317.44 254.26 134.42 62.78 139.78 103.34 
1NL~T FLUID PktSSJ,E, PSIG 4.01') 3.40 1.80 1.00 2.00 2.20 
EXIT FLJlD PR~)SJRc, PS1G 2. 50 2.21 1.20 0.58 1.40 1.84 
RCO~ TE~PERATJ~:, F 83.6 84.8 84. 7 85.8 82.9 86.4 ..... 






A. Ethylene Glycol 
The following correlations, which were developed by Morcos and 
Bergles (22) based on the data reported in References (7,40)", were used 
to compute the physical properties of ethylene glycol. 
1. Density in gm/cm3 
p = l.0/[0.924848 + 6.2796 x 10-4 (T-65) 
+ 9.2444 x 10-7 (T-65) 2 + 3.057 x 10-9 (T-65) 3] 
where T • temperature in °c 
Temperature range: 4.5°c to 171°C 
Maximum error: 0.18%. 
2. Viscosity in centipoise 
3. 
µ = exp [3.80666 - 1.79809 
2 
+ 0.38590 (T-40) -
60 4 
+ 0.004173 (T~~O) ] 
0 where T = temperature, F 
T t 40°F to 300°F empera ure range: 
Maximum error: 0.56%. 
0 Specific heat in Btu/lbm- F 
2 
Cp • 0.553 + 0.04150 (TS~O) + 0.0035 (TS~O) 
0 where T • temperature in F 
Temperature range: 40°F to 300°F 
Maximum error: 0.12%. 
1 Btu/lbm-°F • 4.185 Joules/gm-0 c 
4. Thermal conductivity in Btu/hr-ft-°F 
k • 0.1825-2.3 x 10-4 (T) 
where T = temperature, °F 
Temperature range: 40°F to 3S0°F 
Maximum error: There is no difference between the 
computed value and the input data within the accuracy 
of computation. 
0 1 0 1 Btu/hr-ft- F = 57 _83 Joules/sec-cm- C 
5. Coefficient of thermal expansion in l/0 c 
1 dP S=-- -P dT 
S = P (6.2796 x 10-4 + 1.84888 x 10-6 (T-65) 
+ 9.171 x 10-9 (T-65) 2] 
where P = density in gm/cm3 
and 0 T = temperature, C 
Temperature range: 4.5°c to 171°c 
Maximum error: 0.18%· 
B. Distilled Water 
The following correlations, which were developed by Singh (37) 
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based on the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (41), were used to 
compute the physical properties of distilled water. 
1. Density in gm/cm3 
P = 0.999986 + 0.1890 x 10-4 (T) - 0.5886 x 10-5 (T) 2 
+ 0.1548 x 10-7 (T) 3 
0 where T = temperature, C 
Temperature range: o0 c to l00°c 
Average Absolute Percent Deviation (AAPD) • 0.00637%. 
2. Viscosity in centipoise 
3. 
l (µT )= 1.3272(20-T) - 0.001053(20-T) 2 
oglO µ20 T + 105 
0 where T = temperature, C 
and µ20 = viscosity of water at 20°C = 1.002 cp. 
Temperature range: 20°c to 100°c 
AAPD • 0.00338%. 
0 Specific heat in Btu/lbm- F 
C • 1.01881 - 0.4802 x 10-3 (T) + 0.3274 x 10-5 (T) 2 
p 
- 0.604 x 10-8 (T) 3 
. 0 
where T = temperature, F 
Temperature range: 32°F to 212°F 
AAPD = 0.04455%. 
1 Btu/lbm-°F • 4.185 Joules/gm-°C 
4. Thermal conductivity in Btu/hr-ft-°F 
k = 0.30289 + 0.7029 x 10-3 (T) - 0.1179 x 10-S (T) 2 
- 0.604 x 10-8 (T) 3 
0 where T • temperature, F 
Temperature range: 44°F to 206°F 
AAPD • 0.04404%. 
1 Btu/hr-ft-°F • 57: 83 Joules/sec-cm-°C 
5. Coefficient of thermal expansion in l/0 c 
13._!.4£. 
P dT 
13 • -l [0.1890 x 10-4 - 1.1772 x 10-5 (T) 
p 
+ 0.4644 x 10-7 (T) 2] 
/ . 3 where P • density in gm cm 
and 0 T • temperature, C 
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OoC to l00°C Temperature range: 
AAPD = 0.00637%. 
C. N-Butyl Alcohol 
1. Density in gm/cm3 
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Data are taken from the FPRI Computer Library. The following 
expression, as a function of temperature, T, was obtained. 
P = 0.824605 - 0.700505 x 10-3 (T) 
- 0.101516 x 10-5 (T) 2 + 0.29629 x 10-S (T) 3 
0 
where T = temperature, C 
T t 0°c to 86°C empera ure range: 
Maximum error: 0.10%, 
2. Viscosity in centipoise 
3. 
Data are reported on page F-38 in Reference (41). 
r 2.3839 x 103 
µ = exp l:6.92545 + T + 273 . 15 
- 1. 08564 x 104 J 
(T + 273.i5) 2 
0 where T = temperature, C 
Temperature range: -50°c to l00°c 
Maximum error: 1.26%. 
Specific heat in Btu/lbm-°F 
C = 0.53 + 0.16101 x 10-2 (T-50) 
p 
- 0.167946 x 10-S (T-50) 2 + 0.783422 x 10-S (T-50) 3 
0 where T = temperature in F 
The data for the above correlation were taken from page 3-129 
in Reference (30). 
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T 50°F to 212°F -emperature range: 
Maximum error: 0.71%. 
1 Btu/lbm-°F = 4.185 Joules/gm-°C 
4. Thermal conductivity in Btu/hr-ft-°F 
Data are taken from the FPRI Computer Library. The following 
expression was obtained: 
k = 0.09307 - 0.84619 x 10-4 (T) + 0.158015 x 10-6 (T) 2 
h T in oF w ere = temperature 
Temperature range: - 93°F to 347°F 
Maximum error = 1.28%. 
1 Btu/hr-ft-°F 1 0 = 57 •83 Joules/sec-cm- C 




1 [ -3 -5 8 = - p -0.700505 x 10 - 0.203032 x 10 (T} 
+ 0.888882 x 10-8 (T) 2] 
where p = density in gm./cm3 
and 0 T = temperature, C 
Temperature range: o0 c to 86°c 
Maximum error: 0.10%. 
D. Stainless Steel 
The following correlations, which were developed by Singh (37), 
were used to compute the physical properties of stainless steel Type 
304. 
1. Electrical resistivity in Ohms-ft2/ft 
-6 8 
E = 2.1675 x 10 + 0.11492 x 10- (T) 
+ 0.70965 x l0-12 (T) 2 - 0.84327 x l0-17 (T) 3 
0 where T = temperature, F 
2. Thermal conductivity in Btu/hr-ft-°F 
k = 7.8034 + 0.51691 x 10-2 (T) - 0.88501 x 10-6 (T) 2 
where T = temperature, °F 






Calculations for experimental data run 108 are presented as a sam-
ple calculation. Experimental data values for run 108 are presented on 
pages 95 and 96 in Appendix C. The sample calculations given here are 
based on the following assumptions and conditions: 
1. Electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity of tube walls 
are functions of temperature. 
2. Peripheral and radial wall conduction exist. 
3. Axial conduction is negligible. 
4. Steady state conditions exist. 
Computer programs originally written by Singh (37) were modified 
to perform the calculations for all the data runs on the IBM 370/158 
computer. 
Calculation of the Error Percentage in Heat Balance 





Heat loss rate, Joules/sec 
f ~oltage drop\ 
l~cross coil j 
= 633.6 Joules/sec 
Calibration data for heat losses from the test section are given 
in Table X in Appendix B. 
7581 (582.4)(1054.18) 1 (t - t ) 
(9460.l) (211.4-81.2) (3600) avg room 
The inlet and outlet bulk fluid temperatures measured by the 
thermocouples were corrected, based on their calibration. Calibration 
data for these thermocouples are given in Table VIII in Appendix B. 
f:orrected inlet J 
~luid temperature 
f corrected outlet J 
~luid temperature 
f average bulk l 
~luid temperatur~ 
[(tb)in - troom] 
= (tb)in + (O.l) (211.8-81.2) 
= 88.4 + (0 1) (88.4-82.2) 
. (211.8-81.2) 
= 88.4°F = 31.52°C 
(105.0-82.2) 
m 105.0 + (1.12) (211.02-81,2) 
0 0 
• 105.20 F = 40.85 C 
= t = !. [(t ) + (t ) ] 
avg 2 b in b out 
1 
tavg = 2 (88.4 + 105.2) 
0 0 = 96.8 F = 36.18 C 
Q (7581) (582.4) (1054.18) (96.8-82.2) 
loss = (9460.6) (211.4-81.2) (3600) 
= 15.32 Joules/sec 
Heat output rate, Joules/sec = Q 
output 
From Appendix D, for ethylene glycol 
2 
C = 0.553 + 0.04150 (T-60) + 0.0035 (T-60) 
p 80 80 
at T = 96.8°F 
llO 
c = 0.553 + 0.04150 c96 · 8- 60) + 0.0035 c96 •8- 60 ) 2 
p 80 80 
= 0.573 Btu/lbm-°F m 0.573 cal/gm-K 
w = 28.49 _g_ = 226.1 hlb 
sec r 
Q = (226.1)(0.573)(105.2-88.4) output 
= 2176.5 Btu/hr 
= 2176 5 (1054.18) 
• 3600 
~ 637.3 Joules/sec 
Percentage error in QinEut - Qloss 
= heat balance Qinput 
- QoutEUt 
633.6 - 15.32 - 637.3 
x 100 - 633.6 
= - 3.0% 
Similarly the heat balances for all data runs were calculated. 
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The results of these· calculations are presented in Tables XI, XII, and 
XIII for the three fluids used. 
Calculation of the Local Inside Wall 
Temperatures arid the Inside Wall 
Radial Heat Flux 
As indicated in Chapter V, a numerical solution developed by 
Owhadi (27) and Crain (6) was used to compute the inside wall tempera-
tures and the inside wall radial heat flux at each thermocouple loca-
tion. The trial-and-error solution is complex and hence a sample 
calculation will not be given here; however, Tables XIV to XVII give 
the uncorrected outside surface temperatures, the corrected outside 
TABLE XI 
HEAT BALANCE 11~ ETHYLENE GLY'COL 
Average Average Qin ~out Qlost Heat Flux Heat 
Run Reynolds. Prandtl (Joules) (Joules) (Joules) (Joulei) Balance 
Number Number Number sec sec sec sec-m Error % 
101 449 102.28 657.0 664.9 2.45 2186 -1.63 
102 452 101.61 657.0 700.9 3.45 2183 -7.06 
103 380 100.09 657.0 599.8 10.62 2159 7.40 
104 381 100.82 657.0 611.6 10.41 2159 5.50 
105 323 97. 77 633.6 617.2 10.10 2082 0.96 
106 323 97.68 633.6 621.9 9.83 2083 0.23 
107 260 95. 73 633.6 636.9 15.43 2064 -3.05 
108 260 95.73 633.6 636.9 15.33 2065 -3.03 
109 171 87.99 645.3 597.4 17.98 2095 4.82 
110 171 88.06 645.3 590.5 18.03 2095 5.96 
111 73 52. 72 619:..2 536.9 54.30 1886 5.01 
112 73 52.76 619.2 535.2 54.35 1886 5.32 
113 515 103.86 649.7 620.8 5.97 2150 3.57 
114 514 103.96 649.7 612.4 5.82 2150 4.95 
115 122 78.55 657.0 581.2 22.18 2120 8.76 
>-' 
116 122 78.75 657.0 579.6 22.02 2121 9.05 ..... . N 
Average Average 
Run Reynolds Prandtl 
Number 
117 776 100.50 
118 774 100.76 
119 707 99.09 
120 707 99.09 
121 174 60.58 
122 174 60.50 
123 211 74.05 
124 211 73.88 
125 454 101.64 
126 454 101.64 
TABLE X!: (.Cont:tnu~l 









1240.3 1248.0 4.19 4128 
1240.3 1237.8 6.24 4121 
1266.9 1275.8 10.89 4194 
1266.9 1276.2 11.41 4193 
1302.0 1144.3 46.40 4193 
1302.0 1147.5 46.18 4194 
1248.0 1113.1 35.32 4050 
1248.0 1115.6 35.37 4050 
682.5 728.6 12.04 2239 
682.5 714.4 11.83 2240 



















HEAT BALANCE PO~ DISTILLED WATER 
Average Average Qin Qout Qlost Heat Flux Heat 
Run Reynolds Prandtl eoules) eoules) (Joules) eoules) Balance 
Number Number Number sec sec sec sec-m2 Error % 
201 1635 3.82 1180.0 1184.0 35.33 3823 -3.36 
202 1635 3.82 1180.0 1179.6 35.02 3824 -2.96 
203 2757 4.44 1136.8 1151. 5 20.88 3727 -3.12 
204 2761 4.43 1136.8 1164.2 20.94 3726 -4.22 
205 1127 3.21 1180.0 1140.5 50.64 3772 -0.97 
206 1127 3.21 1180.0 1140.5 50.33 3773 -0.94 
207 2364 4.32 1115.5 1149.0 26.27 3638 -5.32 
208 2363 4.32 1115.5 1152.5 26.22 3638 -5.62 
209 3345 4.59 1125.2 1142. 2 19.08 3694 -3.19 
210 3344 4.59 1125.2 1147.5 19.24 3693 -3.67 
211 4077 4.69 1156.4 1158.2 21.18 3791 -1.98 
212 4080 4.68 1156.4 1164.7 21.13 3791 -2.54 
213 5119 4.78 1156.4 1167.3 18.06 3802 -2.49 
214 5119 4.78 1156.4 1167.3 17.96 3802 -2.48 




HEAT BALANCE FOR N-BUTYL ALCOHOL 
Average Average Qin Qout Qlost Heat Flux Heat 
Run Reynolds Prandtl {Joules) eoules) (Joules) eoules) Balance 
Number Number Number sec sec sec sec-m2 Error % 
301 2121 32.42 1065.6 1114.8 16.07 3505 -6.1 
302 2123 32.39 1065.6 1126.3 15.96 3505 -7.12 
303 1763 31.50 1107 •-4 1155.1 17. 77 3639 -5.9 
304 1764 31.48 1107.4 1159.7 17.61 3639 -6.28 
305 1437 30. 72 1086.4 1109.8 22.16 3554 -4.58 
306 1438 30. 71 1086.4 1113.5 22.10 3554 -4.58 
307 1063 28.48 1107.4 1131.7 28.57 3603 -4.85 
308 1063 28.47 1107.4 1134.3 28.30 3604 -5.05 
309 711 31.15 514.8 515.4 19.46 1654 -4.03 
310 712 31.13 514.8 513.8 19.20 1655 -3.63 
311 491 28 .• 71 522.6 513.5 26.56 1657 -3.53 
312 491 28.70 522.6 512.4 26.30 1657 -3.26 
313 935 32.37 522.6 533.6 16.86 1689 -5.42 
314 937 32.32 522.6 531.3 16.92 1689 -5.00 
315 1285 33.27 522.6 538.6 12.47 1704 -5.50 I-' 
I-' 
VI 
TABLE XIII (Continued) 
Average Average Qin Qout Qlost 
Run Reynolds Prandtl (Joules) (Joules) (Joules) 
Number Number Number ·sec sec sec 
316 1286 33.26 522.6 535.1 12.21 
317 425 31.10 312.0 312.9 16.56 
318 426 31.04 312.0 315.2 16.56 
319 677 32.88 312.0 322.5 11.58 
320 678 32.86 312.0 324.4 11.53 
The Absolute Average Percentage Error 
Inside surface area= nd1L = n(l.257)(758.1) = 2. 994 xl03 cm2 






















UNCORRECTED OUTSIDE SURFACE TEMPERATURES FOR RUN 108 
Uncorrected Outside Surface Temperatures,°F 
Thermocouple 
Peripheral Location* 
Station Number 1 2 3 4 
1 95.00 96.40 94.00 92.70 
2 95.90 98.50 95.10 93.90 
3 95.30 98.70 95.50 93.70 
4 96.50 99.20 96.40 94.70 
5 98.50 101.20 97.90 96.40 
6 98.40 101.30 98.30 96.90 
7 100. 70 103.00 99.70 98.80 
8 101.10 103.90 100.20 99.00 
9 102.10 104.80 101.30 100.40 
10 102.70 105.80 102.70 101.30 
11 103.20 105.20 102.60 100.90 
12 105.50 108.00 105.70 104.10 
13 108.60 111. 30 108.50 107.20 
14 111.10 113.40 110.60 109. 70 
15 113.40 115.40 112.00 111.50 
16 114.40 117. 70 114.50 113. 70 
17 117.40 119.40 116.60 115.60 
18 118. 50 121.30 118.40 117.10 
* See the position of each thermocouple in Figure 4. 
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TABLE XV 
CORRECTED OUTSIDE SURFACE TEMPERATURES FOR RUN 108 
Corrected Outside Surface Temperature, OF 
Thermocouple 
Peripheral Location 
Station Number 1 2 3 4 
1 95.16 96.47 94.10 92. 76 
2 95.96 98.56 95.16 93.99 
3 95.40 98.78 95.60 93. 72 
4 96.55 99.23 96.47 94.79 
5 98.62 101.28 98.03 96.49 
6 98.55 101.42 98.39 96.98 
7 100.84 103.08 99.88 98.88 
8 101.20 104.00 100.28 99.10 
9 102.25 104.94 101.41 100.50 
10 102.95 105.90 102.82 101.44 
11 103.48 105.33 102.73 101. 01 
12 105.73 108.17 105.91 104.37 
13 108.85 111.55 108.73 107.38 
14 111.36 113.58 110.81 109.84 
15 113.83 115.88 112.48 111. 77 
16 114.70 118.01 114.81 114.09 
17 117.72 119.85 117.04 115.98 
18 119.06 121.63 118.96 117.66 
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TABLE XVI 
CALCULATED INSIDE WALL TEMPERATURES FOR RUN 108 
Inside Wall Temperature, F 
Peripheral Location 
Thermocouple 
Station Number 1 2 3 4 
1 94.98 96.28 93.90 92.57 
2 95.76 98.39 94.94 93.80 
3 95.19 98.63 95.39 93.54 
4 96.35 99.06 96.27 94.60 
5 98.42 101.11 97.82 96.30 
6 98.35 101.25 98.18 96.80 
7 100.65 102.91 99.66 98. 71 
8 101.00 103.84 100.06 98.91 
9 102.05 104. 77 101.19 100.31 
10 102.74 105.73 102.61 101. 25 
11 103.29 105.14 102.53 100.81 
12 105.52 107.99 105. 71 104.18 
13 108.64 111.37 108.51 107.19 
14 111.15 113.39 110.59 109.65 
15 113.63 115.70 112.25 111.59 
16 114.47 117.84 114.58 113.92 
17 117.51 119.66 116.82 115.78 
18 118.86 121.44 118. 74 117.47 
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TABLE XVII 
RADIAL HEAT FLUX FOR INSIDE SURFACE FOR RUN 108 
Radial Heat Flux for Inside Surf ace, Btu/hr-f t2 
Peripheral Location 
Thermocouple 
Station Number 1 2 3 4 
1 557.1 555.6 636.0 643.7 
2 623.1 463.7 684.2 624.0 
3 664.3 440.2 648.7 638.8 
4 635.6 487.6 641.6 635.2 
5 624.0 471.2 668.5 645.8 
6 653.2 471. 7 665.8 622.0 
7 617.1 492.8 690.0 624.4 
8 634.1 449.8 704.0 636.1 
9 644.4 464.4 708.1 615.9 
10 665.4 472.4 674.9 625.3 
11 585.7 536.8 642.5 672.5 
12 655.4 529.9 640.9 630.6 
13 665.3 500.8 674.6 631.6 
14 649.2 525.6 690.l 622.7 
15 625.5 509.7 727 .6 635.8 
16 731.6 468.9 723.7 585.9 
17 646.2 537.0 697.7 643.2 
18 678.6 526.5 686.7 641.8 
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temperatures, the computed inside temperatures and the inside wall 
radial heat fluxes for every thermocouple located on the helical 
coil. The values given are for data run 108. 
Calculation of the Local Heat Transfer 
Coefficient 
For thermocouple 14-3 (thermocouple station 14, peripheral position 
3) : 
;-;.ocal heat transfe:l = h = l coefficient J 
(Q/A). 
1 
[ (t ) - (tb) ] 
w i 14 
J~ocal heat transfe:l = 
toefficient J 




h = (110.59-97.74) 
2 0 
53.7 Btu/hr-ft - F 
2 304.9 Joules/sec-m -K 
Calculation of the Dimensionless Axial Distance 




Axial distance along helical 
z = coil from inlet electrode, cm 
Tube inside radius, cm 
and 
fnimensionless ~ = 
tall temperatur~ 
(t -(tb)i 1 J w n et 
T = ---.,...----
w dtb/dz 
[(tb)exit - (tb)inlet] 
Total heated length, cm 
Tube inside radius, cm 
For thermocouple 14-3 
421.64 







• T = (110.59-88.40) = 1592 •9 
•• w o. 01393 
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Similar calculations were performed for the other thermocouples. 
Table XVIII gives the results for run number 108. 
Calculations of the Relevant 
Dimensionless Numbers 
Table II in Chapter V gives the definition of the dimensionless 
numbers evaluated. 
For data run 108 and thermocouple station 14, the following 
dimensionless numbers were evaluated: 
1. Reynolds Number: Re 
Re = (di)(G)/(µ) 
where G = W/(rrd12/4) 






















DIMENSIONLESS AXIAL DISTANCE AND INSIDE WALL 
TEMPERATURES FOR RUN 108 
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Dimensionless Inside Wall Temperatures, T 
w Peripheral Location 
1 2 3 4 
472.2 565.8 394.7 299.6 
528.6 717 .5 469.7 387.8 
487.4 734.2 502.2 368.0 
570.7 765.4 564.9 445.4 
719. 3 912.5 675.9 567.2 
714.1 922.8 702.1 602.9 
879.3 1041.5 808.4 739.0 
904.6 1108. 3 837.2 754.8 
979.6 1175.1 918.3 855.1 
1029.1 1244.3 1019.9 922.8 
1069.1 1201.9 1014.2 890.7 
1229.1 1406.2 1242.6 1132.6 
1452.7 1649.1 1443.8 1348.7 
1633.0 1794.2 1592.9 1525.5 
1811.1 1959.8 1712.1 1663.8 
1871. 7 2113.2 1879.l 1831.8 
2089.7 2243.9 2040.2 1965.8 
2185.3 2372.0 2177.8 2086.8 
T-40 
µ=exp [3.8066 - 1.79809 (~) 
2 3 
+ 0.38590 (T-40) - 0.05878 (T-40) 
60 60 
T-40 4 + 0.004173 (~) ] 
0 where T is measured in F and µ in centipoise 





µ=exp [3.8066 - 1.79809 c 97 ·~~-40) + 0.38590 ( 97 ·~6-40 ) 
3 4 
- 0.05878 c 97 ·~6-40) + 0.004173 ( 97 ·~6-40 ) ] 
µ = 10.857 centipoise = 0.10857 gm/(cm-sec) 
.·. Re 3 (l. 2S73L3.141~;:;:1.257)2J[ O.l~857J 
= 265.7 
2. Dean Number: De 
De = (Re) (ld1 /Dc ) 
De= 265.7 (/1.257/25.4) 
= 59.1 
3. Prandtl Number: Pr 
~r = (C )(µ)I (k) 
p 
From page 102 in Appendix D, 
2 
cP = o.553 + 0.04150 <r~~o) + 0.0035 cr~~o) 
0 0 where T is measured in F, and Cp is in Btu/lbm- F 
at (t0 ) = 97.74°F 
14 
(E. 2) 
C = 0.573 Btu/lbm-°F 
p 
C = 2.398 Joules/gm-K 
p 
From page 102 in Appendix D, 
k = 0.1825 - 2.3 x 10-4 (T) 
where T is measured in °F and k is in Btu/hr-ft-°F 
at (tb) = 97.74°F 
14 
k = 0.1825 - 2.3 x 10-4 (97.74) 
= 0.1600 Btu/hr-ft-°F 
-3 0 = 2.767 x 10 Joules/sec-cm- C 
µ = 0.10857 gm/(cm-sec) From Equation (E.2) 
.·.Pr= (2.398)(0.10857) = 94 .l 
(2.767 x 10-3) 
4. Nusselt Number: Nu 
Nu= (h) (d.)/k 
i 
Nu= ___ 304.9 ~ 1.257 
(100) 2 (2.767 x 10-3 ) 
Nu = 13.85 
5. Graetz Number: Gz 
= (W) (Cp) 
Gz (k) (L) 
(28.49)(2.398) = ~~~~------~---~ 
(2.767 x 10-3)(421.64) 
= 58.56 
6. Grashof Number: Gr 
3 2 2 Gr • (di ) (p ) (g) (S) (6t)/(µ ) 
From page 102 in Appendix D: 
125 
126 
p = l/[0.924848 + 6.2796 x 10-4 (T-65} + 9.2444 x 10-7 (T-65) 2 
+ 3.057 x 10-9 (T-65) 3]. 
where T is measured in °c and p is in gm/cm3 
at (tb) = 97.74°F = 36.71°c 
14 . 4 
p = l/[0.924848 + 6.2796 x 10- (36.71-65) 
+ 9.2444 x 10-7 (36.71-65) 2 + 3.057 x 10-9 (36.71-65) 3] 
3 p = 1.102 gm/cm 
From page 103 in Appendix D, 
S = p[6.2796 x 10-4 + 1.84888 x 10-6 (T-65) 
+ 9.171 x 10-9 (T-65) 2 ] 
S is calculated at t 
(avg) 
t (avg) 
(t ) + (tb) 
= w avg 14 
2 
(111.5 + 113.39 + 110.59 + 109.65) 
(t ) = ------------~ 
w avg 4 
(t ) = lll.2°F = 44.18°C 
w avg 
t = (44.18 + 36.71) = 40 . 45oC 
(avg) 2 
s = (p . )[6.i796 x 10-4 + 1.84888 x 10-6 (40.45-65) 
t (avg) 
+ 9.171 x 10-9 (40.45-65) 2] 







l./[0.924848 + 6.2796 x 10-4 (40~45-65) 
+ 9.2444 x 10-1 (40.45-65) 2 + 3.057 x 10-9(40.45-65) 3] 
1.10 
s = (1.10)(5.881 x 10-4) 
g = 980.66 cm/sec2 
µ = 0.10857 gm/(cm-sec) From Equation (E.2) 
Gr = (1.257) 3 (1.102) 2 (980.66) (6.469 x 10-4) 
2 
(44.18 - 36.71) x[0 • 1~85~ 
= 970.4 
7. Rayleigh Number: Ra 
Ra = (Gr) (Pr) 
= (970.4) (94.1) 






The calculated results for those experimental runs which were pre-
sented in Appendix C are presented here. The rest of the calculated 
results are available at: 
School of Chemical Engineering 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 U.S.A 
Attn: Dr. Kenneth J. Bell 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION . • l 
AT THE AVEKAGE BUL~ fLUlO TcHPERATURE 
AT THE T~ERMOCuUPlt ~TATION 
PEYNOLDS DJ:At-. P'ANDf l 
RUN NUMBER NUMdt~ NU'"I ttE~ 
NUMBER RE OE Pi\ 
102 4C8 9J lH .J44 
104 342 1b l.&.u.•Jl6 
108 219 4«> lll.458 
111) 131 29 11..1."ld 
112 30 6 llc:'..877 
120 625 13'# llJ.477 
202 1232 274 ,.236 
204 2374 52d 5.248 
2C6 726 161 5.2ftl 
2C8 1978 44J 5 .L7 2 
210 2964 659 5.l50 
214 4735 105, 5.ll 3 
302 1857 413 35.9ul 
304 1488 331 35.l>b7 
308 786 l 7't .:b. 9 l ') 
312 366 Bl ~5.952 
314 812 18\.i .;b.u&8 
320 601 133 ~b.021 
AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE STATION 
HEAT TRANSF=R 
HEAT FLUX COEFFICI~T NUSS~ LT 
J/SEC-S<;;.M. J/SEC-SQ.M.-K NUMBER 
Q/A Hl H2 NU 
1938 7 68 .1 c 677.94 34.42 
1962 764.87 697.75 34.2 8 
188 7 616.5t:i 573.72 27.62 
193 l 4 77. 6 3 460.26 21.41 
1831 264. 66 263. 72 11.85 
3644 989.89 8 51). 85 44.38 
3~56 1141.74 961.93 23.32 
3239 1508. 14 1309.96 30.81 
3355 915.96 785.07 18. 71 
3192 1515.25 1274.81 30.97 
3245 1645.17 1474.77 33.61 
3366 2229.14 2027.34 45.51 
2984 600.23 533.70 50.24 
3092 538.05 479.96 45.03 
3108 396.94 358.29 33.22 
1494 210.12 252.93 22.66 
1489 402.74 362.93 33.70 




THE~~OCOUPL~ STATICN . . 2 
AT T~E AVERAGE BUL~ fLUl~ T~KP~RATURf 
AT THE T~EP.MOCOUt'L c ST A Tl JN 
REYNOLDS DEA1'4t Pk." .'40T L 
PUN NUfl!IBE~ ~UMdER Nv'4ocR 
NUMBER RE OE Pre. 
102 409 91 lJ.1.lJ3 
104 343 1b i1.u.6~7 
106 220 4o lll.lJ2 
110 132 29 b.~. lb2 
112 31 6 ll.i.cH7 
120 627 139 lL.1.227 
202 124'1 21b ) .199 
204 2381 529 5.229 
206 733 163 5. ld) 
208 1986 441 5 .250 
210 2972 661 5 .235 
214 4743 1055 ~.2113 
302 1862 41~ 35 .d2 4 
304 1493 332 35.7t$9 
3C8 791 l 7o 35. 734 
312 368 8-". l5.7()1 
314 814 181 lb .i)J 6 
320 603 134 .):>.'J53 
AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE STATION 
HEAT TRMISF~R 
H~AT FLUX COEFFICINT NUSSELT 
J/S':C-SQ.M. J/SEC-SQ.M.-K NUMBf P 
QI A Hl H2 NU 
1941 644.96 5 91 .24 28.90 
1964 664. 87 603.77 29.80 
1889 520.79 482.66 23.34 
1932 413.13 388.0l 18.52 
1849 207.4-4 203.55 9.30 
3652 794.35 716. 02 35.62 
3365 961.71 838.01 19.63 
3243 1314.32 1146. 06 26.84 
3368 763.55 691.22 15.58 
3195 1239.13 1051.97 25.32 
3246 1529.21 1348.43 31.23 
3365 2130.67 1902.03 43.49 
2994 4 79 .88 433.72 40.17 
3103 436. 83 396 .as 36.57 
312 8 319.03 298.28 26.71 
1506 226.15 215. 55 18.93 
1497 317.54 2 95. 81 26.57 
88 7 269.60 2 52. 26 22.56 
..... 
UJ ..... 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION . • ,j 
AT T~E AVERAGE BULK FLUID T~HPERATURE 
AT THE THERMOCOUPLE STATION 
R EYNOL OS DEA~ PK.A1~0T L 
PUN f\UMBE ~ f\UMdfK N~'4oEil 
NUMBER RE OE PR 
102 410 9l l.i.u.922 
104 343 7o &.lu.~78 
108 221 49 llu.7'+8 
110 133 2" l.0".82J 
112 31 1 lut1.d09 
120 628 139 l,j9.977 
202 1248 211 5 • .lf,3 
204 2389 531 5 .210 
206 741 l6't 5.121 
2C8 1993 44~ 5 .22 7 
210 2979 66L , • lt. 0 
214 4751 1057 5.194 
302 1867 415 j,.748 
304 1498 333 35.b~2 
3C8 796 171 j5. 55 9 
312 371 82 35. bl l 
314 817 181 j~ .92 4 
320 604 13~ 35.885 
AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE STATION 
HEAT TRANSFER 
HEAT FLUX COEFFICINT NUSSELT 
J/SEC-SQ.M. J/SEC-SQ.M.-K NU~BFR 
Q/A Hl H2 NU 
1938 718.76 635.55 32.21 
1963 678.53 613.83 30.42 
1886 547.32 496 .87 24.53 
1930 431.96 3<;7.64 19.37 
1856 203.43 199.17 9.13 
3647 896.95 777.46 40.23 
3360 1162.70 968.94 -23. 71 
3239 1601.1)8 1254.19 32.69 
3363 906.83 7 89 .89 18.48 
3191 1586.15 1216.33 32.39 
3242 1793.29 1433 .14 36.62 
3361 2663.12 2122.27 54.35 
2987 524. 48 4 58 .10 43.91 
3099 470.97 418.39 39.43 
3123 342.43 314.83 28.68 
1505 232.18 2 20 .40 19.44 
1494 339.73 3 09. 84 28.43 





THEPMOCOUPLE STATION . • 't-
AT T~E AV~RAGE BUL~ FLJl~ T~MPERATURE 
AT THE THER~OCOUPLE STATION 
REYNOLDS DEAN PRANOTL 
RUN ~UMBER NUMot:R NJ"4tH:R 
NUMBfR R IE De PR 
102 411 'h l.1.0.5J3 
104 345 7tJ l!:>.O'tl 
108 222 49 ll.J.Q44 
110 134 29 AiJ~.748 
112 33 1 l.l't.'l45 
120 632 14J .Lv'i.<tSl 
202 1264 28.L 5. y'j l 
204 24)4 53:) 5.113 
206 756 168 5 .u~6 
208 2009 440 5.18 3 
210 2994 666 5.J.91 
214 4766 1060 5.J.75 
302 1877 417 ~5. 59 6 
304 1509 33~ 3,. 49 8 
308 806 179 .?>5. Z.1. 3 
312 375 SJ 35.275 
314 821 182 35.7~0 
320 607 135 35.7'+9 
AVERA~E VALUES FOR THE STATION 
HEAT TRANSFER 
HEAT FLUX COF.FFICINT NUSSELT 
J/SEC-SQ.M. J/SEC-SQ.M.-K NUMBFR 
QI A Hl H2 NU 
1943 658.37 599.47 29.52 
1965 654.40 5 95 .85 29.35 
1893 491.16 461.42 22.03 
1939 381.85 363.50 1 7.14 
1873 196.42 l 89 .18 8.84 
3651 829.53 739.45 37.22 
3366 1190.79 9 59 .42 24.25 
3243 1480.0(' 1208.67 30.19 
3376 884.87 7 52. 95 17.99 
3196 1502. 95 1186.43 30.67 
3244· 1686.62 1359.15 34.42 
3364 2256.95 1803.03 46.04 
2996 485.34 436 .16 40.64 
3105 445.81 399 .99 37.34 
3131 331.89 306.65 27.81 
1512 220 .6 5 208.98 18.49 
1497 330.50 302.39 27.67 




THFRMOCOUPLE STATION . • ) 
AT T~E AVEQAGE BULK fLUlD T~~PERATURE 
AT THE THER~OCOuPLE STATlON 
REV NOL OS DEAN PRANIJTL 
RUN NUMBf R NUMtif:R NU~Bf:~ 
NUMBER RC: Dt: ... It 
102 413 9.:'. 110.085 
104 346 11 l~~.6J8 
1C8 224 49 lu~.,j't6 
llt') 136 3u 101. b9 l 
112 34 1 lOl .2.73 
120 b35 14:&. lvd.9fJ9 
202 1279 28~ 5.021 
204 242'> 53d 5 .136 
2C6 771 171 4.d'l5 
208 2~24 45U 5.139 
210 3010 669 5.lb1 
214 4781 1063 5. i56 
302 1888 42" 35.4~5 
304 1520 33d 35.JU6 
3C8 816 181 :i4.t.7l 
312 380 8~ J't.~lt2 
314 826 183 :i5.5~7 
320 610 135 ;j5.bl4 
AVERAG~ VALU~S FOR THE STATIJN 
HEAT TRANSFER 
HFA.T FLUX COEFFICINT NUSSELT 
J/SEC-SQ.M. J/SEC-SQ.M.-K NUMBER 
Q/A. Hl H2 NU 
1952 498.43 474.65 22.35 
1975 493.42 467.06 22.13 
1900 407.12 384 .92 18.27 
1947 330.91 315.73 14.86 
1879 204.13 lt;2.52 9.21 
3662 716.')6 666. 87 32.23 
3375 1070.29 918.16 21. 77 
3243 1694.29 1282.69 34.54 
3391 779.'51 686. 85 15.81 
3197 1729.12 1271.89 35.25 
3245 1835.45 1404.19 37 .43 
3362 2461.87 1816.27 50.20 
2994 5ll.".l2 44q .os 42.81 
3106 462.58 411.04 38. 76 
3152 289.50 274.81 24.27 
1524 195.41 186. 57 16.38 
1506 2 86. 56 2 70 .66 24.00 




THfRMOCOUPLE STATION . • b 
AT Ttf AVEQAGE BUL~ fLUj~ TE~PERATU~E 
AT THE THERMOC~u~LE ~TATION 
REYNOLDS OEAl\4 Pii~NuTL 
RUN t\U~B:: ~ NU~~l:R ~JMocit 
NUMBER RE OE PR 
102 415 q~ 1~9.olO 
104 348 11 lw9.l76 
1C8 225 5i.J l.ut>.655 
110 137 3J l~t. .o't8 
112 35 1 97.7d2 
120 638 14~ l Oet. 't'J 9 
202 1295 28d 4.953 
204 2435 54.l. :>.U99 
206 787 175 't.7b8 
208 2039 453 ~.u96 
210 3C25 673 5.132 
214 4797 1067 5. l.38 
302 1898 422 3~ .29 4 
304 1531 34u ,, •. l.&. 6 
308 827 184 34. 53 3 
312 385 85 ,~.614 
314 831 185 3, ... 35 
32(') 613 l 3b .J:>.4tt1 
AVERAGE VALU~S FOR THE STATION 
HEAT TRA"4SFER 
H':4T FLUX CnEFFICINT NUSSELT 
J/SEC-SQ.M. J/SEC-SQ.M.-K NlfMBE R 
QI A Hl H2 NU 
1954 483.39 4 59 .11 21.68 
1975 493.45 4b8.80 22 .14 
1903 409.05 390.03 18.36 
195 l 322.ll 308.40 14.48 
1887 210.26 1<;6.90 9.52 
3673 603.70 571.71 21.10 
3392 831.34 760.52 16.88 
3250 1453.13 1204. 76 29.60 
3393 913.14 733.67 18.48 
32()9 1222.72 1063 .34 24.90 
3248 1843.23 1415.36 37.57 
3364 2524.58 1858.22 51.46 
3003 462.55 420 .15 38.75 
3124 375.60 349.00 31.48 
3170 255.14 243. 84 21.41 
153.J 189.33 180.55 15. a a 
1514 248.44 2 36. 83 20.81 




THERMOCOUPLE STATIO~ . . 1 
l"'.7'"-·" 
THERMOCOUPLE STATION . . Ii 
AT T~E AV~RAGE BUL~ fLUlv TEMPERATURE 
AT THE T~ER~O~UUPL~ STATl~N 
REYNOLDS DEAN f'tit.AMHL 
RUN ~UMB!= R NUMtiER NlJP4tiER 
NUMBER Rt= oa: Pt<. 
102 419 9.) luo.711 
104 352 78 l.Jo.179 
108 229 5l 107.066 
110 141 31 l1J4.~b9 
112 39 b 9u.211 
120 646 143 lu7.lb8 
202 1332 29b .. • 19 8 
204 2471 549 ).016 
206 823 18,j 4.~::>2 
2C8 2075 461 4. ~98 
210 306() 661 !>.Ob 5 
214 4833 107~ ).u95 
302 1923 421 34.947 
304 1556 34b l4.b76 
3C8 8 51 189 ~3.1b2 
312 396 8ti ~3. 864 
314 843 187 ~:;,. Jb l 
320 b21 13d 3S.lb9 
AVEPAGE VALUES FOR THE STATION 
HEAT TRANSFER 
HEAT FLUX COEFFICINT NUSSELT 
J/SEC-sc.~. J/SEC-SQ.M.-K NUMBER 
Q/A Hl H2 NU 
l96J 422. 02 401.49 18.94 
198 2 430.40 409.87 19.33 
1912 350.87 3 34 .oo 15.77 
196 l 291.55 279.03 13.13 
1905 218.08 201.56 9.93 
3682 545.08 5 18 .44 24.49 
3401 8 82 .11 785.45 17.85 
3262 1163.68 1009.08 23.66 
3421 885.76 744.53 17.83 
3221 1066.22 942.00 21.6 7 
3261 1283.72 1109 .01 26.13 
3367 2303.51 1668.33 46.92 
3026 361.01 338.0l 30.27 
3141 334. 81 313.77 28.08 
3178 258.08 243.16 21.68 
1539 192. 0 5 160.79 16.13 
1521 239.99 2 29. 50 20.12 
905 193.66 185.67 16.23 
}-' 
"" '-I 
THERMOCOUPLE STATICN . . ~ 
AT T~E AVERAGE BUL~ FLUlO TcMPERATUR~ 
AT THE T~ER~O~OUPlc STATION 
RE\' NOL OS DEAN P~ANDTL 
RUN f\UM BE~ NUMoE:k ,._..,'It tit i( 
NUMBER RE De PK. 
102 422 94 ..1.uS.033 
104 354 7b lu7.~14 
108 232 5l. 1~5."51 
110 143 31 lu2.bL 6 
112 41 " d!:>. 416 120 651 144 lJo.:Hl 
202 1359 302 1t.093 
204 2498 555 't. 95 7 
206 849 189 4.395 
208 2101 46/ .... 929 
210 3086 68b 5.018 
214 4859 108.l. :>.Ob4 
302 1941 431 ~'t.101 
304 1574 35.) 3"t.3b6 
308 869 19.J 33. 22 5 
312 404 8" 3.3.3'tl 
314 851 189 ::>'t-.798 
320 626 13'7 34.9't9 
AVERAGf VALUES FOR THE STATIO~ 
HEAT TRANSFfR 
HEAT FLUX COEFFICINT NUSSELT 
J/SEC-SQ.M. J/SEC-SQ."1.-K NUMBER 
Q/A Hl H2 NU 
lq62 420.76 402.97 18.90 
1989 400.76 3 86 .99 18.01 
l9lq 329.94 317.85 14.84 
1970 278.79 269.94 12.57 
1933 214.93 201.62 9.84 
368 7 537.18 509.28 24.15 
3414 902.97 823. 59 18.23 
3269 1213.57 1077.47 24.65 
3444 817.85 7 34 .36 16.40 
3230 1044.01 951.87 21.19 
3265 1350.81 1180 .11 27.47 
3371 2397.52 1781.31 48.80 
3029 310. 3 a 347.35 31.07 
3150 321.75 306 .16 27.00 
3185 283.77 2 74 .89 23.86 
1542 215.53 205. 94 18.12 
1529 228.76 219.94 19.18 




THER~OCOUPLE STATIO~ . . l:) 
AT T~E AVER~GE BUL~ FLUl~ TcM?ER4TURE 
AT THE THERMOCOuPlE ST~Tl~N 
REYNOLDS DEA~ Pi<. A NOT L 
RUN NUMBER ~u~oEk NJ"toER 
NUMBER RE Dt: pi( 
102 425 9't lu7.360 
104 357 1'1 luo.176 
108 235 52 J.J4.d)2 
110 146 32 lvl.000 
112 44 "' (j~.925 121) 657 140 liJ5.7:32 
202 1386 3ld 't. 5~ l 
2C4 2524 561 <t.'ijO 
206 876 19!> 'te2't6 
208 2127 473 't.8~2 
210 3112 69.l 4.972 
214 4885 1080 5.034 
302 1959 435 .i't.458 
304 1593 35't .3t+.ub0 
3C8 888 19"1 J2. 69 9 
312 412 91 li. i:j2 9 
314 86") 191 J't. !),j 1 
320 631 14J 3't.7~1 
AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE STATION 
HEAT TR AN SF ER 
HEAT FLUX COEFFICINT NU$SELT 
J/SEC-SQ.M. J/SFC-SQ.'4.-K NUMBER 
Q/A Hl H2 NU 
1967 391.35 376.83 17.58 
1991 382.17 369. 55 17.18 
1923 316. 37 3')6.13 14.24 
1976 265.37 2 56. 11 11.98 
1939 211. 41 198.94 9 .12 
3692 493. 71 471.85 22.21 
3419 961.72 845.08 19.38 
3274 1117.26 9 88 .qa 22.66 
3451 921.86 767.33 18 .42 
3232 1085.62 959.43 22.00 
3270 1271.32 1111.19 25.83 
3374 2135.02 1648. 72 43.43 
3030 366.04 338.61 30.71 
3156 313.21 296.22 26.30 
3178 3 01. 60 2 81. 40 25.39 
1541 2 30. 3 3 2 18. 71 19.38 
1527 237.12 223.48 19.89 




THF~MOCOUPL~ STATION . . ll 
AT T~E AVERAGE BULK FLUID TcMPERATURE 
AT TH~ THERMOCuUPlE STATION 
REYNOL OS DEAN P~ANOTL 
RUN ~UMBEQ. ~u~~E.k NU~liER 
NUMBER P.~ De PR 
102 429 95 LiJ6.)~4 
104 360 81) liJ5.982 
108 238 5~ 10.:).oua 
110 149 33 ~~.Lti6 
112 47 lJ 76 .116 
120 663 147 l.J't.d85 
202 1417 315 4.478 
204 2554 56t. 4.83 5 
206 907 201 4.084 
2C8 2157 479 4. 7b 1 
210 3141 698 4.920 
214 4915 1093 5. Oil 0 
302 1979 440 34.182 
304 1614 359 33. 713 
308 909 202 ;j2 .109 
312 422 93 Jl.254 
314 869 l 9:i 34.239 
320 637 141 34."ti$3 
AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE STATION 
HEAT TRANSFER 
HEAT FLUX COEFFIClf'llT NUSSELT 
J/SEC-SQ.M. J/SEC-SQ.M.-K NUMBER 
Q/A Hl H2 NU 
1969 395.97 3 85. 51 17.80 
1992 400.36 389.64 18.tll 
1923 340.60 329.00 15.35 
1980 281.51 273.29 12.73 
1955 213.39 205.35 9.87 
3691 536.62 515.75 24.15 
3427 1182.47 1070.32 23.76 
3280 1260.23 1174.41 25.53 
3475 865.20 827.13 17.22 
3241 1126 .15 1062.03 22.79 
3275 1430.96 1313.03 29.04 
3377 3186.2 7 22qs.19 64.77 
3034 406 .93 393.37 34.16 
315 3 368.56 355.37 30.97 
3200 296.00 2 90 .15 24.94 
1555 220.49 217.66 16.58 
1531 263.0B 2 57. 49. 22.oa 




THERMOCOUPL~ STATION . . l.i:: 
AT T~F AVERAGE BULK fLUlO f cHPERATURE 
AT TH~ THERMOCOU~LE sr~TlON 
REV~WLOS DEAl'I P~ANOTL 
RU~ ~UMBF~ NUMtlEM. l'tU'4 BER 
NU~BER R F= DE PR 
102 438 97 ~u.:..:>36 
104 368 82 l0j.8t.r7 
108 247 5-. lOJ.307 
110 158 3:> 9't.449 
112 57 12 b,.J96 
120 681 151 liJl.4ti2 
202 1504 33't 4.190 
204 2637 580 ~.bb5 
206 994 221 j .od9 
2C8 2239 49d 4.5H9 
210 3223 717 4. 7tH 
214 4997 llU 4.9us 
302 2037 45.;j 33. 43 8 
304 1674 31l. 32.7b6 
308 969 215 ::SJ.563 
312 449 1 !Ju j;J.745 
314 896 l9'j ,j~. cf.it-3 
320 653 145 .B.Hl4 
AVERAGE VALUES FOR THf STATION 
HEAT TRANSFER 
HEAT FLUX COEFFlClNT NUSSELT 
J/SEC-SQ.M. J/SEC-SQ.M.-K NUMBER 
QI A Hl H2 NU 
1974 394.65 3 83. 58 17.77 
2000 380.11 371.47 17.12 
1938 305.43 299.32 13.80 
199t3 254.62 2 48.98 11.56 
1998 212. 21 198.31 9.96 
3704 494.24 477.94 22.29 
3459 991.49 873.44 19.79 
329 3 1225.49 1100.36 24. 73 
3520 908.14 759.66 17.89 
3259 1()63.44 964.38 21.42 
3282 1624.19 13 80 .21 32.86 
338 7 2148.77 1758.74 43.59 
3!)46 377.78 357.40 3 l. 76 
3172 333.75 317.18 28.09 
3237 259. 86 2 51. 06 21.96 
1576 207.51 197.82 17.53 
1542 240.25 2 32 .24 20.2n 




THERMOCOUPLE STATION . . 13 
AT T~E AVERAGE BULK FLUID TcHPER~TURE 
AT THE THERMO~OUPLE ~TATION 
REVNOL OS DEA~ PRANDTL 
RUN NU~Br: R. NU MS EK NU'4tiER 
NUMBER RE DE PR 
102 448 99 l02.5b5 
104 377 83 l.Jl.805 
108 256 5b 97.,J3 
110 166 37 ":l.0~9 
112 67 15 !>b. 39 8 
120 698 155 ivu.193 
202 1592 35't 3.~n5 
204 2720 60!> 't.506 
2C6 1082 24" .3.358 
208 2322 516 ft.4u7 
210 3304 735 ~.o~O 
214 5079 1130 It. 82 0 
302 2095 46b 34::. 7l 8 
304 1734 385 31.906 
3C8 1032 22~ 29.137 
312 477 lOo £~. ;,, l 
314 924 205 3,.083 
320 670 149 .:u.173 
AVE~AGE VALUES FOR THE STATION 
HEAT TRANSFER 
Hf AT FLUX COEFFICINT NUSSELT 
J/SEC-SQ.M. J/SEC-SQ.M.-K NUMBFR 
QI A Hl H2 NU 
198 5 341.38 332.66 15.39 
2012 331.91 324.38 14.97 
1950 276.38 270.28 12.51 
2014 239. 02 233.45 10.89 
2051 210.45 199.73 10.03 
3725 423 .14 412.15 19.11 
3491 9 B~. 81 866.75 19.45 
3313 1059.48 966.32 21.30 
3574 919.58 793.18 17 .94 
3276 1063. 54 965.00 21.34 
3301 1196.92 1080. 76 24.15 
339'5 1910.21 1551.96 38.68 
3074 313.31 301.05 26.37 
3195 303. 82 289.96 25.61 
3250 283.44 269.82 24. 'l2 
1603 199.22 195.62 16.88 
155 3 228.42 219.67 19.23 





THERMCCOUPLE STATION . • 1-. 
AT T~E AVERAGE BULK rLUlD TEMPERATURE 
AT TH~ THERMOCuUPLE STATIQN 
REVNOLDS DEAN PRANDTL 
RUN P\UM BC: R NUMot:k 1'tUHliE R 
NUMBER RE De: PR 
102 458 101 lJO.!»b5 
104 385 8) 'i"l. 75 8 
108 265 59 94.l~l 
110 176 3'i 85.905 
112 79 17 49 .15 9 
120 717 159 97.9;)6 
202 1684 314 3.b~7 
204 2807 624 4.351 
206 1176 261 3. \lb 4 
206 2408 535 4.231 
210 3388 753 4. 521 
214 5163 1148 't.731 
302 2155 4 79 j2 .01 b 
304 1798 400 31.l)31 
308 1099 244 27.759 
312 507 112 2.J.O~l 
314 952 212 31.923 
320 687 152 3.l. 52 8 
AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE STATION 
HEAT TRANSFER 
HEAT FLUX COEFFICINT NUSSELT 
J/SEC-St;.'1. J/SEC-SQ."°'.-K NUMBER 
QI A. Hl H2 NU 
1995 317.21 312.04 14.32 
2021 308.94 3 04. 58 13.96 
1962 266.93 2 62. 52 12.12 
2031 233.02 2 28. 27 10.66 
2096 209.87 197.84 10.16 
3735 409. 36 401.35 18.53 
3516 1125.37 895.44 22.17 
3326 1143.1)8 1031.95 22.90 
3616 1105.47 8 06 .02 21.37 
3291 1177.74 1017.62 23.53 
3313 1198.47 1098.22 24.ll 
3404 20 22. 32 1652.0l 40.87 
3085 317.02 306 .17 26.72 
3200 326.qa 308 .57 27.61 
3280 274.84 259.84 23.36 
1620 201.08 193.06 17 .08 
1554 266.45 248.25 22.46 





THEPMOCOUPLE STATIO~ . • l:J 
AT THE AV~RAGE BULK fLUlO TEMPERATURE 
AT THE T~E~~OCOUPLE ~TAT10N 
REYNOLDS DEAN PM.ANOTL 
RUN ~UMBER NU Mu ER. NUH~EI\ 
NUMBER RE Dt PR 
102 468 lO't ~d.ooJ 
104 394 81 '1l.1b6 
108 275 61 91.216 
111) 185 4.l tH.989 
112 92 2u 'f.j. 215 
120 736 16.'J 9). b9 3 
202 1777 39~ 3.'t82 
204 2894 644 4.205 
206 1272 283 ~.bll 
208 2496 55.:) 4.vb7 
210 3473 112 4.3~8 
214 5249 1167 4.6lt6 
302 2218 49_, ;l. ;;;2 4 
304 1864 414 jJ.188 
3'>8 1169 26.J lb. 4b8 
312 539 119 ~b. 7j 3 
314 982 21& ::H.lti6 
320 705 l 5t. i)J.. 9J 0 
AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE STATION 
HEAT TR.AN SFER 
HEAT FLUX COEFFICINT NUSSELT 
J/SEC-SQ.M. J/SEC-SQ.M.-K NUMBER 
Q/A Hl H2 NU 
2001') 311.72 304.12 14.10 
2028 299.0l 292.68 13.53 
1971 264.15 2 58.08 12.02 
2'>43 234.20 228.47 10.76 
2146 217.06 206.13 10.68 
3747 389.bl 380.13 17.66 
3551 1025.70 881.22 20.08 
3342 1119.90 993.06 22.36 
3674 953 .45 802.63 18.27 
3310 1109.35 960.44 22.07 
3324 1191.97 1046.94 23.91 
3408 2247.35 1625.38 45.33 
3085 338.53 314.27 28. 5 7 
3215 319.86 296.75 27 .05 
3302 281.94 266.81 24.03 
1641 205.21 199.93 17.48 
1568 253.34 240.86 21.39 
943 195 .43 188 .11 16.47 
..... 
""" """ 
THfR~OCOUPLE STATION . • lo 
AT TH~ AVERAGE BULK fLU!D TEMPERATURE 
AT THE THERMO~UlJPLf 5T~TlJN 
~EY~OLDS ~EA1'4 Pi<.ANDT l 
RUN' !\UMBER l\U~t) E:K Nu~ th:R 
NUMeER RE De Pk 
102 478 lOo 9b.7t>6 
104 403 89 'J5.tb5 
1C8 285 63 ti8. 't-2 0 
111) 1 c;5 43 78.328 
112 107 23 .lt;.439 
120 755 168 93.550 
202 1873 4lb j.2tj6 
204 2983 663 4.066 
206 1371 305 '-~~ l 
208 2584 575 .,j .9i 2 
210 3559 79J. 4.279 
214 5334 ll8b 4.562 
302 2281 507 .)0.b52 
304 1931 429 ,9.375 
3C8 1243 2 7o ~!:> .25 7 
312 572 127 2 5. ~'t 3 
314 1012 22::> ~J.472 
320 723 l6u :;;.L.21:>8 
AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE STATION 
HEAT TRANSFER 
HfAT FLUX COf:FFICINT NUSSELT 
J/SEC-SQ.M. J/SEC-SQ.M.-K NUMBER 
Q/A Hl H2 NU 
2(10 7 305.64 297.98 13.84 
2034 294.10 287.52 13.33 
1980 263.27 2 57 .17 12.01 
2053 240.78 234.56 11.10 
2195 218.96 210 .40 10.94 
3760 376.29 366.35 17.09 
3588 1202.68 1080.88 23.41 
3363 1271.83 1204.54 25.30 
3738 957.11 879.38 18.20 
3337 1161.42 1124.42 23.01 
3344 1272.52 1224.02 25.45 
3422 2233. 20 2021.04 44.96 
3071 452.83 386.98 38.27 
3221 363.99 338.15 30.84 
3339 280.23 2 73. 80 23.95 
1661 230.40 225.60 19.68 
1585 249.21 246.42 21.01 




THERMOCOUPLE STATION . . 17 
AT THE AVERAGE BULK fLUlO TEMPERATURE 
AT THE THERMO~uuPLE )TATlON 
REY~OLDS DEAN Pr\ANOTL 
RUN ~UMBER NU Mt> ER NJ-tof~ 
NUMeER RE Ot: PK 
102 488 lOd "5.ulb 
104 412 91 'l4.072 
108 294 65 &5.9J.~ 
111) 205 45 75.U. 0 
112 122 27 34.654 
120 773 l 7l 'H .b.J4 
202 1964 437 3. "l 9 
204 3066 68L '."l.943 
206 1465 320 2.411 
208 2669 59~ ::...775 
210 3641) 809 't • .L73 
214 5415 1204 't. 4d 6 
302 2342 521 3.). Oft I) 
304 1996 44't ZS. 040 
308 1315 292. 2ft. • .1.<JO 
312 604 l3't l.1.t. 4~ 2 
314 1041 231 i~. 82 3 
320 740 l6't 31) .12 9 
AVEDAGE VALUES FOR THE ST~TION 
HEAT TRANSFER 
HEAT FLUX COEFFICINT NUSSELT 
J/SEC-SC.M. J/SEC-SQ.M.-K NUMBER 
Q/A Hl H2 NU 
2014 293. 21 288.70 13.30 
2041 279.59 275.48 12.69 
1991 252.68 248.68 11.56 
205 7 271.88 263.32 12.59 
2239 220.49 211. 37 11.19 
3771 359.11 3 52. 82 16.34 
3614 1060.78 932.67 20.54 
3375 1111.65 1007.99 22.04 
3798 806.49 605 .48 15.24 
3349 1120.98 996.84 22.13 
3351 1215.16 1093.41 24.24 
3426 2125.85 1679.91 42.73 
3117 312.37 298.63 26.43 
3235 361.68 331.45 30.69 
3363 2 70. 23 261.09 2 3.15 
1687 206.31 189.84 17 .66 
1589 249 .12 2 39. 82 21.14 




THFR~OCOUPLE STATION . . 18 
~T T~E AVER~GE BUL~ flu!~ TcHPERATURE 
AT THE THERMOCuuPLE ~TATION 
REYNOLDS DEAN .PilANOT L 
PUN f\UMBE R NU MS EK. NJ14dER 
NUMBER RE Dt PK. 
102 498 111 ~3.299 
104 421 93 92.~42 
108 305 67 83.3't5 
110 216 4~ n .aaa 
112 139 3" ,j1.2!>2 
120 793 170 d':l.5~2 
202 2062 458 ('. .955 
204 3157 702 j. 81 7 
2C6 1568 349 i..~41 
208 2759 613 3.6:i8 
210 3727 629 4.ut.>4 
214 5502 1224 4. lf.O 8 
302 2408 535 £9.4)5 
304 2067 45" 27.864 
3C8 13<J5 3lu 23. ll 9 
312 64() 14L ll. 4.:) 5 
314 1072 23d ilJ.1)1) 
320 759 l6d lu .14 1 
AVERAGE VALUFS FOR THE STATION 
HEAT TRA~SFER 
HC:AT FLUX COEFFICINT NUSSELT 
J/SEC-SQ.M. J/SEC-SQ. M.-K NUMBER 
QI A Hl H2 NU 
2018 296.97 290.07 13.49 
2046 283. 27 278.06 12.88 
1998 256.0l 251.73 11.74 
2052 384.54 364.39 17.88 
228€:- 240.55 2 30 .13 12.42 
3773 368.46 3 57. 89 16.80 
3646 1060. 06 928.61 20.42 
3390 1182.83 1070. 33 23.38 
3912 737.12 3 51. 69 13.84 
3367 1134.66 10 17. 64 22.32 
3363 1284.59 1158 .53 25.56 
3435 2097.19 17 56 .11 42.07 
3126 325.13 308.14 27.54 
326 l 328.61 312.26 27.92 
3389 274.61 264. 53 23.59 
1727 202.48 160. 06 17.38 
1602 242.13 2 34. 59 20.52 





COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTINGS 
148 
... 
c. "''" .... ••6• .rc••l ""'' ••C••t• .it• •t••i••c••:C•GIC•iil:c• •:c•;,i:c•.i"C••n•a1 c• ;;i:c ••:c• •••• 
c 
... LUt~UTEk PROGRAM: MAH#Ol 
c 
C. ~kU~KAM TO PERFOPM HEAT BALA...CE CALCULATIONS FO~ EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
L kU~). oY MOHAMMAD A. AtlUL-HAHAYEL 
c 
c ol6••'""''"iil••:C•iil, •• , •• , •• , •• , ••••• , •• , •• , •• , •• , •• , ••••• , •• , •• , •• , •• , •• 
L 
c 
u iMt !iS I •JN CUN ENTI 301, VflL TS 130 It FLATI 301 t Tfl I NUOI, TFLOUTI 301 tWATTS 






UAIH5, 1011INOORUNCJ1 tCUllENTI I I ,VOLT SC 11,FLRTC 11tfLllTHAI11,Tfl INll 




UO l J•ltNAUNS 
wAJf SIJl•CURENTIJl•VOLTSCJI 
UINIJl~wATTSIJl•3.itlZ8 
._ LUk"ECT INLET ANO OUTLET FLUID TEMPERATURE ANO CALCULATE TEST 
C )tC.JION HEAT LOSSES 
c. 






LIN • 50. 
LllUT • lit. 
LTUJAL • LENOtLIN•LOUT 
~LUSS(JI • 58Z.'t•CTFAVGIJl-TROOHIJll/1211.4-8l.2t•LENO/LTOTAL 
If (NOORUNIJl,Gt,3001 GO TO 9 
If (NOORUNIJl.GT.ZOOI GO TO 1 
:~AVG• 0.553•0.0itl5•11TFAVGIJl-60,l/80.)•0.0035•111TfAVG(Jl-60.I/ 
ut.1.l ••ZI 
GO TO 8 
I CUNT INUE 
CPAVG•l,01811l-0.~802E-03•TFAVGIJl•0.3Z1'tE-05•TFAVGIJl*TFAVGIJl-0.6 
1J~c-08•TFAVGIJl•TFAVGIJl•TFAVGIJI 
Gu ro e 
II 1.ilNI INUE 
~~AwG • O.Sl•O.l6101E-OZ•ITFAVGIJl-SO.l-O.l679.6E-05•11TFAVGIJl-50 
1.1••21•0.783~22E-08•11TFAVGIJl-50.1••31 
II LUHI INUf 
~uurtJl•FLRTHAIJl•CPAVG•OELTIJI 
149 
Jcl~IJl = QINIJl-~LOSSIJl-QOUTIJI 




C uNJ I Nll~ 
KUN~O=N~.lJNS 








• IU TE I 6, 2 06 l NOOR UNI K), T FLI NIK I , CTF I NI KI , TFLOllTI KI 1 C TFOUTI KI, T FAVG 
ii Kl, TCAVGIKI, FLVI SIK I 
~ l.UNT I NUE 
wKITE 16,2001 FLUID 
w1dTElb,207l 
.ii(! TE l6,2J81 
"Kl T El 6,2091 
•IHTEl6o2101 
Ju ~ L%l ,NRUNS 
likl TE 16,2111 NOORUNCL I, CURENTt LI ,VOL TS IL I 1WATTS IL I, FLRTI LI, FLR TMA( 
lll1uELTILl,QINIL),QLOSSILl,QOUTILl,DELQCLJ1PDELQILl,NREILI 






20) FUkMATllHl,///,5X,48HHEAT BALANCE CALCULATJONS FOR EXPERIMENTAL RU 
J./\iS • .l5X,•MOttAMMAD A. ABUL-HAMAYEL',//,5X,'fLUID i 1 ,5A4,///I 
lO~ fuR~ATl5X,6H RUN ,5X,27HINLET FLUID TEMPERATURE, F ,sx.27HEXIT FL 
lUIJ TE~PERATURE, F ,5X,23H AVG. FLUID TEMPERATUREo5X,15HfLUID VIS 
lCll~l TYi 
20~ FUk~ATl~X,6HNUM6ER,5X,l2HEXPERIMENTAL,5X 0 lOHCORRECTEO ,5X,12HEXPER 
llMc~TAL,5X,lOHCORRECTED ,9X,1Hf,13X,lHColbX,2HCP 1 //I 
20b fUR~ATl7X,13,4C9X,f7.Zl,bX,f7.217X,F7.2,llX,F7.4l 
207 FOk~AT 150X,•DELTA T 1 ,34Xo 1DELTA Q •'olOX,'RE AT'I 
2U~ FOKMAT 150X, 1TOUT-TIN•,5x,•QIN•,lbX,'QUOT 1 ,5X, 1 QIN-QLOSS•,11x,•AvG 
L , ' l 
iJ-1 FORMAT l3X, 1RUN'1'tX1'1•,ax,•v•,1x,•w•,3x,•fLOW RATE OF FLUI0•,3x,• 
lE1 cL r • , 'tX, • w• 3. 'tl 28 • , 3 x, • QLOS s • , 3X, • MCP DELTA T' , 4X, • -oour • , 3 x, • ERRO 
iK 1 1'tX1 'FLUI0 1 I 
<'.10 f0R'1AT llX. •No.•,})(, 'AMPS• ,4x, 'VOLTS•, 3X,•wATTS' .zx. 'IREAOING LB/ 
l HR 1 , bX, 1 f', 1 X, '6 TU/HR', 4X, '!ITU/ HR' , 4X, t BTU/HR', 5X 1 'BTU/ HR' , 5X, 1 l' , 
2bX,' TEMP.• ,/I 
211 FUKMAT 13X113,2X,Fb.l,2X,Fo.1,2x,F6.l,2X,F6.l,3X,Fo.2,3X,fb,2,3X,F 
2j.l, 1x,Fe.2,2x,Fa.2,3x,Fa.z,3x,F6.2,2x,16I 
212 rUKMATl//,5X,29HAVERAGE PERCENT DIFFERENCE • ,F6,2,3H l.I 
21' FUkMATC/,5X,28HAVERAGE ABSOLUTE DEVIATION •oFl0.3,8H BTU/HR.I 





UtJ l Jc\ ,NRUNS 
IF PWOPUIHJI ,GT.3.')01 GO TO 4 
I f- I NOOP UN I JI • GT. 200 I GO TO 2 
FLVI SI Jl = EXPI 3.80606-l. 79809•1 ITFAVGIJl-40 .l/60. I •0.38590*( 11 TFA 
11/u'J 1-40.1160.1"'*21-0.05878*111 TFAVGIJ l-40.l/60.1**31•0.004173*111 
d f AVG I J I - 40. I / 6 0. I•• 4 l I 
i;u ro 3 · 





GO T IJ 3 
4 l.uNT I NUE 
FLlllSIJI s EXPl-b.92545tl2.3839E•03/(TCA\/GIJlt273.1511-ll.08564E•O 
1~/CITCAllGIJl•273.151••2111 












L CUHnJTt:K PRf1CRA,..: MAH#02 
c 
C ~KUuKAl'I TO COMPUTE THE INSIDE WALL TFMPERATURE FROM THE EXPERIMENTALLY 
- McA~JK~J OUTSIDE WALL TEMPERATURES FOR HEAT TRANSFER STUDIES IN 
C HELICALLY COILED TUBES WITH LAMINAR FLOW. 




Pl l'lt: NS ION TI l !l, 41 , TD 5 I 4 I, TIS I 4 I , CON I l 8, 41 ,Rf STI I 18, It I , RES TA 118, 41, 
i AMP) I l B, 41 , DEPTH 118, 41, CPD IS I 18, 41, CRO IS I l8, 41, PARF A 118, 41 , RAR EAC l 
i :l ... 1 • A I 41 • XAR EA( la. 4 I • i.lf LUX( 41 • TCA SP 11 ti." I • UNC Tl l, 41 • TEMPER Ila. 41 • 
JU1>1C.URTI 18,41 
C.UMM~N/COROAT/UNCT,TCASP,T 
UU t. I = l, l 8 
ii. t: AU ( 5 , 10 l I I n; ASP I I , J I , J'" l , 4 I 
l. :u111r I NUE 
10 ~cAUl5,lOOIN~UN,NMO,NDAYoNYEAR,NSLl,TAMPS,VOLTS,TROOM 
lfl~RUN.EQ.01 GO TO 7 
WKifEl7,3001NRUN,NMO,NDAY,NYEAR,NSLl,TAMPS,VOl.TS 
CPUWER~o.o 




rl.EAiJI 5, 1031 IUNCTI l,J I ,J"lr'tl 
CALL TEMC0R(K,NRUN 0 TRCOHI 
DO j J = lo 4 
UNCORTIK,Jl=UNCT(l,JI 
J CUNTINUE 
DO l 5 J = 11 4 
uO 1 4 I= l, NSLI 
Tll,Jl=Tll,JI 
l't C ONr I NUE 
TOSIJl=TlloJI 
TtMPERIK,Jl=TOSIJI 
15 CUNT! NUE 
lb t.ALL KCONIT,CON,NSLl I 
CALL ERESTICT1RESTl1NSLll 
SKINV=O.O 
JU l7 1~1,NSLI 
uo i 7 J " 1. 4 
t<. c S fA 11 , JI •RES Tl 11 o J I *OEPTHC I,~ I /XARE41 I 1 JI 
~RlNV•SRINV+l.O/RESTAIJ,JI 
17 CuNT INUE 
T 0 TR "l , 0 I SR INV 
llU 18 l=l,NSLI 
Uu 1 S J • l, 4 
AMPSll,Jl•TAMPS•TOTR/RESTA(l,JI 





'4.>ll L=NSL 1-1 
uu <. l l=l ,NSL IL 
JU ll J = 1,4 
l1'4t1>=l-l 
IPuS=l+l 




TE kH l =I PARE A I I, J I I RA Rf A I I POS, J 11 •I CR DI SI I POS, JI /CPD IS I I, J 11 •I I CON I • l, JI tCON I I , JN EG I I I IC ONI I , J 1 tCDN I I POS, J 11 I• IT Cl , J 1-T I I , JNE GI I T t:KH 2 =I PAR EA I I, J POS I I RA REA I I POS, J 11 •IC RD IS I I POS, JI IC POIS I I, J PO SI I• 11 11..lJ NC I, JI tCON I I ,JPO S 11IICON11 , J If-CON I I POS, J 11 I• I Tl I , J 1-T 11 , JP OS 11 TEK'l4•Tll,JI 
~ 
TEK~5=2 .O•CRUISI IPOS ,JJ •IDEPTHI J ,JI/ IXAREAI ( ,J l•RAREAI IPOS,JI 11•3. <•&LH•RESTlll,Jl•AHPSll,Jl•AHPSll,Jl/ICONl!,JltCONllPOS,Jll IFliNEG.GT.OIGO TO 19 
TcRi3= -525.76•RAREAll,Jl*CROISI IPOS,Jl*ITOSIJl-TROOHl/1296,SO•RAR ll:AllPOS,Jl•ICONI lo JI tC::lNIJPOS,JI 11 
l>U TO 20 
TEKIB=lllAREAI l,Jl/RAREAI IPOS,JI l*ICROISI IPOS,Jl/CRDISI l,JI l*I ICONI 11 ,JI tCONI INFG,JJ l/ICONI ! ,JltCONI IPOS,J I I l*ITIJ ,JI-Tl lNEG,JI I TllPOS,Jl=TERHltTERH2•TERH3tTERH4-TERH5 
LONllNUE 
ICK2"Tll0.31 
lFIABSITCKl-TCKZl.~T.0.011 GO TO 23 
TLK1aJCK2 . 
uo 22 J=l.4 
Tll,Jl=l2.0/J,Ol•ITOSIJlt0.5•Tl21-lll 
CUNllNUE 
:>O T 0 16 
uo <.4 J=l.4 
T ISi Jl,.TI 10,Jl-0,5•1TC9,Jl-TI10,.11 I 
CONT I NUE 
TPUWER 3 0.0 
DU '5 1,.1,NSLI 
[)(j '5 J•lo4 
TPO.iER•TPOWERtRESTAI loJ IUHPSI 1,.i1uHPSI ,,.,, 











uU l6 l•l,NSLI 
"'RlTEl6120611 11Tll 1Jl,J=l,41 
1.urH INUE 






:4LL FLUXIT,CON,RESTA,AHP5 0 CPDIS,CROIS,PAREA,RAREA,A,QFLUXI 
..iKITEl6,2071 
wi.IT El6 ,2001 I J,QFLUX IJI ,Jal ,41 
"'Kl1El7,30111QFLUXCJl,Jal,41 
C 11- A PLOT OF TllNSIDEJ £ TIOUTSIOEI ARE NEFOEO, ALL WHAT SHOULD 
~ 3c JONE IS TO TAKE ThE C OUT FROM THE NEXT CARO. 
C ~ALL PlOTITOS,TIS,NRUN,NHO,NOAY,NYfAR,NSTAI 





DU t. I~l,10 
"'RI l E I 6, 2 12 I I LINC OR Tl I t J I , J" 11 4 l 
o L i.JlllT !tlUE 
wRlTE16,2141 
DU u l•l,18 
.. 1u rec 6, 2121 1 r EM PER I 1 , J 1, J • l, 41 
II LONlfNUE 
GU TO 10 
100 Fui.HATC~l5,3FL0.21 
Lul FURHAT(4f10.51 
l 0 3 F ukM A Tl 4Fl0. l I 
2QO FUk'IATI lHl, •CALCULATION Of INSIDE H:MPERATURES' o'tX,•M.ABUL-HAHAYEL 
l' I 
201 fUkHATl1X,12HRUN NUMBER •tl41ll011H/rl3 0 lH/oJ3l 
lul i'tJR'IATI lX1 l6HSTATION NUMBER • 113) 
203 t-IJKHATl1Xol7HCURRENT IN COIL .. ,F6.l15H AMPSI 




201 fORH4TllH l 
20& FuKHATClX,bHQFLUX( 1llo3Hl a,El4o7o27H BTU PER SQUARE FOOT PER HRI 
209 t-UR~ATl1Hl,35HCALCULATEO POWER GENERATION fOR RUN1l4r2H •rf9.2,6H 
lwATT S/I 
llu rUR~ATllX,31HACTUAL POHER GENERATION FOR RUNrt~r2H c 1f9.2,6H HATTS 
11 
lOO FORHATl515,2E20.71 
lOl hJRHATC4EZ0. 71 
211 fuRHATl/////,5X,57HTEMPERATURE RECOROEO BY THE THERMOCOUPLES ON TH 
LE L.JIL, F.,1/1 
212 fuRHATl5X,4CFl0.2,1~x11 
~l~ FOK'IATl////,5X,87HCORRECTEO OUTSIDE SURFACE TEMPERATURES AS RECORD 







l L 1 l 








uu 1·1 K=l,45 
~l~•Kl=4,0 
lll Cuf'li INUF 
UO 11 K=2,45 
Sl2•K-ll=2.0 
11 L uf'lT l NUE 
fpl). 416667 
If I NSTA.EQ.Oll THEU • O. 7 
II- I NSTA. EQ.021 THETA 'J.6 
II- INSTA.E:Q,031 THETA 0,9 
If INSTA.EQ,041 THETA= 1.2 
If INSTA.EQ,051 THETA a 1.2 
Ir INSTA.EQ.061 THETA • 1,2 
If INST A, EQ, 0 7) THETA " 1, 4 
If INSTA.EQ,OBI THETA"' 1.6 
It- INSTA,EQ,091 TllETA = 2.0 
If INSlA,EQ,101 THETA'" 2.15 
II- INSTA.EQ,111 THETA • 4,3 
If INSTA.EQ,121 THETA • 6.25 
If INSTA.EQ,131 THETA• 6,3 
If INSTA.EQ.141 THETA• 6,4 
IF INSTA.EQ.151 THETA• 6.4 
II- INSTA.EQ.161 THETA • 6.2 
If CNSTA.EQ,171 THETA • 6.2 
If INSTA.EQ.lBI THETA a 4,5 
: l=)EU4•R/SLI N 
Ou l 5 I =l ,NSll 
00 15 J=l,4 




CSl~l .. SINllXJ-l.Ol•3.1416/2,0I 
~5l·~2=SINIPHILI 
C C~LLULATION OF 0 SUB l 
)cPTHCl,Jl=IR-RM•CSINl-(OELM/2.0l•ilSLl~-2.o•Xltl.Ol/SLINl•IR•CSJN 
ll/IR-RM•CSINllll•THETA 
C CALCULATION OF 0 SUS PHI 
: PO I SI I, JI •I 3. 1416/ 2. 0 I+ (RM t I DEL Mil. 0 I •I I SL I N-2.OUIt1. 0 II SLI NI• IR 
i/ IR-RM•CSIN21 I I 
L CALCULATION Of 0 SUB R 
:1w1 SI t,Jl~IOELM/SLINl•IR/(R-RM•CSINll I 
155 
L -AL~ULATION OF A SUB PHI 
C ~JTc THAT THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT IS UIFFERFNT FROM WHAT SINGH OR 
C L~~IN HAVE IN THEIR PROGRAMS. 
~ARcAll,Jlz(OELH•THETAISLINl•IR/IR-RM•CSIN21l•CR-RM•CSlN2-IDELM/2. 
l.l l •I I SL I N-2 • 0 •XI II SL IN I• I R•CS IN 21 I R-RM•C S IN2 I I I 




Al Jl •I 3.14l6*THETA/2 .Ol •IR-RM•CSINl-IDELM/2.01•1 ISL IN-20.01 /SL INI• 
11k•L51Nl/IR-RM•CS1Nllll•IRM+(DELM/2.0l•llSLIN-20.0l/SLINl*IR/IR-RM 
.<•LSINllll 




DU !'t K•l,91 
x11.:11. 
















uo j J=l,'t 
fLURll1Jl•TCASPCK1Jl•llUNCTll1Jl-TROOM)/ISTEAHT-ROOHTll 
TI 11 Jl•UNCTI l oJl+TCORCloJI 









Uu 11) lal,NSLI 
Ju 10 J;l,4 
i..llN( l 1JI s7.803H0.516'HE-OZ•Tl I oJl-0.86501E-Oc•TI It Jl•TI lo JI 





Ju 1'.l la\,NSLl 
uu 10 J•l,4 
~t~1ICl,JlaO,Zl675E-05tO.ll49ZE-OB•Tl1 1 Jlt0,70965E-i2•Tll1Jl•TCl 1 J 
U-o. dltlZ 7E-11HI t, JI •Tl I ,J IUI I, JI 














uLlJl•llCONllO,JltCONll0 1 JNEGll/2.0t•tPAREAl10eJl/CPOIS110,Jll•ITI 
llU1JNEGl-TllO,Jll 
0KlJl•llCONl101JltCONl10eJPOSll/2.0l•lPAREA110,JPOSl/CP01SflO,JPOS 
U I •I Tl l 0, J POS I -Tl 10, J II 
u~lJl•-QTlJl-QLCJl-ORIJl-l.41ZB•RESTACL0 1 Jl•AMPSl10 1 Jl•AMPSll01JI 
ufLJXlJl•-QB&Jl/ACJI 






J lMi: NS ION TOS 141 , TIS I 41 , TP LOT I 2, 'ol, GRAPH I 4, 511 , S YMBOLI 31 , ORD I 5 11 
uATA SYMBOL/lHO,lHl,lH I -
u .. TA ASTER/lH•/ 
ULl 10 J=l,4 
TPLJTlloJl=TOSCJI 
T PL J T 12 , JI =TI SI JI 
10 L.UNT INUE 
)U 11 l=l,4 
[JtJ l l J=l,51 
~kA~Hll,Jl=SYM80Ll31 
11 ~ONT INlJ!: 
HIAl = TPL OT 11.l I 
TMl~=TPLOTlloll 
OU 1 2 I: [, 2 
llU 12 J=l,4 
lFITMAX.LT.TPLOTCl,JllTMAX•TPLOTll,JI 
I Fl I M IN • GT • T Pl 0 T I I , J I IT M 1N"TPl0 T 11 , J I 
li LUNTINUE 
I Tt:HP•TMI N/5,0 





















00 l 3 I• l, 2 
OU l 3 J• l, 4 
L•ITPLOTll,Jl-TMINl/DEL•0.5 
L •5 l -l 
lJ uRAPH(J,Ll•SYMBOLlll 
)i.J 14 1,.1,51 
JKOI ll=SYM80LC31 
l't L.ONT INUE 
Oll 15 l•l,51 0 5 
UROI I !=ASTER 
l !1 C uNT I NUE 
158 
•KlTEl6120~1NRUN,NMO,~DAY,NYEAR,NSTA 
uu lo l=l,51 
.. r<I TE16, 20110ROI I l, I GRAPliiJ, I l, J=l,41 





2UU f .Jkl'IATI lHl, 12HRUN NUMBER •, 14, 110, lH/, 13, lH/, l 3, 5X, 16HST ATION NUMB 
LER •,13//1 
201 fuKHATC1714X,lAlll 
.:u2 ;- Ut<l'IA T II/ l X, 2 3Hl3AS E LINE TE HPE RA TURE "', f7. 21 
203 t-URl'l4T(lX,2ltiMllXIHUM TEMPERATURE s,f7.21 









CUltPUT~R PROGRAM: MAH#03 
PRUuKAH TO COMPUTE: 
1. HcAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
2. ~tRTINENT FLUID FLOW ANO HEAT TRANSFER DIMENSIONLESS NUMBERS, 
.. h JIHENSllJNLESS WALL TEMPERATURES ANO AXIAL DISTANCES ALONG THE 
HtLICAL COIL FOR HEAT TRANSFER STUDIES IN HELICALLY COILED TUBES 
















••• NuTc:l. FLUID PROPERTIES ARE EVALUATED AT THE AVERAGE LOCAL FILM 
TEMPERATUREl=TIF,Lll AT EACH THERMOCOUPLE STATION. 
2. TIF,LJalTIWALLl+TIBULK FLUIDll/2,0, 
3. LOCAL HIAVG. l'"I l/NIEllQ/Al/CTllol4LLl-TCBULK FLUIOll 1. 
IJIHt:NSION QfLUXI 81,T ISl81,TFLOC181,HTC l81,AVTEHPl81;OAXDISI18' ,owT 
lE HPI 18, 81, Qfl S 1141, TI SS 1141 , TFL S 1141 ,A VTE SI I 41 , HTC SI I 41 
CuM~ON/DLSNOS/NRE,ABYR,NOE,PRANTL,PRFLNUl81,NRUN 
~EAlC5,lOOI NRUN,NMO,NOAY,NYEAR,NSLl,TAMPS,VOl..TS 
If &NRUN.EQ.01 GO TO 15 
KEA015t1011 FLRTMA,TFLIN,TFLOUT 
c ~uTc THAT TFLIN AND TfLOUT ARE ALREADY CORRECTED, ANO ARE TAKEN 




r1TL s 298.5112. 
JINClEITFLOUT-TfllNl/HTl 
C ~AL:ULATION OF OT SUB 8/DZ 
TIN:Z•TINCl*TUBERA 
OU 7 I al , 18 
N:i.TAsl 
If I I .EQ.011 TCDIS • 2.112. 
IF 1 I .EQ.021 TCOIS • 5.112. 
Ir & I .EQ.031 TCOIS • 8./12, 
if I I .EQ,041 TCDIS a l't./12. 
if & 1,EQ,051 TCDJS "' 20,/12. 
If ll.EQ.061 TCDIS • 26./12~ 
lf &l,EQ,071 TCDIS • 32,/12, 
If ll.EQ.081 TCDJS • 40,/l2. 
If ll.EQ.091 TCDIS • 50./12, 
If 11.ec.101 TCDJS. 60,/12. 
Ir &l.EQ,111 TCOIS • 71,5/12. 
If I t.EQ,121 TCOIS • 103,/12~ 
If I l .E0.131 TCDJS • lH,/12; 
1f 1 I .EQ.141 TCOIS • 166,/12. 
If 1 I .EQ,151 TCOI$ • 198./12. 
Ir t I .E0.161 TCOIS • 230./12. 
H ti ,fQ.171 TCDIS • 260,/12, 
160 
u- I I • E iJ. l 8 l T CO I S = 29 2. / 12. 








HTLIJl 2 YFLUXIJl/ITISIJl-TEFLUI 
c CALLULATION OF r-sus-w 
uwT~"'P( [, J):( TISI Jl-TFL INl/TINC2 
A lift MP I JI a IT I St JI+ TFLOC tJ I I/ 2. 0 
AlluTEM=AVTEHPIJI 
HTLOEF=HTCI JI 
<.ALL N\JS Fl Tl AVGT EM, HT COE F, PNSE l TI 
t> "-1-l 'iUI JI c PNS EL T 
AllHTC=AVHTC+HTCIJI 
.. A1iT 2 CAWT+TISlJI 
o C. Uf>lT I "!Uf 
A 1HHC=A llHTC./'t .O 





C THt FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ARE MAINLY FOR 
c :uNvERTING TO THE SI UNITS. 
FILS! a IFILMT-l2.1•5,/9,t21J,15 
CFUJ = l055.056/l3b00,•9,290lO'tE-02t 
A \/HTS I • AVHTC•CFBJ• 1,8 
011 ~00 J•l,'t 
wF-LS 11 JI a CF 8J•QFLUX CJ I 
HTC!">l IJI • HTCIJl•CFBJ•l.8 
TISSICJI • tTISIJl-l2.)f5,/9.t27l.15 
IFLSllJI • ITFLOCIJf-32.)•5./9,t273.15 
AllTESllJI '" tAVTEMPIJl-32.t•5,/9,t213.15 
5u0 LJNT I NUE 







WK IT E It , 50 21 I QFL S ll J l 1 J • l, It I 
wKITEl6,20bllTISIJl,J•lo'tl 









·•r<ll • (t.,'>lbllAVTFSllJl.J=l,41 
"t< Ir~ I b, 2 l 7 I I l'RF l NUI JI, J = l, 41 
.. .-11r. (1',2ltll HLMT,FILSI 





C 1 t- " PL''l OF HT IS NCEOEU, ALL WHAT HAS TO OE 
._ uUIR IS TO ~F"IOVr THf C •lUT Of THE NEXT CARO. 
C ~"LL PLOTl~~O,N~bY,NYEAR,NSTAI 




~ K 11 r I b, 2 l SI 0 AXO IS I K I ti OWT F MP I K, JI , J =l , 41 
d ~uNT INUF. 
· T c t L U = l H L I N t T fl llll T I /2 • 0 
L.~LL RFPKO~IFLRT'1A,TEfLUI 
L.><LL SKfTClllPwTEMP,N'1!J,NOAY,NYEAR I 
uu I 0 l 
I UJ f -.HOU T I '> 1 5 , 2 E 20 • 71 
1Ul h..1K'iATIHl'l.21 
lu.: l'-uKHATl4F20.71 
20~ fuK'1ATllHl,2X,b3HCALCULATION OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFECIENTS IN A HE 
lLlL~l COIL BY ,•~OHA~MAO A. ABUl-HAMAYEL'I 
2J1 tUK'iATl2X.lUtM.UN NUMBE<l. =.14tllrl,lH-,12olH-,121 
'u.:: hJK'iATl2X.lbliSTATION NUMtiER •,111 
'JJ r-uk'iATl2X,l7HCURRENT IN COIL c,Fb.lo5H AMPS,lOX,2bHVOLTAGE DROP AC 
•«..i)) CJIL =,f 7.2,bH VOL TSI 
,.,,. tU,.'iATC//,2X,21)HPERIPt-ERAL LOCATION 
I ,2x.1011 3 .2x,lOH 4 
lkUM NORTH ,4X, lOH 0 ,2X 1 l0H 
JlJH 270 ,//I 
,14X,10H l ,zx.lOH 2 
,/2X130HOEGREES CLOCKWISE F 
90 ,2x,10H 180 ,2x, 
,u:,, fJM1ATl2X,30Ht-EAT FLUX, Q, STU/HR-SQ.FT. a,2Xo41fl0.3,2Xll 
lub tJk~ATl/,2X,30HINSIDE WALL TEMPERATURE,TW, fa 12X,41Fl0.3,2Xll 
lUl tuk~ATl//,2X,~2HFOR FLUID TEMPERATURES MFASURFD BY THE THFRMOCOUPL 
It )I 
'Oa tuKMATll,ZX,JJHLOCAL FLUID TEMPERATURE1TF 1 F•,2X 1 41Fl0.3 12Xll 
l~~ FOK~~Tl/,2X,3uHHILOCALI, 8TU/HP-SQ.FT.-F • 12X,41Fl0.3,2Xll 
'14 tJKHATIZX,l4HOIMENSICNLESS ,07X,56HDIMENSIONLESS WALL TEMPEP.ATURE, 
llll~ALLl-TllNLETll/IOTB/OZl,/2X,l4HAXIAL OISTANCf,5X,lOH l 
l • .:x. lOH 2 ,2X.10H 3 .zx.tOH " 1/8X1 lHZ,12x,10 
~ri (} ,2X.10H 90 ,2X,10H 180 ,2X,10H 270 ,//I 
'•~ t-uk~ATl2X,fl0.3,7X,41fl0.3,2Xll 
'lu rUM.~ATl/,2X,30HAVG. LOCAL TEMP,,ITF•TWl/2, F•12X 1 41Fl0.3 1 2Xll 
.:ll fu,.~ATl/,ZX,l~HPERIPHERAL NUSSELT NUMSER, NU=12X,4(Fl0.3,ZXll 
~Id FukMATl//,2X,blHAT TtE LOCAL ICIRCUMFE~F.NTIALLV AVERAGEDI FILM TEM 
•l'~R~TU~E OF,fl0,3,6H F , OR ,Fl0.3 1 4H K :) 
lB l-Jl<MATl/,ZX,23HREYNOLCS NUMBER P.E 1171 
llU t-~K'4AT(/,2X,23HPRANOTL NUM8FP PR 1 F7.21 
lll l-ukMATl/,2X,23HOEAN NUMBER = DE ,17) 
2l.t. tJ,.'4ATl/,ZX,23HNUSSFLT NUMBER• NU" ,Fl0.31 
l,6.2 
l. 
2.l.J r'Jk'1t..T(//,2Xrl5llf.VffAGf HILOCALI FOK ruts STATIOM =.Fl0.3,16H tlTU/ 
ilit<-~i).FT .-F ,//l6X, 1H= ,F 1'1.3, 14H J/SEC-SQ.M.-KI 
,u, r.Jt<'l4TllHl,2X,9'JHflPH·NSI lNLESS AXl~L OISTANCf ANIJ WALL TEMPEFAflJ~E 
1 WALIJt:S Hlk V4Rlr1US P~QIPHERAL LOCATIOr-.S.,///l 
~_,.; fu._.'\H l/,2X,J·1HHEAT FLUX, Q , J/SEC-5Q.M. =,2X,4(F10.3,2Xll 
5~o r~M'1AT(/,2X,30HINSIDE WALL TfMPERAfURE,TW, K=,2X,41Fl0.l,2Xll 
~.Jo rut\.'1,H(/,2X,3:'.iHLJCAL FLUID TEMPFRATURE,Tf, K=,2X,41Fl0.3,2Xll 
~u, ~u~'llTl/,ZX,30HH(LOC4l), J/SEC-SQ.M.-K =,2X,41Fl0.3,2Xll 
:>lb rut\'IATl/,2Xd0HAVG. LOCAL TEMP.,<TF .. TWl/2, K=,2X,41Fl'J.3,2Xll 
1~ ·,fJf' 
t_ r~U 
~uMMO~;/[Jl 910~/lllRE, ABYR ,NllE ,PRANfl, PRFLNUl8l, NRUN 
ILllf'C=I IHFLU-32.01•5.·)l/9.[) 
lr I NRlJN.GT. 3001 GO TO 3 
Ir I NRIJ'l.GT .2001 GO TO 1 
l"L~l~ = FXP(3.80i66-l.79809•((TEFLU-40.l/60.l .. 0.38590•111TEFLU-4C. 





uJ T '1 2 
l. u1• T I NIJE 
«•i!>llM=l I l.3272•120.0-TFMPCI 1-10.001051•1 TEMPC-20.0l•ITEMPC-20.0111 







JU ff) 2 
.> l.uNT INUf 
rLVlS = EXPl-6.92545+12.3839E+03/ITEMPC•273.l51l-11.08564E•04/llTF 
1Mf'Ct273.l5l*•21JI 
Cf'fLU = 0.53+0.l6101E-02•1TEFLU-50.l-O.l67946E-05+11TEFLU-50.l••21 
lt -J .18 3-'.72E-Oll•I (TEFL U-50, I **31 
ICF.U = 0.09J(7-0.846l93E-04*TEFLU+0.158015f-Ot•TEFLU•TEFLU 
.!. l.UNf INUf: 












~uoR,JUT 1 NE NUS EL T t -W GTEM ,HTC, PNSEL TI 
:uMM1N/OLSNO~/NRErAbYRrNOE,PRANTL,PRFLNUIBlrNRUN 
-AV~T•l{AVGTEM-32.01•5.0l/9,0 
I~ INPUN.GT.3001 GO TO 3 
if (NRUN.GT.2001 GO TO l 
TLfLU • Q,1825-12.3E-04•AVGTFMI 




"" TO 2 
J CJ1~T INUE 
TC~c\l • O. l9307-0.B46l93E-04*AVGTEM._0, l580l5f-06•AVGTEM*AVGTEM 




::.uul<OUT I NE SKETCtll OW TEMP rNMO 1NDAY, NY EAR I 
DlMl::NSlUN DWTEMPllB,81,0WTPI 18,81,GRAPHI l815ll ,SYMBOLl91 rORDl5l) 
:OHMQN/DLSNOS/NRErABYRrNDE,PRANTl1PRFLNUC8lrNRUN 
UATA SYMBOL/lHl,lHZ1lH3,lH~,lH5,lH611H7rlH8,lH I 
D~TA ASTfA/lH*/ 
Liu l J,.1,4 




l)l) l J•l. 51 
~RAPHtl,JlxSYM80Ll91 
2 CONT tr-llJE 
UTHAX•OWTPI l r 11 
DHHNxO.O 
l}.J j J .. 1,4 
DU j (:l,lB 
l f I u T MU.LT. OWTP I I , JI I DTHAX= DWT PI I , JI 
.; CU1H I NUE 















it-I.; !FF .GT, 751')0,0IDE L=2DO.O 
irCJIFF.GT.1000~.0IOEL=SJO.o 
'JU 4 J•l ,4 
uu .. l=l.18 
L•I lWTPI J ,Jl-DTMINl/OEL~0.5 
L "~l -l 
4 uKAPHll,Ll=SYMBOLIJI 
UU ~ K=l,51 
UKUIKl=SYMROLC91 
) Cu1d INllf 
Uu" K=l,:.l,? 
J"UI Kl •ASTE~ 
b ~uNTINUE 
llK11Elbo200lNRUN,NMO,NOAY,NYEAR 
uu 11 J=l,51 
w11. I I EI 6, 20 l I ORD I JI , I GRAPH I I , JI , l '* 1 1 16 I 






200 ruk~ATl!Hl,2X,l2HRUN NUMBER a,l~,flOolH-,12,lH-,121//) 
201 fUl\M4T 12Xo41lAllo2X,lAl,lXrlA112X,1Al1lX,Ul12X1Ul,3XrlAl,3X,lAl 
l , ""', l Al, 12XolA11 11 X, l Alt 12 X, lA l , l2X, lA 1, l 2X 1 lAl 1 11 X, lA l, 12X, l A 11 
LU Fuk,~AT 12X,2511Al,4XI I 
20~ FUk~AT l6X,2H50,3X,3Hl00,2X,3Hl50,2X,3H200,2X,3H250,2X,3H300,7X,3H 
l4JJ,7X,3H500,7X,3H600,7X,3H700,7X,3H80017Xo3H900,6X,4Hl000,6X,4Hll 
2JO,l>X,4Hl200I 
4lL fUk~AT 130X,'01MENSICNLESS AXIAL DISTANCE'tll 
l01 rUkHATl2X,42H~ASE LINE DIMENSIONLESS WALL TEMPERATURE•,F5.o,1ox,39 
1HHA(IMUM DIMENSIONLESS WALL TEMPERATURE•,Fl0,3,/1 
2Ud rURMATl2X,10HOELTA OWT•,Fl0.2,2x,1H,,2x, 1RE ~ •,11,2x,1H,,2x,•A/R 
4= •,F1.4o2X,1H,,2X,•PR a •,FJ.2,2X,1H,,2X 1 1 0E • •,171 
KHU KN 
E: i'4l) 
~llti~OUTINE PLOTINMO,NOAV 1 NVEAR 1 NSTAI 
UIHENSION HTPLOTl2,8),GRAPH(8,511 1 SYMSOL(31 1 0R0(5ll 
CUH~ON/DLSNOS/NRE,ABYR1NOE,PRANTL1PRFLNUl61 1 NRUN 
UATA SVMBOL/lHC,lHA,lH I 
llATA ASTER/lH•/ 
UU I Jsl,4 
Hl~LOTll,Ji 2 PRFLNUIJI 
l.UNT I NUE 
Du I. I= l, 4 
Dll l J=l,51 
l.65 
vl<Af'HI l, JI =SYMHOL 131 
l. CJNT INUE 
HTMAX=HTPLOTll,11 
HTMIN=Q.O 
l = l 
[JJ j J .. 1.4 
l f I H r MAX.LT.HT PLOT I I , JI I HHIAX •HT PLOT I l , JI 
J CU1-1l !NlJF 
UIFF=HTMAX-HTM!N 
Jt:L • IJ.2 
lf(JIFF.GT.10.0IOEL•l.O 







1HlJ1 FF .GT .10.000 .O I DEL•5JO .O 





URUt I !=SYMBOL 131 
5 CuNJ INUE 
DO c. 1:1,51,5 
ClKul 1 l•ASTER 
b l:U1H I NUE 
~RJTElo,2001NRUN,NH01NDAYtNYEAR,NSTA 
JU !l l=t,51 
1 Fl I • EQ • 20 I GO TO 7 
lfl! .E0.211 GO TO 8 
IFI I .EQ.221 GO TO 9 
IHI .EQ,231 GO TO 10 
Wkl l EI b, 2011 ORO 111, !GRAPH( J 1II1J'"J1 'ti 
GU T 0 l l 
Gu r o t t 
ij .. RJ re (b, 2031 ABYR,ORDI I l r(GRAPH(J, I I 1J•l1'tl 
l.U TO ll 
9 ~R!TElb,2041 PRANTL,OROlll.CGRAPHIJ1ll 1J•l,1tt 
GU TO ll 
lO wklTEl6,2051 NOE,OROlll,fGIUPHIJell,J•l,41 





I w1<1TE(b,2021 NRE,OROlllrlGRAPHIJ,ll,Jzl,41 
2JO t-Uk'IATI Htl,2X ,12HRUN NUMBER •, 14 1110,lH- 1 12 1 iH-, l2e 5X, 16HSTAT ION N 
1 UM tit R =,I 3, I I I 
201 FUR'IATl5JX,514X,1Alll 
.<.u2 t-Jw.i'tATllOX,23HREYNOLOS NUMBER • RE• r 17,lOX,5(4Xt1Alll 
203 FUki'tATllOX.23HTUBE/COIL RADIUS• A/R• ,F1.1e,1ox,51~x.1Alll 
166 
Ll.14 h.lRMl\TllOX,23HPRANOTL NUMHER a PR"' ,F7.2tlOX,514X,lAlll 
2.J:> f-ul\MATll'lX.23HDEAN NtJHSER =DE= ,11,1ox,514X.lAlll 
ZJ6 FJR~ATl59X11Hl,4X,lH2,4X11H3,4X,lH4t4X,/56X,40HPER[PHERAL LOCATION 
l, Clll.WISE, FROM NORTH ,/ t 
Lu7 FukMATl2X,27HHASE LINE NUSSELT NUMBER a ,F5.l,10X,25HHAXIMUM NUSSE 
llf ~UMBER • ,FLO.JI 







l. C~PUTt:K PROGIH.M: MAH#04 
c 
C ~~uuK~M TO COMPUTE: 
C l. Hc4T TRANSFE~ COEFFICIENTS, AND 
C 2. ~cKTINFNT FLUID FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER OIMENSIONLFSS NUM~ERS 
C FUR Hc4T TRANSFER STUDIES IN HELICALLY COILED TUBES WITH LAMINAR FLOW. 







NUTc:l. FLUID PROPERTIES ARE EVALUATED AT THE LOCAL BULK 
fLUID TEMPERATURE AT EACH THERMOCOUPLE STATION. 
2. LOCAL HIAVG. I =I l/NIEllQ/Al/tTI WALLl-TC BULK FLUIDI 11. 




! RcAUl5,1001 NRUNtNMO,NOAY,NYEAR,NSLf,TAMPS,VOLTS 





HTL "' 298,5/12. 
TIN:l•ITFLOUT-TFLINl/HTL 
OU 1 l•l,18 
NSTA=I 
If ll.EQ.011 TCSOIS • 2./12. 
IF '1.eo.021 TC SO IS • s.112. 
l.F (I .EQ.03 I TCSOI S • 8 ,/12. 
If l I .E0.041 TCSOIS a 14,/12, 
IF ll.E0.051 TCSOIS • 20.112. 
It- 'l .EQ.061 TCSDIS • 26./12, 
11' 11.eo.011 TCSOIS • 32./12. 
If l I .EO.l"JS I TCSOlS • 40,/12. 
IF I l .E0.091 TCSOIS 50,/12. 
lt- '1.eo.101 TCSOIS ~ 60./12. 
If ll.EQ.111 TCSOIS a 71.5/12. 
II' 11.eo.121 TCSOIS. 103,/12. 
It- t l.FQ.131 TCSOIS • 134./12. 
If ll.E0.141 TCSDIS a 166./12. 
If I l.EQ.151 TCSDIS • 198./12. 
IF 11.EO.lbl TCSOIS a 230./12. 
It- t l.EQ.171 TCSOIS a 260./12. 
lF I I ,EQ.181 TCSDIS • 292,/12, 
TcFLU•TFLIN+ITINCl•TCSOISI 





uo b J=l,4 
TrL)C I Jl=ffFLlJ 
tlT C i J I=() FL lJ X I J I II T I S I J I - TEFL U I 
.. VHfC=AVHTC+HTCIJI 
u CuNf INUf 
~A.LL NUS': LT 
.i.vHIC=A\IHTC/4 .O 
L.-NJNU=IAVHTC•I0.495/12.011/TCFLU 
C fHt FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ARE MAINLY FOR 
c .u1~vERTING TO THE SI UNITS. 
IErSI = ITEFLU-32.1•5./9.+273.15 
LfdJ • l055.056/l3600.•9.290304E-021 
AVHTSI = AVHTC•CFSJ•l.8 
ULJ 500 J•l,4 
J~LSllJI • CfBJ•QFLUXIJI 
Hl~~llJI HTCIJl•CF6J•l.8 
T1SSllJI = ITISIJl-32,1•5./9,+273.15 
TFLSllJI • (TFLOCIJl-32.1•5./9,+273.15 
500 :_ u1d I NUE 
C tNU OF CONVERTING THE UNITS 
c 















wRITE 16,2181 TEFLU,TEFSI 




WKll Elb,2231 AVHTC,AVHTSI 
wklTEl6,2241 CANUNO 
c If A PLOT Of HT rs NEEDED. ALL WHAT HAS TO BE DONE IS TO REMOVE 
C THt C OUT Of THE NEXT CARO, 
~ CALL PLOTINMO,NOAYoNYEARrNSTAI 
•Rl(E 17r6001 NSTA,NRUNrNRE,NDErPRANTL,AVHTSl,CANUNO 
7 l..uNT INUE 
uu TO l 
luO fUK~ATl515,2E20.71 
lOi FuKHATl3Fl0.21 
l 0.o! F UkH .\TI 4E 20, 7 I 
200 fOR~AT(lHlo2X,63HCALCULATION OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFECIENTS IN A HE 
16.9 
c 
lLl~AL COIL ev •'MOHA~MAD A. ABUL-HAMAVEL't 
201 FOk>tAT(2X.12Hl<lJN NUMAER =,!4,110,lH-,12,lH-, 121 
202 ruk'tATCZX,lbHSTATION ~UMAER =,!JI 
Zul ruNMATIZX,17HCURRENT IN COIL =,Fb.l,5H AMPS,lOX,2bHVOLTAGE DROP AC 
huSS COIL =,F7.2,bH VOLTSl 
204 FUR'tATl//,2X,20HPERIPhF.RAL LOCATION 
l ,2x,10H 3 ,2x,10H 4 
£KUM NORTH ,4X, l 1H 0 12X, 10H 
~lUH 270 ,//) 
,l4X,10H l ,2X,10H 2 
,/2X,30HDfGREES CLOCKWISE f 
90 ,2X,l0H 180 ,zx, 
2u~ FUKMAT12X130HHEAT FLUX, Q, BTU/HR-SQ.FT. =12X,4(fl0.3,2Xll 
2Ub rOK-tATl/12X,30HINSIOE WALL TEMPERATURE,TW, f•,2X,4(Fl0.3,2Xll 
207 fuKMATl//,2X,52HFOR FLUID TEMPERATURES MEASURED BY THE THERMOCOUPL 
l E::. I 
20ti fUKMAT(/,ZX,JOHLOCAL FLUID TEMPERATURE,Tf 1 F=,2X,41Fl0.3,2Xll 
2U':f FuK'tATl/,2X.30HHILOCALI, BTU/HR-SQ,FT.-F =,2X,4ifl0.3,2Xll 
217 rURMATl/,2X,30HPERIPHERAL NUSSELT NUMBER, NU=,2X,41flj,J,2Xll 
21~ FuKMATl//,ZX,33HAT ThE LOCAL FLUID TEMPERATURE OF,Fl0.3,SH F , OR 
l1Flu.3,4H K : I 
219 rURMAT(/,2X,23HREYNOLDS NUMBER • RE a ,llOt 
220 fUKMATC/,2X;23HPRANOTL NUMBER • PR • ,Fl0.31 
221 rUkMATl/,ZX,Z3HOEAN NUMBER a DE~ ,llOt 
222 FUkMlTl/,2X,23HGRAETZ NUMBER a GZ z ,Fl0.31 
22~ FUKMAT(//,2X,35HAVERAGE HILOCALI FOR THIS STATION ~,Fl0.3,lbH BTU/ 
lHK-)~.FT.-F,//36X,lH=,Fl0.3,14H J/SEC-SQ.M.-Kt 
224 t-uRMATC/,2Xo46HAVERAGE NUSSELT NUMBERl=NUI F~ THIS STATION s,flO. 
131 
)~~ FOR~AT C/,2X,30HHEAT FLUX, Q, J/SEC-SQ.H. •,2X141Fl0.3,2Xlt 
)ub rUK'tAT(/,2X,30HINSIOE WALL TEHPERATURE,TW, K~,2x,41FL0.3,2Xll 
50U f0RMATC/,2X,30HLOCAL FLUID TEHPERATURE,TF 1 Kz 1 2X,4IF10.3,2Xll 
5u9 FUK~lTl/,2X,30HHILOCALt, J/SEC-SQ.M.-K •12Xr41Fl0.3,2Xlt 




CUHMON/OLSNOS/NRE,ABYR,NOE,PRANTL 1 CANUN01GRAeTl 
CuH~ON/INVALU/HTC(St,PRFLNUISl,TCfLU,NRU~ 
TcHPC = ITEFLU-32.1•5./9. 
IF INRUN.GT.3001 GO TO 3 
IF 'NRUN.GT.2001 GO TO l 
FL~IS a EXPl3.80b66-l.79809•1CTEFLU-40.l/60.lt0.38590•111TEFLU-40. 
c il/6J.1••21-0.05878•1 llTEFLU-40.l/60.1••31+0.004173•1CITEFLU-40.t/6 
.l ll. I• •41 I 
CPfLU a 0.553+0.0415*CITEFLU-60.l/BO.t+0,0035*141TEFLU-60.j/80.t•• 
l .l j 
TCfLU,. O.lB25-12.3E-04•TEFLUI 












\.0 T 0 2 
J 1.u1-H I NUF 
fLVIS • EXPl-6.92545•12.1839E+03/tTEMPCt273.l5ll-tl.085l4E+04/tlTE 
l~PCt273.l51••2111 
LPFLU = 0.53+0.16101E-02•1TEFLU-50.l-O.l67946E-05•11TEFLU-50.1••2l 
l •u. 7 8 3422E -08 • t I TE FL U-5~. I•• 31 













LUHl40N/ I NllAL U/HT C 181 , PRFl.NUI 8 I 1 TCFLU ,NRUN 









OAT~ SVM~OL/lHC,lHA,lH I 
OATlt. ASTER/lH•I 
OU l J•l;4 
HfPLOTll,Jl•PRFLNUIJl 
1 CtJ;•f INUE 








l)j 3 J=l.4 
IF I H T'1A X. LT. HT PLOT (I , J l l HT MAX =HT PLOT I I , J l 
J (.LJNT INIJF 
l.llff=HTHAX-HTMIN 
OtL~ l .tl 
lflulfF.GT.50.0lDEL=2.0 
IFlu!Ff.(,T.lOO.OlDEL=5.0 
4rlulFF.GT.200.0IDEL 2 lO.O 










Oki.II I I• SYHBOLl 31 
5 CJNTINUE 
00 b l•l,51,5 
LJRlJI I !•ASTER 
b CUNTINUE 
WKITElb,200lNRUN1NHO,NDAY1NYEAR1NSTA 
OU ll l=l,51 
IFll.EQ.201 GO TO 1 
If 11 • EQ. 211 GO TO 8 
lfll.EQ.221 GO TO 9 
lfll.EQ,231 GO TO 10 
"klfE(b,2011 ORDlllrlGRAPHIJ.ll1J•lr41 
GLJ TO 11 .. 
1 wklTElo,2021 NRE,ORDlll1CGRAPHIJ1ll1J•lr'I 
uU r a 11 
6 WRITE(o,2031 ABYR,ORDlll,fGRAPHC-'rll 1 J•l1'tl 
GU TCI 11 
~ WR1TEl6,2041 PRANTLrORDlllrlGRAPHIJ1l!tJ•l1'tt 
GU TO 11 
10 ~RITElo,2051 NDErORDlllr(GRAPHIJrllrJ•lt~I 





20U FORHATllHl12Xrl2HRUN NUMliER •t14 1 110 1 lH-,J2,iH-,J2,5X 1 16HSTATION N 
LUlitiER •,(3,//1 
201 fUKMATl50X,514X,1Alll 
2u2 FLJKMATl10Xe23HREYNOLOS NUMBER a RE• rl71lOX1514X1lAlll 
2u3 l'UkMATI lOX,2311TUBE/COIL RADIUS= A/R" ,f7,4,10X,514X, lAll l 
112 
~u't t-ukl'IHllOX,23HPIUNOTL NUMBER= PR= ,F7.2.lOX,5l4X.1Alll 
Lu'> FUK'IATllOX.23HlJEllN NtJMBER =OE= ,!7,l0X,514X,1Alll 
2ub fuKMATl59X11Hlo4X1lH2o4X,lH314X,lH4,/56X140HPERIPHERAL LOCATION,CL 
ll\10bE. FROM NORTH ,/I 
~u7 rukHATl2X,27HBASE LINE NUSSELT NUMBER = ,F5.1,1ox,25HMAXIHUM NUSSE 
!LT ~UMR~R = ,Fl0.31 







CUKPUT!:R PROGRA,.: HAH#05 
PRUlJKAH TO COMPUTE: 





I.. l. PcRTINENT FLUID FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER DIMENSIONLESS 
L. fOl. 1IEAf TRANSFER STUDIES IN HEL !CALLY COILED TUBES WITH 






C *** ~UTl:l. FLUID PROPERTIES ARE EVALUATED AT THE LOCAL BULK 
C FLUID TEMPERATURE AT EACH THERMOCOUPLE STATION. 
C. 2. LOCAL HIAVG, l•lll/N)E(Q/All/111/NIEITIWALLll-TIBULK FLUlOI), 
c 
lJlMl:NSION OFLUXI 81 ,T !SIB l,QFLSI 141,T ISSI 141 
~uH~ON/INVALU/FLRTMA1TEFLU,TCSOIS,CAWALT1CAHTC,NRUN 
l..UHHONIDLSNOS/NRE,A8VR1NDE1PRANTL,GRAETZ,GRASOF,RAYLAY,CANUNO 
~cAJ(5, 1001 NRUN1NMO,NOAY1NYEAR,NSLl,TAMPS1VOLTS 
lf INRUN.EQ~OOI GO TO 15 ' 




lifl " 298.5/12. 
TlNCl•ITFLOUT-TFLINl/HTL 
OU 1 l•l,18 
NSTA•I 
I f ' I • E (,). 01 I res DI s • 2 .112 • 
Ir 11.eo.021 TCSOIS. 5,11z. 
If tl.EQ.031 TCSDIS • 8./l2• 
If I I .EQ.041 TCSOIS • 14.112, 
If 11.EQ.051 TCSOIS • 20./12. 
If I I .EQ,061 TCSOIS • 26./12. 
IF ( 1.E0.071 TC SO IS • 32./12, 
If I l.EQ.081 TCSOIS • 40./12, 
IF I l .EQ.091 TCSOIS " 50.ll2. 
lf- I I ,fQ,101 TCSOIS • 60.112. 
lf It .EQ, 111 TCSOI S • 71.5112. 
If l l.EQ.121 TCSDIS • 103./12. 
IF I l.EQ,131 TCSDIS "134./12. 
lF I I .E0.141 TCSOIS • 166,/12, 
lf l I .EQ.151 TCSDIS " 198./12. 
lf I I .EQ.161 TCSOI S " 230,/12. 
If 'I .EQ.171 TCSOIS • 260./12, 
11- I I ,fQ, 16) TCSOI S • 292.112, 
Tcr~U=TFLIN•ITINCl•TCSOISI 
RfAi)(5,102HTISIJl,J•l,4J 
kl:AOl 5, 1021 IQFLUX( JI ,J•l,41 
(;AwfLJ(aQ,0 
CA .. Al T•O,O 
174 








C IHE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ARE MAINLY FOR 
L CuN~~RTING TO THE SI UNITS. 
ltf~I = ITEFLU-32.1•5./9.+273.15 
LAWASI = ICAWALT-32.1•5,/9,+273,15 
CFSJ = 1055.056/l3600.•9.290304E-021 
:A~fSI = CAQFLX•CFBJ 
~kH~I = CAHTC•CFBJ•l.6 
Uu 500 J=l14 
UfLSllJI = CF6J•QFLUXIJI 
TISSllJI = ITISIJl-32,1•5./9,+273,15 
5UO LUNTINUF 
























WKITE 17,7001 NSTA,NRUN1Gll.ASOF 1 GRAETZ 1CAQfSl 1CAHSI,TEFLUrCAWALT 
1 cu~TINUE 




ZOJ ruRMATllHl,2X,63HCALCULATIO~ OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFECIENTS IN A HE 
lLICAL COIL SY ,•HOHAHMAO A, ABUL-HAMAYELll 
201 rUR~ATl2X,12HRUN NUMBER =1141llO,lH-,IZ1lH-,IZI 
LUZ rUK~ATC2X,l6HSTATlON NUMBER •113) 
2~l f0R~ATIZX,17HCURRENT IN COIL •,F6,l15H AMPS,lOX,26HVOLTAGE DROP AC 
175 
c 
1H.u~5 COIL =,FJ.2,bH 'ICl TSI 
2u~ fJH.~AT(//,2X,20HPERIPHf:RAL LOCATION 
l ,2x, lOH 3 ,2x,lOH 4 
ZKul't NORTH ,4X,l0H 0 ,2x, 10H 
31uH 270 ,//I 
tl 4X ,1 OH l , 2 X .l OH 2 
,/2X,30HDfGREfS CLOCKWISE F 
90 ,2x,10H 180 ,2x, 
lU) fuk~ATl2X,30HfEAT FLUX, Q. BTU/HR-SQ.FT •• ,zx,41Fl0.3,2Xll 
2Jo FJH.~ATl/,2X,30HINSIOE WALL TEMPERATURE,TW, F=r2Xr41Fl0.3,2Xll 
2u7 l-uk~ATl//,2X,52Hf0R FLUID TEMPERATURES ME•SURED BY THE THERMOCOUPL 
J.E SI 
20u FuRMATl2X,29HTUBE-TO-COIL OIAMETE~ RATIO •,fl0.61 
ll~ FUk~ATl//,2X,33HAT THE LOCAL FLUIO·TEMPERATURE Of,Fl0.3,BH F , OR 
l11-lU.3,4H K !I 
21~ fuk~AT(/,2X,23HREYNOLDS NUMBER 
22~ ruKMAT(/,2X,2lHPkANDTL ~UMBER 
221 l-OkMATl/r2Xr23HDEAN NUMBER 
222 FUk~ATl/,2X,23HGRAETl NUMBER 
llj rUR~AT(///,ZX,64HTHE FOLLOWING 
J.H. fHlS STATION:,//) 
RE • ,1101 
= PR = ,Fll),31 
a OE " r 110 I 
a GZ = ,Fl0.31 
ARE PERIPHERALLY AVERAGED VALUES FO 
l~~ l-uRMATl2X,26HAVERAGE WALL TEMPERATURE •,Fl0.3,8H f , OR ,Fl0.3,2H 
l<. I 
22~ l-UR~AT(/,2Xrl9HAVERAGE HEAT FLUX •1FlO.lrl4H 6TU/HR-SQ.FT,,2Xr2H • 
J.,flJ.3,12H J/SEC-SQ.M,I 
l2o rURMATl/r2X,35HAVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT •ofl0.3,lbH BTU/H 
lH.-~~.FT.-F,2X,2H •,Fl0,3, 1 J/SEC-SQ.H.-K'I 
227 FUkMATl//r2X,23HNUSSfLT NUMBER • NU • ,flO.lJ 
22~ FUk~ATC/,2X,23HGRASHOF NUMBER • GR • ,E20,9J 
22~ fURMATC/,2X,23HRAYLElGH NUMBER • RA • rEZ0.91 
5u2 FOKiAT l/r2X,30HHEAT FLUX, Q, J/SEC-SQ,H. •12Xr4CF10.312XJJ 
506 ~UkiATC/,2X,30HINSIOE WALL TEHPERATURE,Tw. K•r2X,4(Fl0.3,2XIJ 
700 rOKMAT 112,141El4.7,5F9.]I 








~v•ijC z ICAWTC•TEHPCl/2, 
If I NRIJN.liT ,3001 GO TO 3 
If INRUN,GT.2001 GO TO l 
fLVIS = (XPl3.80666-l.79809•ICTEFLU-40,l/60,l•0,38590+((ITEFLU-40, 
ll/oJ.1+•21-0.0587B•lllTEFLU-40,l/60.l+•31•0.004l73•1llTFFLU-40.J/6 
20.1••411 
CPfLU • 0.553t0,0415•11TEFLU-60.l/80.l•0.0035•111TEFLU-60.l/80.I•• 
lll 
TLl'LU = O.l825-12.3E-04•TEFLUJ 
S~VJLB = 0.924848•6.2796E-04•(TfMPC-65.1•9.2444E-07•CITEMPC-65.I•• 
lLl+J.057f-09*11TfMPC-65.1••31 
~UtFBT l./SPVOLB 
lVJIAV • 6.2796E-04+l.H4q88E-06*IAVWBC-65.l+9.17lf-09*1lAVWBC-65.I 
l••d 
5~VULA • 0.924ij48+6.2796E-04•IAV~BC-65.J+9.2444E-07*(1AVWBC-65.I** 
1L1+J.~~7f-09•11AVWBC-65.1**31 
UcfA = DVDTAV/11.S•SPVOLAI 
~u rn 2 











kuErAV • 0.999986+0.1890E-04•AVWBC-0.5886E-05•1AVWBC••21+0.1548E-O 
11•1-, VW8C**31 
uKuTAV • 0.189E-04-1.1772E-05*AVWBCt0.4644E-07•AVWBC*AVWBC 
~cl~ • -OROTAV/11.B*ROEFAVI 
Gu T l1 2 
3 CUNT I fllUE 
FLVlS • EXPl-6.92545+12.3839E+03/ITEHPC+273.151l-11,08564E+04/llTE 
1MPC+27l.151•*2lll 
CPfLU = 0,53+0.l6101E-02•CTEFLU-50,j-0.167946E-05•1CTEFLU-50.t••2t 
l+u.183422E-OB•ICTEFLU-50.J•*3) 
TCFLU s 0.09307-0.846193E-04•TEFLU+0.158015E-06•TEFLU*TEFLU 
~OtFBT s 0,824605-0.700505E-03•TEHPC-0.101516E-05•1TEHPC••21 
ltU.29b294E-08•1TEHPC••3) 
~UEfAV = 0.824605-0,700505E-03•AVWBC-0.101516E-05*1AVWBC**21 
l tu,~ 96294E-08•1A VWBC 03 I 
UKufAV a -0.700505E-03-0.203032E-05•AVW8Ct0.888882E-OB•IAVWBC••21 
u~r-. s -OROTAV/11.B•ROEfAVI 












:ikAVTY=4. l 75E+08 
~kASOF•ITUBEIO•TUBEID•TUBEIO•GRAVTY•OE~FBT•OENFBT•BETA•DELTAT)/IFV 









The error in the calculated heat transfer coefficient was determined. 
An error analysis [suggested by Singh (37)] was performed. The analysis 
is as follows: 
From Chapter V 
h 
Q/A 
f(Q/A, t tb) 
[tw-tb] w' 
or 
dh = ()f • d(Q/A) +~ dt Clf Cl (Q/ A) +--3t w Cltb w 














Equation (H. 2) 
• d(Q/A) - Q/A 
(tw-tb)2 






• dt (H. 2) 
Q/A 
+ 
Q/A . dt 
(tw-tb)2 
(H. 3) 
To estimate the error in h, the error in the measurement of (Q/A), 
tw and tb will be estimated. 
The error in the heat flux, Q/A, depends upon the error associated 
with the primary measurements used to determine the heat flux. These 
measurements together with an estimate of their error are: 
1. Coil current + 1.0% 
2. Coil voltage + 1.0% 
3. Coil dimensions + 0.1% 
4. Inside wall temperature + 1. 0% 
s. Room temperature + 0.5% 
180 
If all of the above mentioned measurements were in error to the 
extent indicated and in the same direction, the maximum error in the 
heat flux is 9.21%. 
From Appendix B, the calibration data on the bulk fluid and the wall 
0 thermocouples indicate that at an average temperature of 210 F: 
1. The bulk fluid thermocouples had an average correction of +0.61°F 
or 0.34°C. 
2. The surface thermocouples on the coil had an average correction 
0 0 of+ 1.0 F or 0.57 C. 
The calibrations were performed using the Doric Digital Thermo-
couple Indicator to measure the thermocouple outputs. The Digital 
0 Thermocouple Indicator had a stated accuracy of + 0.3 F for the above 
0 0 F range. Since the calibrations were made in-situ, the above men-
tioned corrections reflect the inaccuracies of the Digital Thermocouple 
Indicator and the associated thermocouple wires. 
Based on the above data, the average error in the bulk fluid tern-
0 
perature and the surface of the helical coil was estimated to be 0.3 F. 
Now, since the inside wall temperature was determined by a numerical 
solution, the average error in the wall temperature would be affected 
by the errors in the coil dimensions, the room temperature, the flow rate 
and any computational errors. Taking all the errors into account, the 
combined total error in the inside wall temperature is taken to be 
0 0.5 F. 
Rewriting Equation (H.3), 
(H.4) 
181 
The average bulk fluid and inside wall temperature were estimated 
0 0 to be 103 F and 117 F, respectively. 
The maximum error in the heat transfer coefficient would occur when 
the error in the independent variables are all additive. 
Therefore, 
<o. 5) <o. 3) 
dh = 577 563 
h 0 • 0921 + [1-(563/577)] + [(577/563)-1] 
= 0.149 14.9%. 
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